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As an extra measure of paranoia,
the PCs will meet up with a member
of the Mafia in LosAngeles. It seems

Yamaguchi shipping. No threat;
are offered or implied, but interesting information may be rewarded.
Later
on, once they reach Tokyo,
Some of theAmerican soldiers in $10,000 upon the receipt of the
PCs
will notice an American
the
WWll came home from the Pacific sword by Yamaguchi. All travel acfollowing
them on occasion who
front with Japanese souvenirs. You commodations have been preardisappears
as soon as he is spotknow, helmets, pistols, swords. ranged, with passage to Japan to
ted.
This
is
an Average: ObservaNow, some Japanese families are be by boat, actually the flagship of
tion
or
Streetwise
task.
trying to buy back the swords. 1 Yamaguchi Shipping, the Katori
guess some of them are hundreds Maru.
TROUBLE
of years old and had been in the
No firearms of any type will be
Once
on-board
the ship, the PCs
families forgenerations.Some fami- allowed on board ship, as
find
the
accommodations
to be quite
lies are even willing to spend a Yamaguchi is a law-abidingcitizen,
luxurious,
especially
for
a
freighter.
%I cou~lemillion to aet them back.
Iand the firearms laws of Japan are
for the
They
may
want
to
get
a
feel
very strict. If anv characters are
crew
and
roam
the
ship.
They
won't
he following scenario is caught with afireirm, on-boardship
find
anything
amiss.
The
voyage
designed for any merce- or in Japan, they will be left to the
nary group, especially justice system of Japan, and the proceeds as planned, with the exception of a few mechanical probthose who believe in contract will be terminated.
"strength through supeHotel accommodations in Japan lems starting at the Philippines.
rior firepower." Referees, will be provided by the patron. If the Once the ship reaches the 10-mile
this is an excellent op- PCs wish other accommodations, mark, the engines grind to a halt,
portunity to poke holes in some of the they will have to pay for them out of and the Yakuza plan is impleinflated egos that may have arisen in their own pockets. (Remember that mented. It is entirely up to the refyour game.
a Big Mac costs about $6 in Japan, eree whether the PCs will be given
the opportunity to foil the Yakuza.
possibly more in Tokyo.)
Or the PCs may arrive on deck just
CONTACT
in time to see a boat slipping away
The group is contacted through
SETUP
from
the ship, to find the remains of
the normal channels by a represenThe Yakuza have been waiting
one
of
the snatch team laying on
tative of Yamaguchi Shipping, who for an opportunity to gain leverage
the
deck,
nearly cut in half (yes, the
was given their names by a former over Yamaguchi. Now the opportuused
the
sword on the Yakuza
patron of theirs. The characters are nity has arisen in the form of the
team).
asked to provide physical security katana. If they were to use the
If the Yakuza get away with the
for a courier who is bringing the katana as a bargaining point, the
sword,
the characterswill find things
Yamaguchi ancestral katana back Yakuza might be able to force
getting
weird. Whenever any of the
from the UnitedStates, where it has Yamaguchi to letthem use hisships
team
is
in the same room as any of
been for 57 years. This katana was fordrug smuggling. Their entire plan
the
crew
members, they will notice
lost during World War II and only consists of using one of the ship's
that
the
crew
turns away from them
recently was discovered in the pos- crew to sabotage the ship 10 nautiand
refuses
to
acknowledge their
session of an ex-Army Air Corps cal miles outside the Tokyo harbor,
officer. After much negotiation, a taking a snatch team on board, presence. (Any character with any
total of $750,000 was agreed upon grabbing the courier and the sword backgroundin Japaneseculturewill
as payment to the officer. Thus, the and returning to their clan. The know that this means that the team
sword's journey began.
snatch team will consist of five men, is considered dead in the eyes of
There is some concern that cer- all armed with silenced 9mm auto- the crew.)
When the ship finally docks, the
tain competitors will attempt to gain matics and knives. These men will
possession of the sword during the be considered Veterans for combat PCs are met by Yamaguchi himself. He immediately says, "So, you
trip. The PC group will be paid purposes.
6
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Mere: 2000

lost my sword, thesoul of myfamily.
Well, accidents happen. Obviously,
since you Gaijin have failed, there
will be no payment. Reservations
have been made for your immediate return to your country on-board
one of my private aircraft. Get your
things and go. You are dismissed."
If the PCs meekly accept their fate,
the adventure is over.
Should the PCs attempt to convince
the patron to allow them to retrieve the
sword, he will grudgingly give them 48
hours in which to retrieve it. If they fail
this time, they will be sent back where

they came from. He will, however, give
them the name of the Yakuza clan that
he thinks is responsible, and the name
and location of the building that is
thought to be their headquarters. As
the clan leader, Tanaka, and his business are both quite legitimate front
operations, a direct confrontation will
only resutt in the PCs gettingthrown out
of the office. Also, due to Japanese gun
control laws, the frontal assautt method
is completely out. Of course, breaking
and entering, while illegal, would probably prove to be the most successful
approach.

The sword is in the safe in
Tanaka's private office. Security is
very stiff and should prove to be
quite a challenge to most groups.
The guards are armed with night
sticks and capsicum spray canisters. (see Challenge 61, "Spooktek") Treat them as Experienced
NPCs for combat purposes. All windows and doors are wired with induction triggered alarms, requiring
an Average: Electronics roll to disarm. The hallways are covered by
motion sensors with cameras at
key points. Tanaka's office is covered by motion sensors, sound sensors and a camera, while the wall
safe is booby-trapped by a chemical grenade that fills the room with
capsicum mist.

ENDING

Secretarial Cubicles

Once the sword is recovered, the
patron will treat them much more
politely, treat them to an expensive
dinner and pay them in full. He will
warn them that the Yakuza have
now lost face because of them and
will be striking back-and soon. It
would be good to leave the country
as soon as possible and to look
over their shoulders every once in a
while. The referee may let the PCs
go home peacefully and have the
Yakuza pop up later, or may have
them make an attempt tonight. The
rest is up to you.

NPGs

Mr. Tanaka's

8
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Yamaguchi: Level Ill patron.
Honorable in the Japanese style,
but ruthless when honor demands
it. Regards the sword as an extension of his family's soul.
Tanaka: Veteran NPC. Ruthless
in his dealings with others, he will
seek to avenge any loss of face.
Brutal, he enjoys inflicting pain on
others.
Yakuza Members: 70% Experienced, 25%Veteran,5% Elite. Various forms of armament. Most carry
the tanto-style knife.
Courier: Melee (armed) 8, History 7. He is there to verify the
sword's authenticity and provide a
trusted escort for the Yamaguchi
family's ancestral sword. He is also
an excellent swordsman in his own
right. Q
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A Merc: 2000 aircraft and weapons addendum by Roman J. Andron
IDID, or Internal Defense Development, is the term used by national security personnel to refer to counter-guerrillaoperations. A key
factor in IDID operations is close air support provided by aeroweapons platforms such as ground attack aircraft and helicopters.Three
such aeroweapons platforms which have gained notoriety and prominence in the Merc: 2000 world are profiled below.

Corn Mov: 35

Krnov Ka-60 Hokum
(Rotary Wing Aircraft)

The Kamov Hokum was accepted as the Commonwealth
of Independent States' new attack helicopter in 1992, beating out the Mil Bureaur's Mi-28 Havoc design in an army
competition. The Hokum deviates in a number of ways from
Merc 2000 Price: $8,700,000
the standard helicopter design set by the US AH-1 and AHTwilight 2000 Price: $25,000,000
64. The most visible deviation is the twin coaxial rotors. This
Armament: 30mm cannon
configuration allows the helicopter to achieve top speeds of
Ammunition: 500 x 30 mm
350 kmlh and 3G-loading while significantly reducing the
chance of helicopter combat losses from tail rotor and boom
Load: See weapons options
failures, the most problematic areas on any helicopter. The
Veh Wt: 10,800 kg (maximum takeoff weight)
second deviation is the inclusion of a head-up display in
Mnt: 15 (estimated)
conjunction with a helmet-mounted sight, which when comMinimum Landingflakeoff Zone: 48 m
bined with the speed capabilities suggests that this helicopter is to be flown more like a combat-support fixed-wing airDamage Record
craft than an attack helicopter. Finally, the Hokum breaks the
Pilot:
pilot1CPG team approach to attack helicopters by being a
Radio:
pilot-only machine. The pilot's position is equipped with an
Instruments:
ejection seat. Explosive bolts in the rotors blow off the blades
Hardpoint: 1 2 3 4
to permit a safe ejection.
Turret:
Armament consists of a right-side-mounted30mm cannon
Ammunition:
Engine:
taken from the BMP-2, which can be pointed outward from
Fuel (%Consumed or Destroyed):
the fuselage by 15 degrees and can be tilted as much as 10
degrees upward and 70 degrees downward (estimated).
Combat Equipment: Head-up display, lHADSS helmet- Rounding out the weapon systems are four "wet" pylons
mounted sight, FLIR, laser designator, integral flare and chaff which can carry armament or fuel pods. Weapons options
dispensers, IR suppression.
Weapons Options: Four wet pylons, each capable of accept- include six-round pods of the Vikhr laser-guided antitank
ing a UV-32-57 rocket pod, a six-round Vikhr pod or a 300-k~ missile and UV-32-57 rocket pods. Defensive m&3SUreS
include integral IR suppression, flare and chaff launchers,
drop tank.
and spaced steel armor proof against fire up to and includWeapon ROF Mag Rng Ammo
ing 20mm.
Damage Pen
500 250 API
C:6 B:4 5111-2
The Hokum saw a great deal of service in ethnic clashes
30mm 2AL 5
32 400 57r-m HE '2%B:28 -4C
UV-32-57 16
within the CIS and the breakaway republics as well as having substantial export sales to Middle Eastern and Pacific
Weapon
Mag
Rng
Damage
Pen
Rim nations. The Ka-50 is and remains a capable helicopter
Vikhr 6-pod 6
2500
C:12B:12
115C
and is more than a match for any other in the world.
10
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Merc: 2000

Sadler A-22LASA
(Fixed Wing Aircraft)

Damage Record
Instruments:
Hardpoint: 1 2 3 4
Strap-on Turret (optional):
Turret Ammunition (optional):
Fuel (%Consumed or Destroyed):
Combat Equipment: No standard loadout. Has been fitted
with low-light video surveillance kit (low-light stabilized TV camera, cockpit video display, realtime video downlink). Other standard combat gear would include passive Night-Vision goggles
Weapons Options:
Four Hardpoints: Standard weapon options include 2 x BE1
Defense Systems Hydra-70seven-tube rocket launcherson two
outboard hardpoints plus twin gun pods on the inboard hardpoints. Gun pods include M60 MG gun pods (each with 500
rounds ammunition) or SUU-IIBIA 7.62mm Minigun pods with
1500 rounds ammunition.A7.62mm strap-on turret has already
been mentioned. In place of gun pods, a single ASP-30 30mm
cannon with 200 rounds HEDPIHEI may be mounted. Bombs
may also be carried and include the Mk-81 250 Ib GP bombs
and 250 Ib frangible napalm canisters.
Loadout Weights:
BE1 MI46 Control System Plus 2 x Hydra-70 Seven-Round
Launchers: 195 kg
M-60 MG Pod with 500 Rounds Ammunition: 35 kg
SUU-I I B/A Minigun Pod: 150 kg
ASPS0 30mm Cannon Pod: 250 kg
PGSTS-762 Strap-On 7.62mm Minigun Turret with IHADSS
ControlSystem and2000 Rounds: 200 kg. (arc 45 degrees left,
45 degrees right of centerline, forward facing) (fictional system)
Low-Light Video Sun/eillance System: 60 kg
Weapon ROF Mag Rng
BE1 Hydra-7012
7
425

Ammo Damage Pen
HE
C:8 B: 35 -4C
C:2 B: 25 Nil
APERS
C:8 B: 44 -2C
ASP30 gun pod 30200 1000 HEDP
C:l B:2
-6C
C:2 B:5
Nil
C:2 B:2
-6C
80 1000 HEDP
C:2 B:5
Nil
Weapon
ROF Dam
M-60 MG pod5
4
SUU-11BIA pod 100 4
PGSTS-762100
4

Mere: 2000

-RecoilPen Blk Mag SS Brst
*
2-3-Nil 6 500 *
2-3-Nil 4 1500 *
*
*
2-3-Nil 4 2000 *

Rng
90
90
90

The A-22 Light Air Support Aircraft is designed specifically
for the Third World IDID and close air support role. It draws
much of its heritage from ultralight and sport aircraft. It is light,
inexpensive and easy to maintain while still being able to
precisely deliver a large amount of ordnance onto a guerrilla
target.
The A-22 can be transported by truck to any expedient
airbase and can be ready for flight five minutes after arrival.
A Kevlar pod and Lexan canopy provide the pilot with minimal
protection against small-arms fire.
Among the features which made the A-22 so favored were
the engine, the recovery system and the optional minigun turret
mount. The engine is a simple Chevy V-6 burning regular gasoline; parts and mechanical expertise are therefore available
world-wide. The recovery system consists of a ballistic parachute which lowers the entire aircraft to the ground in the event
of an emergency.
Finally, the minigun turret is a strap-on design which fits
under the cockpit and includes an M-I34 7.62mm minigun with
2000 rounds of ammunition. The unique feature of the turret
is the linkage with the pilot's IHADSS-type helmet, allowing
the gun to hit wherever the pilot is looking. it is this one feature which has made the turret system highly effective. No
provision is made for in-flight or buddy refueling.
The A-22 gained a great deal of favor with Latin American
nations such as Nicaragua, El Salvador and Peru, and it has
been in service with several Central and South American nations since the mid-1990s.

Tp"

1224

31
Fuel Cap: 80
Fuel Cons: "%o
Nlerc: 2000 Price: $200,000 (A-22); $225,000 (TIA-22 twoseat trainerlattack craft)
Twilight: 2000 Price: $450,000 (A-22); $550,000 (TIA-22)
Fuel Type: G, A
Load: 450 kg
Veh Wt: 386 kg (empty)
Crew: 1
Mnt: 7
Runaway: VSTOL
Min Runway Takeoff (fun load)/Landing: 1531183 m
Stall: 23
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Merc 2000 Price: $4,500,000
Twilight 2000 Price: $7,800,000
Fuel Type: AVG
Armament:20mm GA-1 cannon, four inboardwing pylons, two
wingtip AA missile launch rails
Ammunition: 500 x 20mm
Load: See weapons options
Veh Wt: 8000 kg (maximum takeoff weight)
Crew: 2
Mnt: 13
Minimum Landingmkeoff Zone: 50m

Damage Record

Crewmembers: Pilot Co-pilot/Gunner
Radio:
Instruments:
Controls:
Hardpoint: 1 2 3 4
Launch Rail: 1 2
20mm Turret:
Turret Ammunition:
Engine:
Fuel (%Consumed or Destroyed):
Combat Equipment:Armored cockpit, FLIR, lR suppression,
laser designator, HUD, IHADSS.
Weapons Options:
2 WingtipRails: Each accepts one AIM-9M Sidewinder or South
African V3B Kukri IR-guided air-to-air missile.
4 Hardpoints: Each can be fitted with one 127mm Batteleur
quad-pack or 68mm South African 18-round pods.

Weapon ROF Mag Rng
20mm GA-I 50 500 250

68mm Rocket 12

18

425

Batteleur 127mm 1

4

500

Ammo
API
HE
HE
WP
APERS
HE

Damage
10
C:l B:2
C:8 B:28
C:2 B:20
C:8 B:36
C:12 B:20

Pen
31-21-5
-8c
-4C
Nil
-4C
OC

ATLAS CSH-2 RooivalWMeslreil
(Rotary Wing Aircraft)
The Republic of South Africa (RSA) armaments industry has managed to produce some very effective weapons
systems despite an international arms embargo against
the white government.
One example is the Combat Support Helicopter-2
Rooivalk, which has had numerous export sales since production started in late 1993.
The Rooivalk is a substantial redesign of the French
Aerospatiale AS 330 Puma airframe, involving fuselage
reconstruction, engine relocation and significant transmission modification.
The result is a two-crewmember attack helicopter similar to the Agusta A129. Stub wings have been added to
provide weapon hardpoints, and the South African GA-1
20mm cannon has been mounted in a stabilized chin turret. High-tech electronics have been added, including
FLIR, laser designator, pilot's head-up display, and
IHADSS helmet-mounted sights, making the Rooivalk the
equivalent of many dedicated attack helicopters in service in
2000.
As an added note, following the assumption of power by
a coalition LiberallANC government in 1996, SADF was
forced to scrap its own gunship program and acquire
Rooivalks for political and budgetary reasons. Since then,
the CSH-2 Rooivalk has been used in
roles against
Inkatha, PAC and AWB guerrillas.

Ti' MOW: "176
Corn MOW:27
Fuel Cap: 1500
FE/ mns: 17m

Use AIM-9M data for V3B Kukri missile. C2
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Merc: 2000

A rescue mission. Not what I signed
up to do, but I guess it falls under 'other
duties as assigned.'The company can't
afford to lose a statship, so off we go into
the Stellar Wilderness to find out what
happened to them.
his adventureis designed
to take place in the
HubWorlds, a pocket
empire detailed in Traveller: The New Era, but
could also be used with a
minimum amount of conversion in the Star Vikings
setting or other settings in the Wilds.
The PCs find themselves in the offices of MHS Limited, a freight hauling
and salvage company located on
Kaggushus. They are given the assignment of finding the Devlinaar, a modified 200-ton far trader, which is owned
by MHS and has been declared missing
after being overdue for several weeks.
The player characters begin the adventure as employees of MHS (or optionally
as independent contractors or HubWorld
Naval Scouts assigned to help MHS
find its missing ship). To find the
Devlinaar, they will have to retrace its
path to its intended destination, the
Clausen System. This will take the PCs
into what has been up until now, for
them, virtually unexplored space.

relics, most of which are nice to look at,
but no longer functional (among them a
suit of TL15 battledress, complete with
an FGMP-15, standing in one comer as if
at attention). Hriana is a friendly, outgoing man and will greet the PCs with a
handshake and offer them refreshments.
The PCs' mission is easier said than
done: find the Devlinaar and its crew,
and, if possible, return them to
Kaggushus. Hriana believes in taking
care of his employees, and as he briefs
the PCs on their mission, will express
more concern about the crew of the
Devlinaar than about the fate of the
Devlinaar itself. He also will inform the
PCs of the Devlinaats flight plan, intelligence on the systems likely visited by
the ship (most this intelligence will be
rumors, much of the rest speculation),
and brief background profiles on the
ship's crew. One of the PCs (which one
is at the referee's discretion), will be all
too familiar with one particular crewmember, Jasin Anacreon, who is the PC's
half-brother (this should be used to help
motivate the PCs to find the missing
ship). Hriana will then introduce Katrin
Neeley, the company's chief of starship
scheduling and operations, who will
brief the PCs on all other relevant details.

KWTWIN NEELEY

Katrin Neeley is an extremely efficient, no nonsense bureaucrat who excels at scheduling and planning. In fact,
MEBZTING
The PCs are lead into the office of Hriana gives much of the credit for the
Jon Hriana, president of MHS Limited. recent successes of MHS Limited to
Hriana started MHS Limited 10 years Neeley's superior abilities in the Starago with a salvaged far trader that was ship Scheduling and Operations Desold to him through a government loan partment. Neeley is also a dynamic
program. Through hard work, and a speaker, who will come across to the
good business sense, he has built the PCs as someone who puts up with very
company into one of the most important little, and demands respect at all times.
Neeley has become convinced
privately owned interstellar transportation concerns in the HubWorlds. He through circumstantial evidence that the
controls a fleet of around a dozen star- crew of the Devlinaar has defected to
ships of various sizes which ply the the pirate band operating out of the
space lanes between Kaggushus and Tcularosta System. She is particularly
all the other HubWorld members and distrustful of the captain, Kevin Daeman,
client states. Last year, Hriana decided with whom she has had more than one
to diversify his company's interests into confrontation (this is emphasized in her
the lucrative (and potentially risky) field briefing). Daeman was known to have
of salvaging and recovering old Impe- contacts with individuals involved with
rial equipment. The first mission yielded the local black market, as well as free
a large find in the Aagkhuur System, traders (some of dubious reputation)
which was recovered at enormous profit. who operate outside the Hubworld's
Several subsequent expeditions into the borders.
After her briefing, Neeley will once
same region were not as profitable,
however, so it was recently decided to again leave the PCs alone with Hriana.
send an expedition into the rimward If the PCs are independent contractors,
region of the Ershur Subsector to deter- he will negotiate a price for their services; they will find him to be an exmine what could be found there.
Hriana's office looks more like a mu- tremely tough negotiator.
Hriana will then tell the PCs that
seum than an executive's office, decorated with all sort of recovered Imperial Neeley will be going along with them on
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the investigation. He reasons are two
fold: first, he believes that her skills as
an investigator will help the PCs in their
effort (she does possess knowledge in
that area). Second, and most importantly, he hopes that she will gain some
insight into the day-to-day functioning of
a starship, and therefore be more sympathetic toward the people who make
up a starship's crew. Hriana spent a
hitch on a trader before he went to
college (he served as a communications specialist) and feels the experience was invaluable. He wants Neeley
to benefit from similar experience.
Though rather unenthusiastic about the
mission at first (she doesn't care for
space travel), the evidence she has
found against Daeman has increased
her resolve to track him down.
Because Neeley is so highly prized
by Hriana for her skills as a scheduler
and planner (and potential successor
as head of MHS), he will offer to pay the
PCs Ct250,OOO if she is safely returned.
If the PCs accept, they become personally responsible for her safety. Hriana is
well aware that Neeley has a certain
irritating quality to her personality (which
he hopes will mellow with time), but
expects her to retum unharmed. If she
does not, Hriana will likely become so
angry that the PCs will likely find themselves the object of a murder investigation, even if her death was an accident
(his money usually buys him what he
wants, including the ear of the local
prosecutor's off ice).

IPWEIDAMTIIORIS
A check of the local pubs around the
starport will reveal that Captain Daeman
did indeed hang around some "seedy"
characters (some of them Korhites), but
the PCs will find no evidence that he
performed any illegal acts (the same is
also true of the PC's half-brother, Jasin
Anacreon, and the rest of the Devlinaats
crew). Those PCs who have Investigation or Streetwise skill (Average, 3D6
hours) will also uncover a close personal friend of Captain Daeman who
will reveal that he and Katrin Neeley had
a torrid love affair that did not end on
friendly terms. Neeiey would not be
pleased if that information became public knowledge (after all, it would make
her look unprofessional). How the PCs
use this information is up to their discretion.
The PCs can then make any preparations they deem necessary before
departing. MHS will provide any additional equipment they might need (within
reason and tech level restrictions;
Kaggushus has a tech level of 12),
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Clausen System
The Clausen System consists of a binary pair of stars and seven major bodies, four of
which are gas giants.
Orbit

Name
dagi
agi

Remarks

UWP
K1 V
M7 D

Close orbit

world, imperial Ruins

Ice-Capped, Imperial Ru-

53-000-0

ins

perial Ruins
Ice-Capped

Y-ROO-000-0
Y-SOO-000-0

10

Y-210-000-0
Y-100-000-0

Siishka

though weapons will be unavailable due
to local restrictions (the law level on
Kaggushus is B). The PCs may alternatively request a voucher to purchase
weapons in another system, a request
that will be approved if the amount requested is reasonable (referee's discretion).

DEPARmRE
The PCs' trip out of the HubWorlds is
uneventful, with the exception of
Neeley's presence, which could potentially put more than one PC in a foul
mood. (PCs who are strict followers of
procedure, and of infinite patience, will
find that they get along fine with Neeley;
those who think the procedures manual
is a nice guideline but meant to be
interpreted loosely, like probably most
of the PCs, will find her a constant grate
on their nerves, as she will record any
transgressions she witnesses of com-
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pany policy on a hand computer which
she carries with her at all times.) Though
Neeley is a wizard at scheduling the
comings and goings of starships, she
knows absolutely nothing about the
actual running of one. That fact will not
stop her from trying to tell everyone onboard how to do their job, especially if
she perceives they are doing something wrong. Eventually, her wrath will
settle on the captain (after all, the captain tolerates the crew's seemingly insubordinate behavior), whom she will
try to follow everywhere. Fortunately for
the sanity of the captain, the fresher
only seats one.

P
I'E
I'

H a ON

I've seen planets devastated by the
Virus before. That still doesn't make
seeing another one any easier. So much
death and destruction. This whole expedition is starting to give me thecreeps.

I can't explain why just yet. I just know
that the hair on the back of my neck
won't lay down. Neeley has been much
quieter since we took her planet-side in
the last system.
The Devlinaats route was to take it
through the Yadro System, the Selenopod System, the Cronsis System and
the Cluseret System before arriving in
the Clausen System. Those systems
are described in brief below:
Yadro (0306): Yadro only became a
client state of the HubWorlds within the
past five years. Many commercial starships register this client state as their
port so as to sidestep HubWorlds regulations (Yadro has no commercial starship regulations beyond simple registration of the ship. The Devlinaar calls
this place its home port, as do most of
MHS Limited's other starships). Plans
are being implemented by the HubWorlds government to upgrade the starport facilities here in hopes of opening
up the system to even more commercial
traffic, and a number of development
projects are underway to improve the
quality of life (and raise the tech level) of
the world.
Selenopod (0308): Before the Collapse, Selenopod had virtually no permanent population (only the starport
supervisor was a permanent resident).
The rest of the people present were
employees of a local mining concern
that rotated its employees back home
every three months. A Virus attack destroyed the class-B starport here, and
the survivors of the attack have long
since died or fled the system. Today
Selenopod is barren, lifeless world, with
only shattered ruins to remind anyone
that humans ever lived here.
Cronsis (0309): Cronsis is a water
world that, just prior to the Rebellion,
had a state-of-the-art weather control
system installed to bring the planet's
ferocious storms under control. That
system was eventually taken over by a
Hobbyist Virus during the later stages of
the Collapse, and now it experiments
with the planet's weather and records
the results. The planet's entire population, decedents of the technicians who
ran the system and the decedents of the
small number of original inhabitants,
live on an island in an archipelago located in the planet's northern tropical
zone. So far, the Virus' experiments
haven't killed any of the inhabitants, but
recently it has taken to creating hurricanes (some with winds over 200 mph),
any one of which could have wiped out
the colony had they struck the island.
Cluseret (0510):Though it was cut
off from outside contact for a time when
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entire subsector passed through this
system. At its height prior to the Rebellion (c. 1109), literally tens of thousands
of naval personnel and civilians could
be on Clausen at any given moment,
either on shore leave, assigned to or
visiting the starport, or serving at the
naval base. There were only two "permanent" residence of the planet: the
facilities administrator and her husband
RUMORS
The following rumors will be picked (in 1116, just prior the the Rebellion, this
up by the PCs while en route if they "permanent" population of the planet
make planetfall on an inhabited world. doubled when the facilities administra(It is up to the referee to determine if the tor had twin sons).
When the Rebellion broke out, the
PCs will have to pay for this informanaval presence on Clausen immedition):
1. 'The class-B starport on Selenopod ately began to dwindle, and with the
is still intact, but there's no one to run the Solomani invasion, it almost disappeared altogether. Naval vessels still
thing."
2. "The Devlinaar? I heard it was passed through, but unless they needed
captured by pirates and taken to the critical repairs, they refueled and moved
on rather quickly. Soon, only a skeleton
Ticularosta System."
3. "I hear that Cronsis is a dead world, crew remained at the naval base. Merhaunted by the ghosts of its former chant traffic also slowed down, so that
by the later stages of the Rebellion, it
inhabitants."
4. "I've heard tell that a ship matching too was almost nonexistent. Only the
the Devlinaal's description was last Scout Service was still a regular visitor
to the installations on Clausen, and
spotted in the Cronsis System."
5. "A contact of mine indicated that made good use of the recreational facilithe Clausen System was barren, with ties for its overworked personnel. That
not so much as a microbe left alive on continued presence was never large
enough, however, to substitute for the
any planet."
6. "1 spotted that ship several weeks loss of business experienced by the
ago while I was refueling my ship out- government contractors, and the exsystem. They refueled too and headed pense of keeping all the facilities operational. In 1124, all facilities not being
on their way."
7. "1 talked with some Korhites a few utilized by the Scout Service were shut
years ago about Clausen, and they said down. Also that year, Clausen went
the area around the starport and the old from being a link in the x-boat route to
naval base was so radioactive that your being on the frontier, as Lucan's Impehair will fall out just scanning the place." rium continued to shrink. By 1129,
Lucan's government in cooperation with
authorities on Kaggushus drew up plans
CLBUSN
Clausen, originally called Gankhiren for the final closure of all the facilities in
by the Vilani, was renamed during the the Clausen System, and the relocation
early days of the Third lmperium in of all transportable equipment to the
honor of Admiral Conor Clausen, a war Core Sector. Before these plans could
hero of considerable reputation in his be enacted however, the Virus struck.
The Virus was carried into the system
day. It was the site of a large naval base
for many years prior to the Rebellion by a Scout Service x-boat, and was
and a stopover point for many naval transferred to Clausen itself aboard a
vessels as they travelled to and from Scout Service shuttle, which was to
points further rimward to the depot in the drop off supplies to the surface. That
Color System and Capital. There was shuttle promptly crashed itself into a
also a class-A starport, operated by large fuel storage facility near the naval
government contractors from Kag- base, and the subsequent fires degushus, that provided merchants or stroyed the entire ground based portion
other civilian starfaring types with a place of the naval base (automated fire fightto rest, refit and resupply during their ing equipment refused to work). Additravels. Government subsidized fuel, tional Virus attacks took out the orbitable
food and other basic necessities were. naval bases facilities and did major damsold at the starport, and both major and age to the starport. Survivors of these
minor starship repairs could be per- attacks attempted to evacuate the planet
formed if required at reasonable rates. in several surviving starships, but these
The Scout Service also had a presence promptly did a nose dive back into the
here, since the only x-boat route for the starport facilities just after takeoff, deits class-B starport was destroyed by a
Virus attack, Cluseret's population survived because of the world's habitability. The population recently surpassed
pre-Collapse levels, and the visit by the
occasional free trader has made the
population hungry for more off-world
goods.
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stroying most of what was left of the
starport complex. The entire first wave
of Virus attacks took just under two days
and killed everyone on the planet.
Ten years later, another strain of the
Virus made it way to Clausen, this time
carried by a vampire ship. The Virus
aboard the vampire ship transmitted a
copy of itself (a "child) to the one surviving operational automated transmitter1
receiver left on Clausen, which was
linked to a computer which advertised
the existence of Playland to visitors of
Clausen through an interactive program.
Though the transfer process eventually
resulted in the "child Virus losing contact with its "parent" (in rewriting the
programming of the computer, the 'khild
took over; the "child had inadvertently
erased the programs concerned with
operating the transmitterlreceiver), it
subsequently managed to worm its way
into the central computer of Playland
through the computer net, and establish
itself.
Current Status: Though pirates have
visited the system on a couple of occasions since the Collapse, no one has
explored the extensive ruins where the
naval base and class-A starport once
stood. After doing a preliminary scan of
the primary naval and starport facilities
and seeing how thoroughly devastated
they were, it was easier for the crew of
a passing ship to conclude that nothing
of value existed on the surface and
move on. There were two reasons why
Playland didn't show up on their scans:
First, Playland was no longer broadcasting its greeting (for reasons described above); second, the atmosphere
of Clausen causes anomalous readings
to show up on a ship's sensors (detecting that there is a problem is Difficult:
Sensor Ops).
The sensor operators of previous ships
did not detect the interference, but the
sensor operator of the Devlinaardid,and
she asked permissionto havethe Devlinaar
enter Ciausen's atmosphere for a closer
look. Captain Daeman agreed, and the
ship flew over the lmtion of the old naval
base and starport facilities. On the outskirts
of one the lesser damaged sections of the
starport, they found Playland, and Captain
Daeman ordered the ship to land. (Old
Imperial star charts of the Clausen System
would indicate this anomaly and would
have instructions for fine-tuning the sensors so that the interference could be
nullified; a "remnant" spacefarer who
worked in this subsector would also be
aware of the problem and may even be
able to make the sensor adjustments,
with the proper skill.)
Adjusting the sensors to compensate
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for the atmospheric interference will take
several hours (Difficult: Sensors, 2D6
hours). Whether the PCs discover the
atmospheric anomaly problem and
make the necessary compensations, or
decide to enter Clausen's atmosphere
anyway and do a close up "eyeball"
scan (which will make the search take
much longer), they will eventually discover the location of the Devlinaar.

om TO

D

The Devlinaar will be found parked
near the entrance of Playland's dome.
The hatches on the ship will all be
closed (Neeley has the security codes
to open them), and no one will be on or
around the ship. A search of the ship
and a check of the ship's logs will reveal
that the last person left the vessel three
days ago and was apparently headed to
the park to help with a survey by orders
of the captain. Nothing else will be found
out of the ordinary. If the PCs are somewhat reluctant to attempt to enter the
park, Neeley will insist that a search be
conducted for the crew of the Devlinaar,
and will attempt to enter the park if no
PC wants to try. She will also insist on
accompanying any search party that
goes into the park. (The referee should
feel free to have Neeley question the
bravery and or the manhood/womanhood of any PCs who don't accompany
her into the park should she be faced
with going in alone.)
Playland was constructed by a government contractor from Kaggushus in
1077 for the use and enle&ainment of
naval and scout personnel, merchants
and their families while they were insystem. It is a TL13 entertainment complex encased in a pressurized dome.
Over the years, the park has been upgraded, and now it contains an exten-
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sive collection of TL15 robots, holographic equipment, and computer hardware and software. Playland was initially an open-air facility, with unpressurized buildings housing most of
the attractions to provide a degree of
weather proofing during this region of
Clausen's mild rainy winters. Eventually, the pressurized dome was added
to provide betier overall weather protection and to compensate for Clausen's
thin (but breathable) atmosphere.
Inside the dome are two picnic areas
and a number of buildings of various
sizes, both large and small. Each of the
large buildings (called "theme buildings"
because all the eniertainment within
them is based on a particular theme)
houses a number of games, attractions,
shows and rides. The largest ride is The
Demon, a TL15 roller coaster, which
takes up an entire building in the back of
the park.
Some small buildings contain booths
which feature a single game or attraction, while others contain places where
food can be purchased. Many of the
food buildings still have edible food and
drinks, a tribute (?) to the amount of
preservatives that could be found in
typical Imperial fast food.
Playland was designed to be nearly
self-operating, so that only a minimal
number of people would be necessary
to run it (this reduces operating costs,
since robots don't need paid vacations
or other such benefits). Robots are used
to prepare and serve food, patrol the
park for trash, make repairs, provide
security, perform first-aid, and run the
games and rides (in some cases, like
The Demon, the ride is a robot, capable
of running itself with only robot atiendants necessary to make sure everyone gets on and off safely).

WRUS
The Virus was mutated by its trip into
the central computer. Instead of seeking out human enemies and destroying
them, as its ''parenl? Vampire ship did,
this Virus attempts to attract humans to
it (the influence of the interactive program where it first entered the Playland
computer net, entertain them (reflecting
the strong influence of the programming it found in the Playland computer
net), then torture and kill them (it is
unfortunately criminally insane). It will
resort to almost any tactic short of threatening the PCs to draw them into the
park.

E

G r n

The PCs can attempt to enter the park
in several ways. First, the PCs can
purchase a ticket at the ticket booth with
Imperial credits, cost Cr15 per person. It
is unlikely that the PCs will have Imperial credits (those became worthless
after the Collapse), but if they take time
to do some salvage work in the nearby
ruins of the starport (Average: Salvage,
2 hours), they would find a sufficient
quantity of imperial credits to pay their
admission. A standard Imperial debit
card with sufficient credit would also
suffice, but would also have to be found
in the ruins (Difficult: Salvage, 12 hours).
The PCs could try sneaking into the
park, but that will prove impossible
through the front entrance, as park robots patrol the entrance at all times (any
PC capable of performing the "impossible" will get about five yards into park
and be greeted by park security robots
identical to the security robots found in
Traveller: The New Era (some of these
will have ACRs as their armament instead of the standard configuration) who
will escort them to the administrative
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center, where they will receive a stem
warning from an administrative robot
and then be escorted back out of the
park. The PCs could also try cutting or
blasting their way into the pressurized
dome. If so, the PCs will soon find
themselves surrounded by 306 security robots, who will attempt to subdue
the PCs and bring them inside to the
administrative center, where they will be
held until they are picked up by their
parents (or a fellow crew member claiming to be their parents) in the lost children office. A similar firefight will break
out if the PCs attempt to shoot their way
in (and will result in a "lockdown" of the
park, making getting inside impossible
without starship weaponry. (Engaging
in any kind of gunplay outside the dome
will endanger the lives of the crew of the
Devlinaar.)
Eventually, if the PCs can't come up
with the money, several clowns will appear from inside the dome (these are
pseudobiological robots, robots which
appear to be a living creature). They will
perform a show, then present any PCs
who stick around for the entire act with
a free admission pass. The park rules
are printed on the back of the ticket, and
include all the rules one would normally
associate with an amusement park (including no conspicuous firearms, which
means the PCs will be restricted to
weapons which are at least marginally
concealable).
Once they are in the park, the PCs
will find Playland to be a fun place, if
they let their guard down a little, though
at times it will seem a bit on the incomprehensible or even bizarre side. (A
clever bit of imagination is a requirement here; see the NPCs of the Park
section for some ideas to get you
started.) Much of the entertainment is of
the interactive variety, and is usually
oriented toward children and adolescents (though some strictly adult-oriented activities exist). Park visitors are
able to indulge themselves in activities
as diverse as their own tastes (as long
as their tastes don't include "real" gun
play; see below). Periodically, a park
employee (actually another pseudobiological robot dressed as a clown) will
come by and ask the PCs how they are
enjoying their stay, and give them directions or make suggestions about various popular attractions. The "employee"
is not aware of what's become of the
starport or the naval base, and will treat
the PCs like visiting merchants. If asked,
it will tell the PCs that visitors used to
come through all the time, and that
things have been particularly slow recently because of the Rebellion. He
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hopes business wili pick up soon, but
things don't look good (the "employee"
will then confide to the PCs that it thinks
management may be getting ready to
close the place). If the PCs inquire about
the crew of the Devlinaar, the PCs will
be told that the crew of the Devlinaar is
scattered in other parts of the park. If the
PCs go to the areas the clown describes, no one will be found. This "cat
and mouse" game will continue for an
several hours, after which, if the PCs
continue to investigate, the Virus in the
central computer will begin to tire of their
constant inquiries and begin to torture
the PCs with "sightings" of various
Devlinaar crewmembers, who will be
spotted at a distance or walking around
a comer. If the PCs decide to chase
after the Devlinaar crewmember, the
crewmember will disappear before the
PCs can catch up.
Eventually, the PCs will catch on to
the fact that none of their hosts are
"alive," but are all robots. Some don't
even "exist," as they are mere holoprojects (especially the larger creatures
that roam in some of the theme buiidings). The Devlinaar crewmembers the
PCs keep chasing fit into the holoprojection category. The PCs will also
figure out that something called the
central computer is actually running
everything.

G
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After a period of 4D6 hours, or anytime the PCs decide to leave the park or
decide to start shooting up the place
with their real weapons (some of the
interactive games include fake weapons that look and behave like the real
thing except that they do no real damage), the Virus in central computer will
tire of playing with its new "pets" and try
to dispose of them. The central computer wili do this with all the resources at
its disposal, including its mobile physical assets (which include the pseudobiological robots and security and other
types of robots), use of trickery through
the holoprojection equipment, and use
of immobile equipment, such as rides
(not a good time to be enjoying the TL15
Demon rollercoaster). Initially, the Virus
will try to pick off the PCs one by one in
very creative fashions, but will eventually become impatient if unsuccessful
and resort to more conventional means
(like massed assaults by security robots).
This will leave the PCs with a new
objective-survival. The PCs can accomplish this by one of two methodsescaping Playland or disabling the central computer. Escaping should prove
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difficult but not impossible, as the Virus,
after all, doesn't have access to massive firepower (actually, only small arms
and some explosives, with one exception as noted below) and would likely let
the PCs leave if they were causing too
much damage (the Virus wants the park
left relatively intact so that it can have its
robots clean up and can lure in more
visitors). The dome that the park re-

sides in can be exited through the main
entrance or through one of several
emergency exits (assuming the PCs
have Electronics skill to "hotwire" the
door or some explosives to blow it open).
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At some point after the Virus that
inhabits the Central Computer gets
bored playing around, and just before it
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starts to assault the PCs, the Virus will
have a robot kidnap Neeley. An attempt
will be made while she is alone, but if the
PCs have been "sitting on her" the entire adventure (and for their share of
Cr250,000, they are likely to), 3D6 security robots will ambush the PCs and
attempt to take her by force. If the robots
succeed in capturing Neeley, they will
bring her to the administrative center,
where she will be held, along with the
crew of the Devlinaar (assuming any of
them are still alive). Her cries for help
should be broadcast all over the park if
the PCs attempt to leave without her.
Eventually, if the PCs aren't completely
heartless (after all, not even Neeley
deserves to be left in the clutches of
whatever has captured her), they will
face up to the prospect of having to
disable (or destroy) the central computer.

ON BUILDING
The central computer (and therefore
the Virus) controls Playland and is located in a large room three levels below
the administration building. Neeley and
several crewmembers of the Devlinaar
(again, if alive) are being held on the first
basement level, the robot repair lab.
They are strapped to the room's repair
tables and are guarded by 1D6 security
robots. A medical robot will be in the
process of preparing to dissect a member of the Devlinaar's crew (or Neeley)
when the PCs come to the rescue (the
particularly maudlin referee will also
have a few of the Devlinaat's crew already laying about in various stages of
"disassembly" on tables in the room).
On the third level protecting the central
computer are two pseudobiological robot guards. They wear TLI 5 battledress
identical to that in Hriana's office and
carry operational FGMP-15s. They will
blast into ashes anything that exits the
elevator or otherwise comes into proximity of the central computer. No other
security robots will be found in the administrative building, but the Virus has
the capability through the central computer to activate monitoring cameras,
electronic eyes and various other tracking equipment which allow it to follow all
the PCs' movements. It can also electronically lock all doors, release knockout gas into the ventilation systems and
call in reinforcements for the security
robots in the building if it thinks the
threat to itself is large enough.
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Disabling the central computer or its
primary power source (a TL13 fusion
power plant, also located in the base-
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ment of the administrative building on
the third level) is possible, but will prove
difficult. Here are some options:
Destroy the Central Computer:
Since the Virus resides in the central
computer, the computer's destruction
will also kill the Virus. That will effectively shut down the park (including all
robots, rides, etc.). The PCs can then
make their way through the complex
and search at their leisure. A frontal
assault should prove futile against the
FGMP-15-equipped robots in the central computer's access room.
Destroy or Disable the Central
Computer's Power Source: Disabling
the fusion power plant that the central
computer is hooked up to in the administrative center will only accomplish the
goal temporarily (in fact, the Virus in the
central computer may "play dead long
enough to get the PCs out of the administrative center and then attack them).
The central computer controls the power
nets, and the park was built with several
identical power plants (one in each
theme building, plus the one in the administrative center) instead of one large
power plant, so that the park won't have
to shut down for power plant maintenance. It can also draw power from an
emergency battery located in the central control room, so that there will be no
interruption in power (this battery will
provide power at reduced levels (light,
heat, basic environment control) to the
park for 15 minutes, or just the administration building and the central computer for 12 hours, then will require a
recharge). The central computer can
draw power from any of these power
plants, so all of them would have to be
destroyed or disabled before the central
computer will be disabled. Initially, the
Virus in the central computer will not
devote very much in the way of resources to stop the PCs from doing this.
As the number of operational power
plants declines, however, this will become an increasingly difficult task. Attempting to jury-rig the administrative
center's power plant to blow up (and
thus take out the central computer) will
be unsuccessful, since the Virus in the
central computer will immediately inactivate the power plant as soon as the
PCs try to access the controls or wiring.
Destroy or Disable the Fuel Processing Facility: Though there are several power plants, they all draw their
fuel from two fuel purification plants
(one on-line, one backup) which are
located under the tower on the village
square (they can be reached by means
of the tunnel system that runs under the
park or through a access hatch near the

tower's base). The fuel purification plants
draw water from an underground aquifer, purify it, crack it, then pipe the hydrogen fuel created to the power plants. By
eliminating the fuel purification plants,
the power plants will eventually run out
of fuel, and the central computer will
eventually shut down (once the battery
backup has run down). The Virus in
central computer may not realize what
the PCs are up to at first (this was not
considered a high-security area by the
designers), but when it does, it will try to
stop them quickly.
Aaempt to Contact their Ship: Assuming the PCs left someone back at
their ship, they can attempt to establish
contact with them and have them try to
blast a hole in the park's dome so that
the PCs can exit. This attempt will fail,
since the Virus in the central computer
is capable of monitoring all communications traffic and jamming the band the
PCs are using with white noise. At the
referee's prerogative, not only will the
central computer jam the frequency the
PCs are using, but the Virus will also
contact the PCs' ship on another frequency and, using a PC's voice, lure the
remaining crew away from the vessel
(this is what happened to the crew of the
Devlinaar). The Virus may also attempt
to fool the PCs inside the park by contacting them on another frequency and
telling them that help is on the way, and
telling them to be at some specific coordinates within the park. When the PCs
reach the specified coordinates, not only
will they not get any help, they will be
ambushed by security robots.
Other Options: PCs have an annoying habit of coming up with solutions to
problems no one has ever thought of.
While the above attempts to list the
most common means to get out of the
predicament, the referee is advised to
be prepared for the worst, and reward
PCs for particularly innovative and/or
courageous solutions.

LMMNG THE
Once the PCs have escaped, they
can then make their way back to their
ship. The Devlinaar could also be taken,
if the PCs have enough qualified
crewmembers from their own ship or
rescued from the park to operate it. The
Virus in the central computer (assuming
that it wasn't disabled) will make no
further attempt to pursue the PCs.
Just before liftoff, however, Neeley (if
she wasn't already recovered) will come
wandering up to the ship, dazed but in
otherwise apparent good health, with
her hand computer still strapped firmly
on her wrist. A scan of the hand com-
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puter will reveal that no Virus is present.
Unknown to her (and the PCs), she
carries a computer chip beneath her
skin, placed there by the medical robot
from the robot repair lab. The PCs will
discover this chip on a routine bioscan
as a foreign object. Removing it is Difficult: Medicine. A scan of the chip will
reveal that it contains a Virus "egg" and
some software that will enable the "egg"
to be transferred via a low-level transmitter (range five meters) to a larger
computer, where it was to expand itself
into a copy of the Virus. The Virus hoped
the "egg" chip would be transported to a
new location, where it could take up
residence and gain control of a new
computer. If the PCs don't do a routine
bioscan, the "egg" on the chip is very
likely to attempt to transfer itself to the
ship's computer sometime during the
voyage back to Kaggushus. Since there
are safeguards in place against this, it
will not succeed, but as alarms go off
everywhere, the PCs will be scrambling
to figure out the location of the Virus on
their ship.
If the central computer was left operational, any robots the PCs capture will go
dead as soon as the PCs' ship is more
than 300 kilometers from the park. An
examination of the robots will reveal that
their "brain" was shorted out long ago
and that they operate via a "slave" unit
linked by radio to the central computer.
Once the robots leave the range of the
central computer's transmitter (or the
central computer is disabled), they are
incapable of functioning.
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Here then is the story of the Devlinaar
and its crew, from the time the ship left
Kaggushus until the PCs found it on
Clausen. The PCs should be able to
piece this together from the Devlinaar's
logs or by interviewing members of the
Devlinaar's crew.
All was pretty much routine up to the
point that the ship jumped into the
Selenopod System. That's when the
maneuver drive system started malfunctioning. Though Anacreon was able to
juryrig it together enough to enable the
ship to move (just barely), Captain
Daeman thought it best to take advantage of his "free trader" (actually Korhites,
who he is trying to convince to go legitimate) contacts and jump to the
Ticularosta System. There, the Devlinaar
had its maneuver drive repaired (either
with stolen HubWorlds parts or salvaged
lmperial ones; an inspection of the ship
will reveal which), and the ship was back
on course for the Clausen System.
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Once they arrived in the Clausen System, the crew of the Devlinaar ran into
the sensor problems described previously, but through a bit of luck, found
Playland while conducting a low-level
sweep of the ruins of the naval base and
starport. They didn't have lmperial credits either, but after a bit of salvaging,
they found enough money to send a
survey team into the park. After the
survey team was late in reporting back
from the park, a search team, led by the
captain, went in with free passes given
to them by the Virus' clowns. An hour
later, the captain (actually the Virus impersonating the captain) called back to
the ship to report that everything was
fine, that the survey party had been
found and that additional crewmembers
would be required to help with the survey. Eventually, the rest of the crew was
lured off the ship and into the park by the
Virus.
As has been previously alluded to,
whether or not Jasin Anacreon, or any
of his comrades, will be found dead, or
alive and being held captive, is left up to
the mercy of the referee. If they are
found alive and can be rescued, they
will be of great assistance to the PCs in
getting the Devlinaar back home.

WWAm
Once the PCs arrive back at Kaggushus, how they are rewarded depends entirely on what or who they
bring back with them.
If they make it back with only their
hides intact, without Neeley or any of
the crew of the Devlinaar, or the
Devlinaar itself, they will be greeted
warmly by the HubWorlds government
for bringing back the information on the
existence of Playland (the HubWorld
government will then dispatch several
warships to quarantine the system until
scientific teams can move in to salvage
what's left of the facility). They will also
receive a nice medal for their valiant
service, public acclaim as heroes, payment for the services in discovering the
whereabouts of the missing ship (if that
applies), and after the excitement of the
event has worn off, will be charged with
Neeley's murder. They will eventually
be cleared of the charges because of
lack of evidence, but their reputation will
be ruined, and they'll probably have
trouble finding employment again. (If
Neeley was killed, but members of the
Devlinaar crew were rescued, Hriana
will be saddened by the loss of Neeley,
but happy that at least some of the
Devlinaar's crew were brought back
alive, and will take no action against the
PCs-it is unlikely, though, that Hriana

will send them on anything else other
than the most mundane and routine of
assignments ever again.)
If they return with Neeley, but without
the Devlinaaror its crew, the PCs will be
rewarded as described above (without
the murder charge) and will receive
payment by Hriana as promised. They
will also likely be sent back by either the
HubWorlds government or by Hriana on
a mission to recover the Devlinaar at a
later date.
If they return with Neeley and any of
the crew of the Devlinaar (or Neeley and
the Devlinaar itself without the crew),
they will be rewarded as above, and
also receive a hefty bonus. They will
become known as people you send out
on the really tough assignments, and
they'll get a lot of them in the coming
years.
If the PCs make it back with Neeley,
at least one of the Devlinaar's crew
members and the Devlinaar, they will be
rewarded by Hriana and the HubWorlds
government as described above, and
will be offered a job by Hriana leading a
company expedition to Clausen to salvage the lmperial artifacts there. The
job offer will come with a hefty salary, a
percentage of the revenues generated
from the salvage, and the use of a ship
larger than the PCs currently operate so
long as they are employees of MHS
Limited. If they turn down his offer of
employment (and if the PCs are government employees they may be forced to
by HubWorlds law), they will be approached by the HubWorlds government, who will want them to lead an
expedition back to Clausen, and will
provide them with a much larger ship
and rank in the HubWorlds Navy to go
along with their new vessel.

CONCLUDING
Much of the feel of this adventure
depends upon the referee. This can be
a silly , fun-filled, relaxing scenario, or a
deadly serious twisted nightmare, or
some combination in between. In the
end, the PCs will have been given a
glimpse of what the lmperium was like
before the Collapse. This may spur them
into putting even more effort into helping with the recovery of the HubWorlds
to its full lmperial splendor, or will make
the PCs glad that such days are now
long gone. Either way, this adventure
can serve as a one-shot scenario, or as
a jumpoff point for an entire HubWorlds
campaign, as the PCs go deeper and
deeper into the Wilds searching for more
Imperial ruins which will prove as rich in
artifacts as Clausen. C?.
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COALINFONET, CLASS: NEWSREPORT, DISTRIBUTION: PUSH, AUTHORITY CIN/AUBAINE
RC NAVY HEADQUARTERS, AURORA (0535/AUBAINE, 6576646-B), 8/11/1202
KEYWORDS: RCN, SHENK, STARFARING ORGANIZATIONS
Unofficial RCN sources confirm rumors that there is a starfaring organization operating somewhere in the Shenk subsector,
immediately to coreward of the Oriflamme subsector. Indications are that this organization is a human government, rather than
a vampire fleet, although such assessments are only tentative.
Details of the size or extent of operations of this group are not available, but it is known that they operate in the Shenk Rimward
Main, and have been observed to operate starships in the 30,000 displacement ton range, significantly larger than any
starships operated by the Reformation Coalition. The operations that have been observed are not consistent with either Free
Trader or Mercantile Guild activities, as these new activities are much more extensive.
It is not known at this time whether or not this organization presents a threat to the Coalition, although the characteristics
of their shipping indicate that the potential is there.
COALINFONET, CLASS: NEWSREPORT, DISTRIBUTION: ENTIGEN, AUTHORITY CINIAUBAINE
BRUSMAN CULTURAL CENTER, BRUSMAN, AUBAINE (0738/AUBAINE, A78A884-C), 19/11/1202
KEYWORDS: ART, CATS (FELIS FAMI6lARIS), INTER-SPECIES MORPHIC RESONANCE
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Today saw the long-awaited opening of the exhibition 'Why Cats Paint: A theory of feline aesthetics" in the newly renovated
Bridget Wing of the Brusman Cultural Center.
'Why Cats Paint" is a lavish celebration of the largely unappreciated aesthetic sensibilities of cats, and is described by its
organizers as also functioning as an experiment in inter-species morphic resonance and formative causation.
In addition to paintings by acknowledged mastersmger, Bootsie, Misty, Lu Lu and Wong Wong, the exhibition features works
of sculpture and cat performance art, the first of its kind to see public exhibition. The centerpiece of the show is the magnificent
Breakfast, commissioned specifically for this show from Tiger, leader of the spontaneous reductionist school.
Show organizers Heather Bush and Burton Silver were on handfor the gala reception, along with two of the featured artists,
duo painters Lu Lu and Wong Wong.
'Why Cats Paint: A theory of feline aesthetics" will remain open in the Brusman Cultural Center's Bridget Wing through the
end of Capricorn.
COALINFONET, CLASS: NEWSREPORT, DISTRIBUTION: PUSH, AUTHORITY CDORE S. LATHROP
RCS THUNDERCHILD, IN ORBIT, MARAX (0726/THOEZENNT, D57366D-6), 22/11/1202
KEYWORDS: MARAX, DLS HORUS, RESCUE MISSION, DECAPITATION STRIKE, RCMC
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A combined Reformation Coalition force under the command of Commodore Sean "Hammer" Lathrop has chalked up
another conspicuous success here on Marax, rescuing the 12 imprisoned crew of the Dawn League trader DLS Horns, held
in captivity for more than a year by TED Ushugaam II. Horus was one of the original 12 ill-fated "trading scouts" dispatched
in 1199 on exploration missions from which none of them would retum. Horns was declared overdue on 3/X11/1199.
RC intelligence services received information from unspecified sources that the Horns crew, under Captain Julianne
Einhatta, were being held by Ushugaam's forces in an underground stronghold in the "Cleft Bagvoot," a system of nft valleys
in the high desert of Marax. The stronghold is the pre-Collapse headquarters of the Marax planetary defense system, and was
heavily defended by batteries of TLlO planetary defense missiles. Due to the deep subterranean location of the Cleft Bagvoot
stronghold, it could not be attacked directly from orbit, but could only be assaulted by troops on the ground in the valley itself.
This required a daring assault spearheaded by drop troops who neutralized the missile batteries, paving the way for the
landing of heavy reinforcements from orbit. The force included units from the Reformation Coalition Navy, Reformation
Coalition Marine Cops, Oriflammen Marine Corps, Nimban Army, plus Free-Lancers and volunteers from Baldur, organized
as Task Force Strike Marax.
The task force consisted of three companies of troops plus an engineer platoon and RCN orbital support commanded from
task force flagship Thunderchild Captain Pat Ritter commanding.
The RC forces were faced by elements of three battalions of Marax troops, equipped to tech level 9 or 10. The initial RC
lodgement was seriously threatened by the anival of relic heavy armored vehicles of the 'Abomination" design. These fissionpowered behemoths were impervious to the drop troops' weaponry, and had eventually to be destroyed by orbital missile fire.
The attack was ultimately successful, resulting in the clearing of the stronghold and the rescue of all 12 Horns crewmembers.
The TED Ushugaam is also believed to have been killed in the action.
The commanding officer of the System Naval Forces (COSYSNAVFOR) Captain Pat 'Who Me?" Ritter, described it as,
"a textbook operation. IPS right there in the first chapter, under 'Goat Rodeos: How to Organize Them for Fun and Profit."'
With the recovery of Horus' crew, nine of the 12 Dawn League traders are now thought to be accounted for. The
fates of traders Dammerlicht, Dawn and Reine Soleil are still unknown.
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RC NAVY HEADQUARTERS, AURORA (0535/AUBAINE, B576646-B), 25/11/1202
KEYWORDS: RGN, SHENK, STARFARING ORGANIZATlONS, MISSING SHIP
The Commander, Reformatron Coalitron Navy regrets to announce that the Reformation Coalition Ship
Marathon Victrix (TAILNO 10050) is missing and presumed lost in routine operations in the Shenk subsector.
Marathon Vicfrk is a sloop of the Victrix class, displacing 400 tons and carlying a crew of 26. She was completed
at Trybec and was employed primarily in frontier patrol duties.
The navy is unable to confirm or deny whether the loss has any connection with the speculated existence of

at a higher level of vigilance for the duratron of this rnquiry.

COALINFONET, CLASS: NEWSREPORT, DISTRIBUTION: PUSH, AUTHORITY CINIAURORA
CIN OFFICES, AURORA (0535/AUBAINE, B576646-B), 25/11/1202
KEYWORDS: RCN, SWEMK, MISSING SHIP, WSI-IIPDEPLOYMENTS
RCN .forces are operating at a hrgh level of readrness following the announcement earlier this afternoon of
the loss of RCS Marathon Victrix in the Shenk subsector. All leaves have been cancelled for RCN ships in the
Aurora system, and it IS expected that all naval vessels present wrll put to space while they are fully crewed.
Expected to depart are the sloops Coral Sea
Victrix, Riggins Victrix, Kelley Victrix, and the
clippers Aurora and Apollo. Their destrnation is
presumed to be the Shenk Rimward Main, via
Eos, Ra and Fisher's World.

RCN MIL TRAFFIC, CLASS: PUBINFO,
DISTRIBUTION: UMLTD, AUTHORITY
COMMANDER, RANAVACT
RA NAVAL ACTIVITIES OFFICES, RA

KEYWORDS: RGN, SHEMK,
STARFARING ORGANIZATIONS,
MISSING SHIP, SOLEE

Christen Overtak, Her Brilliant Majesty Gabrrella
op RCS Kelley Victrix
Ramstattan, I, Amaraan Abas, The Vorce of
Solee, declare to you Her most grave displeasure at your activrties in the territory of the
Soleean Emprre.
"The surviving crew of your starcraft Marathon Victorious are being held for crimes against
the person, lands, chattel and
interests of The Empress Solee, for which the penalties are death. However, it is Her Brilliant Majesty's pleasure
to commute these sentences to life imprrsonment at hard labor, pending the payment of reparations by your
Reformed Coalition.
"We expect the most raprd compliance with thrs generous offer."

he player characters
are contacted by the
RCES and asked to undertakeanextremelyhazardous mission in the
Wilds. Where they are
contacted is unimportant.
The purpose of the mission is recovery of the crew of a Dawn
League ship, long thought lost. However, conventional Reformation Coalition warships cannot be used on the
mission, for reasonswhich will become
clear from the briefing. Local resistance
to the mission is assessed at well beyond the capability of Coalition ground
forces to overcome, even if complete
surprise could be achieved. A covert
approach, however, has an excellent
chance of success.
Because time is short, it would be
better if the adventure starts with a
contact in the Wildsfairly near Promise,
perhaps by RC Navy or Exploration
Service officials who have been contacted by Branu Stigmann (see NPC
description below). The adventure can
as easily begin anywhere in Coalition
space, however.

REFEREE'S ABSTRACT
A Free Trader (Branu Stigmann) has
brought information concerning a human resistance movement on the Virus-controlled planet Promise (Promise/Diaspora2827). Because there is a
"hole" in the sensor umbrella that covers the planet, it is possible for merchant vessels to land and conduct clandestine trade with the human inhabitants. On the most recentvisit, Stigmann
learned that one of the resistance cells
had rescued the surviving crew of a
Dawn League ship.
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Most of the adventure itself takes choice of briefers is up to the referee.
place on the planet Promise. The 60 Also present with the briefer will be the
million human survivors on Promise Free Trader captain Branu Stigmann, a
are only a fraction of the pre-collapse flamboyant friendly-looking merchant
population of 5 billion, but they are not with just a hint of the pirate about him.
alone. There are somewhere between After introductions have been made,
30 and 70 thousand sentient Virus- the briefer begins.
infected robots on the planet, and the
"Thanks for signing up on such short
totalitarianoligarchythat rulestheworld notice and with very little information.
is the Sentient Council, made up of the The level of secrecy is important, as
largest sentient data-processing sys- any leaks of what I'm about to tell you
tems on the planet. These systems run could have some pretty severe consethe starport and rule the inhabitants, quences for a lot of people. You'll unboth biological and mechanical. The derstand what I mean by that in a monominal tech level of 9 is that in use at ment.
the starport; most of the human-inhab"We've known for some time that
ited parts of the planet are barely at there was an extraordinarily high contech level 1.
centrationof Vampire ship activity along
The player characters arrive safely a line from coreward running down
on Promiseto recoverthe missing Dawn through the Promise subsector, right
League crew, and of course must over- through what used to be call the Unity of
come some unexpected difficulties Promise, and into Khulam subsector.
along the way. They will have to allay The local Free Traders call it the Vamthe natural suspicion of the first resis- pire Highway. Over the last two years
tance group they meet, using persua- we've lost a number of vessels in this
sion and diplomacy. They will have to region, vessels that have disappeared
journey some distance overland to get withoutatrace. We'vealwayssuspected
to the surviving crew, who are help by a that Vampire activity of one sort or anseparate group of resistance fighters. other may be the cause.
Along the way they may encounter
"I think you've already met Captain
desert nomads and "Breed patrols sent Stigmannhere. He's a FreeTraderworkout by the Virus-controlled planetary ing the Promise subsector and points
rulers, and probably fight their way coreward, playing tag with Vampire
through them. Diligent and resourceful fleets all up and down the "Highway."
players will, however, manage to win Captain Stigmann has been able to
their way through and recover the crew land repeatedly on the Planet Promise
members, but will then make a surpris- and trade with the local human surviing discovery.
vors. He's made contact with the local
resistance and has assembled a fairly
BRlLFlNG
detailed picture of life on that world. The
As the briefing may take place any- picture isvery grim. I'm going to turn the
where from one of the Coalition home- briefing over to him now."
worlds to the wardroom of an RCES
Branustigmannstandsupand bows,
clipper operating deep in the Wilds, the smiling broadly as he does so.
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"It is my pleasure to meet all of you.
Our host makes me sound like some
kinda hero, but that ain't so. What I do
is very safe compared to what all you
people do, and I salute you.
"So, down to the business, okay?
Maybe a year ago I talk with another
Free Trader who's tradin' household
goods and arms to the Outbackers on
Promise, and haulin' out relic machinery. All tech 15 stuff, you know? Some
really nice merchandise. Only problem
is, how do you land on the place? The
whole rock's swarmin' with Virus-crazy
tin cans-robots, you know?-and run
by some council of big computers. That
kinda cranks the risk factor up a bit.
"So this felia tells me about a hole in
the planetary sensor net, far side of the
planet from the old starport. The starport, that's where most of the machines
hang out anyway. Most of the people
that are leftskeedaddledforthe outback.
"Last year or so I've been makin' the
run in and out of Promise. It's still pretty
chancy, what with all those Vampire
ships comin' and goin' all the time, so I
only make the run when I need some
real serious cash or when I got a crazy
hare up my backside, you know? It gets
hard to stay away, though. Those
people, they need help. They need help
real bad. Not that there's much Ican do,
but I try to run the occasional shipment
of guns and ammo into them. I've run
into some tin cans out in the Wilds that
weren't half-bad, but the cans on this
rock are as sick as any I've ever seen.
And there are lots of them. I mean lots
of them. Thousands. Maybe tens of
thousands.
"So there's kind of a half-assed resistance movement going in the Outback.
They spend half theirtime fighting each
other, and when they knock over a tin
can they think it's some big-dealvictory.
Well, maybe it is, you know? Gotta start
somewhere.
"Okay. So last run, the resistance
band I sell to tells me another band off
in the hills has ahold of a couple offworlders. They're the crew of a downed
starship and, get this, they say they're
from the Dawn League. 'Jeeze,' I wonders, 'how long have these guys been
down, anyway?' My people don't know
much more, though, so I figure the thing
to do is get the information out rather
than try to tackle this myself. Like, I can
really see me humpin' through the
desert, duckin' tigers or whatever-thehell they got out there. I ain't so good
without steel under my feet, you know?
So here I am, and that's about it."
Stigmann sits down and the briefer
stands up and continues the briefing.
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"Thank-you Captain Stigmann, both
for the briefing and the assistance.
"People, if this is indeed a Dawn
League crew, we have to bring them
home, and that's where you come in.
There are six Dawn Leaguevessels still
unaccounted for: DLS Brilliant, Dammerlicht, Dawn, Horus, Mary Elise, and
Reine Soleil. This crew could be from
any of them. Or, this could be a trap.
"Okay. Objectives. One: locate the
downed crew personnel, if there are
any, and determinetheir identities.Two:
recover same, unless they are hostiles.
Three: establish friendly contact with
the local resistance groups. That may
be tough if they are as hostile to each
other as it seems. Four: gather as much
intei as possible concerning the defenses of the planet and the capabilities
of the resistance, provided that can be
done without jeopardizing the previous
priority objectives. Five: prepare recommendations concerning future operations.
"Insertion. Captain Stigmann has
volunteered to take you in. He knows
the way in past the sensor net and he
can put you in touch with the local
resistance cell. We'll send along a pretty
substantial gift of fireworks to help win
them over. After that you're on your
own.
"Hostiles. Not known. You'll have to
quiz the locals once you get there.
"Extraction. Captain Stigmann will
extract you as well. How long can you
give the team on the ground, sir?"
Stigmann speaks up at once.
"Gotta lift in one hundred hours. The
software glitch in their skywatch program lets me sneak in behind a small
moon, but it transits once every one
hundred hours, and then I gotta lift."
"Are there any questions? If not, then
good luck and bring our people home."

vegetation. Stigmann carries a fairly
substantial open motor launch in his
cargo hold and with thiscarries both the
player characters and a load of small
arms ammunition and RAM grenades
to shore. He is met there by a scout
from the Black January Brigade, the
local resistance band, and the scout
departs to bring the band's leader.
After an hour ortwo Leslie Langeron,
the leader of the Black January Brigade, along with a dozen or more bodyguards, will arrive. They are all dressed

ARRIVAL ON PROMISE
Stigmann's vessel, Bonne Chance,
will arrive at Promise without serious
mishap, although the referee may want
to run adventure encounters along the
way. Once in the Promise system
Stigmann will make a coasting approach, timing his approach to match
the orbit of a small moon with a period
of about I00 hours. Stigmann will use
the moon to screen him in close approach and then make a quick descent
to the planet surface on the side opposite the starport.
Stigmann "grounds" ship in a small
lake and immediately begins using his
on-board fuel processing plant to crack
hydrogen.The surroundingcountryside
isarid badlands, with lots of low scrubby
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in a mixof clothing itemswrappedtightly
from head to toe. They have ammunition belts and weapons in profusion.
About half of the people from the band
have indelible ink bar codes tattooed
on their foreheads. This is the laser
scan ID system adopted by the computers who control the starport and
most of the planet surface. Those without it were born outside of computercontrolled territory.
Langeronwill havea numberof items
of damaged tech 15 equipment with
which to barter. Stigmann will instead
introducethe playersto her and explain
that the ammunition is a gift on their
behalf from the Coalition. In return, the
mission team would like her assistance
in recoveringthe downed starship crew.
At this point Langeron will begin negotiating directly with the head of the
mission team. This bargaining session
should be roleplayed out between the
referee and the players, using the NPC
sidebar description of Langeron provided below.
The band holding the crewmembers
usually camps no more than twenty
kilometers away, so a hard march of
one day should take the players to
them. But Zumo, the leaderof the band,
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is a difficult man to deal with, Langeron
points out, and there is some danger
from 'Breed' patrols, which have been
increased lately. Unless the players
blunder badly, Langeron will be willing
to help them, but will want an additional
gift of ammunition, and perhaps heavier
weapons, in return.
If the players ask about 'Breed' patrols, Langeron will laugh.
"Old Stigmann didn't tell you about
the 'Breeds,' huh? We knocked over
too many of their tin cans, I guess, and
so they've been using a cheaper version forthe last couple years. They take
a human slave and bolt on a bunch of
extra stuff. They put a little steel brain in
the head too, along with the meat one,
to keep 'em honest. Wecall 'em 'Breeds.'
Some of the tin cans call 'em 'Meat
Puppets."'
If the players ask for a detailed description, she will just shrug. "So far we
haven't seen any two alike. I guess the
Cans haven't found a design they're
happy with yet. Some of them don't
hardly work at all, but meat's cheap."
Since time is limited, Langeron suggests an immediate departure. She will
accompany the players with eight of
her best fighters. The rest of the retain-

ers with her will arrange transportation
of the ammunition back to the brigade
encampment.
Langeron and her eight fighters are
all fairly heavily armed. One carries a
light machinegun, one a LAG, and the
rest assault rifles. Most of them also
have one or two RAM grenades and
carry a large knife or machete and one
or two pistols in addition to their heavier
weapon. Ail are Experienced NPCs for
combat. The guards left behind have
more primitive weapons, including at
least one black powder rifle. Stigmann
and his small crew will of course stay
behind as well.

JOURNEY TO ZUMO
The one-day march from the lake to
Zumo's encampment in the hills should
be largely uneventful, although an animal encounter is possible. (There are
no tigers on the planet, however, despite Stigmann's fears.) The players
should, of course, not know that they
will not yet encounter a patrol, and so
the referee should make at least one
dummy encounter roll along the way.
Soon after they enter the hills where
Zumo's encampment is located they
will encounter one of Zumo's scouts,
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who will challenge them and demand
that they throw down their weapons.
Langeron will respond with a refusal
and some choice comments about the
scout's andZumo'sancestry,after which
the scout will call back, in a morefriendly
tone, "Hey, Leslie, how ya been?" He
will then take the party to Zumo's encampment.
Zumo's group, calling itself the Free
Human Legion, is smaller than Langeron's with no more than sixty people
total. The encampment consists of a
dozen or more low, broad black tents,
similarto Bedouin tents, that blend into
the rocks and sand of the badlandsvery
well. This band is not very well armed,
and many of them carry homemade
bows or very primitive black powder
firearms. They obviously are envious
and resentful of the weapons Langeron
and her people carry, and they will
probably be in positive aweof the player
characters' armament.
They soon meetzumo, a large heavyset man who looks more the part of a hill
bandit than a resistance leader. He and
Langeron obviously know each other
well, and they trade half-serious insults
as a form of greeting. Neither takes
offense at the remarks of the other, but
there is no evidence of good-natured
banter inthe exchangeeither. Langeron
obviously has little respect for Zumo,
and Zumo just as obviously resents
this. As a result, Zumo will attempt to
puff up his own importance in the negotiations, and draw them out as long as
possible.
Zumo has eight crew members "under his protection." Their ship made a
forced landing nearby and his band
rescued them before a patrol craft
landed and searched the site. He will
not let the players see the crewmembers yet, but by way of proof he produces a chipped ship's coffee mugNavy style without any handle-with
the lettering DLS Lady Elise.
As a sign of good faith, and in order
to make good the risk he has undertaken in sheltering the crew, he wants
weapons and ammunition, and he wants
them on afairly lavish scale.At a certain
point it may become obvious to the
players that what he really wants in
more prestige than Langeron, and will
insist that he receive equipment better
than she has. Furthermore, he wants a
large part of it immediately, and so will
ask that Langeron's fighters turn over
their weapons to his people and then
receive replacements from the player
characters. Langeron will, of course,
absolutely refuse to go along with this,
and the negotiations will stall.
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Langeron will at some point ask,
"What do you think Central Command
will think of all this, Zumo? You think
they're going to pat you on the back?"
Zumo is obviously embarrassed, but
covers it with anger. "Who cares what
Central Command says? Do they send
guns or ammo for my fighters? Do they
send medicinefor my wounded? No.All
they send are words and more words.
Stuff Central Command."
The players will probably ask about
CentralCommand,and either Langeron
or Zuma will explain that each resistance unit has a radio satellite uplink
receiver from which they receive periodic instructions from "Central Command." Perhaps once a month a courier shows up to whom they give verbal
reports. The courier also services the
communicator. Couriers originally
broughtthe uplink receiversas well, but
for security reasons the resistance units
have no other contact with "Central
Command."
While the negotiationscontinue, and
are in danger of breaking down completely, a scout arrives with word that a
large 'Breed' patrol, perhapsa dozen or
more strong, is moving up a narrow
valley toward the encampment. Langeron tells her fighters to get ready to
leave. This isn't her fight, she announces, and she doesn't intend to
waste ammo or people defendingZumo.
Zumo's peopleareobviouslyvery poorly
equipped to fight a well-armed patrol
this size, but Zumo offers the player
characters a deal.
If they will deal with the Breed patrol,
he will turn over the crewmembers to
them immediately and wait for whatever arms and ammo they wish to give
him until a later trip.

AMBUSH
Zumo will provide a scout to guide
them to the Breed patrol. The patrol is
advancing up a fairly narrow valley, no
more than 200 or 300 meters wide, and
they are alert to the possibility of an
ambush.
The Breeds are all cybernetically altered ("enhanced" is too strong a word
in many cases) humans, many of them
altered beyond recognition.The cybernetics chapter from Fire, Fusion, &
Steel provides a good starting point,
but some of them have even more
radical alterations. One has had both
legs removed and is built into a low
armored tractor chassis. Several have
a gun in place of one arm. One has one
leg noticeably longer than the other. He
or she walks awkwardly with a very
pronouncedlimp, pausingoccasionally
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Vishano Sanchez
Sufren naval captain, and
the joint SufrenIDawn League crew of Lady
Elise.
Experienced NPC
Combat Assets: Energy Weapon (Energy Pistol)
Other Assets: Astrogation 13, Communications 12, Leadership 10, Persuasion 14,
Pilot (Interface/Grav) 12, Sensors 12
Motivation: Heart Jack: Sanchez's nickname in the Covenant is "The Owl." He was
chosen for the mission based more on his
sense and
than On any
particular command or technical skills. The
h e n a n t Navy recognized that
be sending a line officer on a mission which
could easily become the most important diplomatic mission in the Covenant's history,
and chose Sanchez for that very reason. He
is a kind-hearted man, inclined to give what
help he can to those who need it. This keeps
him poor and has led him into unnecessary
danger more than once.
Spade 3: Sanchez is ambitious, for himself, for his crew, for his service, for his
government, and ultimately for hisrace.There
is very little selfishness in his ambition, and it
instead manifests itself as a drive to excel,
and a will to challenge those around him to
excel.

Seeking Submissions
Challenge is now seeking article
submissions. We will consider articles on nearly any science-fiction
roleplaying game by nearly any
See our submissionguidelines in
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to rise up on the long leg and look
around for signs of their quarry Most of
them have extensive alterations to the
head, usually including at least one
augmented sensor, and all modifications are extremely visible, with no effort having been made to hide them.
The referee probably does not have to
design each Breed used, but should
instead concentrate of describing the
diversity, and in many cases bizarre
impracticality, of the modifications.
The Breeds arewell armedwithACRs
and grenade launchers. Nevertheless,
they do not work together very well.
Each Breed has two brains, one human
and onevirus-infected silicon, and even
when they try to work together they are
easily confused. Also the Breeds are
not expecting anywhere near the level
of armament the player characters are
likely to have. The players should be
able to take them by surprise, provided
they take care in the approach and
selection of asite, and either kill them or
drive them off.

face. They were rescued by Zumo's
group and the players know the rest of
the story from there.

CONCLUSION

The crew are in good physical condition and so should be able to make the
march back to lake without difficulty.
They will be extracted by Stigmann and
eventually make it back to Coalition
Space.
The three crewmembersof Lady Elise
will be welcomed as returning heroes,
while the five representatives of the
Covenant of Sufren will be feted as
befits the representatives of the first
genuinely friendly multi-world government the Coalition has contacted.
There are several important results
from this adventure which should immediately begin to effect play.
First, the Coalition will quickly dispatch a diplomatic mission to the Covenant of Sufren to open friendly rela-.
tions. Although details of the extent and
nature of cooperation between the two
will take time, and there may be some
rough spots along the way, the two
CAPTIVE
governments have much to offer each
CREW
When the player characters return to other. The Coalition can serve as the
Zumo's encampment, they will be source of extensive Hiver technical asgreeted warmly, especially after the sistance; the Covenant provides a
scout describes the .8battlenbetween badly-needed forward base deeper to
the player characters and the Breed rimward in the Diaspora sector. The
patrol. Zumo sends guards to bring out player characters may very well be
his
and in moments they re- asked to take part in these early conturn with eight starship crew members, tacts, and these will not be simple dipThree are from the original crew of Lady lomatic milk runs. Sufren is dozens of
parsecs away, deep in the Wilds and on
Nise, while the other five are in
the other side of the Vampire Highway.
pletely unfamiliar uniforms, Their
mander introduces himself as captain Simply getting there can be quite and
"ishano Sanchez of the Covenant of adventure.
Second, the player characters have
Sufren Navy,
Sanchez and the Dawn League per- brought back a wealth of information
sonnel will explain that Lady Elise was about the mysterious world Promise,
captured by a Vampire Fleet several although in some cases the information
years ago and sent coreward along the raises more questions than it answers.
Vampire Highway, The ship was en- The route onto the world does appear
countered by a vessel belonging to the to be a feasible means on infiltrating at
Covenant of Sufren and was retaken. leastcovertintelligenceteams, although
(See the adventure Lady Elise in the it would be difficult to make regular
Traveller Referee's Screen for addi- large-capacityruns, and so supplying a
large and/or heavy ground force seems
tional details.)
~fterthe
surviving crew told the Cov- difficult, if not impossible. Obviously
enant government about the Dawn there is some sort of regional, and
League and its goals, the Covenant perhaps planetary, controlling body for
made the decision tocontact the League the resistance, with impressive technodirectly, returning both Lady Elise and logical assets at their disposal (judging
those crew members healthy enough from the communicators in use), but
to travel. (Three other crew members who are they, where are they, and are
are still hospitalized on Sufren, includ- they willing to work with the Coalition?
ing Johnstone, the chief engineer, who Additional ground missionswill certainly
is under psychiatriccare.)Unfortunately, be sent to try to answer these questhe ship ran afoul of another Vampire tions.
This line of adventure is addressed
ship in the Promise system and was
forced to crash land on the planet sur- in Vampire Fleets. Q
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he Covenant of Sufren is a
pocket empire in the Sufren
subsector (subsector C) of
Diaspora.Unlikemanypocket
empires or even the Reformation Coalition, the Covenant has maintained uninterrupted interstellar contact
for the 70 vears since the
Collapse, nd mean feat.
The reason for this fact is the agreement
which givesthe nameto theorganization, the
Covenant of Sufren. The Covenant is the
unitingdocumentofthethreememberworlds
Sufren, Haze and Navarre, and is the codification of the antiviral measures corporately
undertaken by these worlds to ensure their
survival (see sidebar on page 34).Although
the Covenant in many ways appears cruel,
thousands of worlds which were unwilling to
take these extreme measures perished duringthe Collapse. But it was not the Covenant
alonewhichenabled these worldstosurvive,
as antiviral procedures by themselves are
not enough to face a detemined Vampire
Fleet onslaught. By 1130, Sufren was one of
only a handfulof class B starports remaining
in the entire sector, and was therefore the
repository of a large number of functioning
starships which were preserved by the enforcement of the Covenant.And as the ensuing 70 years exacted a heavy toll on this
starfaring force, the Covenant had sufficient
ships and parts of ships to somehow make
up for these losses, and keep its defenses
UP.
The Covenant is home to 7.2 billion persons, consisting primarily of humans, but
with significant populations of sapient Orcas
and Dolphins, and small communities of
Droyne, Aslan and Vargr.
Sufren: Sufren is hometo thevast majority of the Covenant's citizens, approximately
7 billion, including all sapient races. Sufren
takes great pains to maintain a democratic
tradition, unusual with a population of this
size. This has been made possible by the
world's high technology, allowing extensive
electronic input from the electorate to their
representatives,inciudingfrequentreferenda,
confidence and recall votes. Sufren retains
the Covenant's largest population of Orcas
and Dolphins, which operate most of the
world's numerous aquatic industries.
Haze: Haze is a waterworld, home to 7
million humans,OrcasandDolphinswholive
on and around its numerous archipelagoes
and artificial island cities. Haze's thin tainted
atmosphere has been painstakingly "supercharged with oxygen over the years by
oxygen-cracking plants which extract the
oxygen from seawater (and also produce
refined liquid hydrogen fuel). The result is a
world with a low atmospheric pressure, but
with a partial pressure of oxygen approaching Terran levels. Like Navarre, Haze is
governed by a direct descendant of its Covenanter, BrookeHeidiann,great-granddaughter of Standley Cherrie.
Navarre: Home to approximately 200
millionpersons,Navarrewasknownasiiasle
until 1129, when Gregory Fontenot, exiled
Baron of Navar, unitedthe anarchic world in
the Reunion Wars and renamed it with an
ancient variation of his family name. Navarre
is currently ruled by third Protector Gregory
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Fontenot, grandson of First Protector Gregory Fontenot, the Covenanter. Navarre is a
maritimeworldwith extensivemanufacturing
and mariculture operations based in its
oceans. Navarre retainsaresidualviralinfection in its oceans, the result of Virus taking
overthe world's automated oceanic industry
and manufacturing centers during the Collapse.Vampire robotsmanufacturedbythese
centers still survive in Navarre's oceans, but
now in only small numbers, as their sources
have been either purged or destroyed.
Other Settlements and Outposts: The
Covenant officially consists of four worlds.
The fourth, Houstar, is home to a permanent
settlementof some 700persons,engaged in
salvaging the technology of this cemetery
world. The Covenant also maintains an extensive network of listening posts in the
Sufren subsector and neighboring subsectors. Notableamong these are Gamov,Troy,
White Sea, Heymac, Dahl, Grouard, Navar,
Maelstrom,Onliu and worlds in the Shimmer
subsector of Massilia. These form the
Covenant's first line of defense against
vampiric infiltration.
The Covenant has only recently (1200)
founded aScout Serviceandembarked on a
policyof reexpansionand recontact. Fruitsof
this projectareoutposts inthe rimward half of
the subsector. Mindful of the necessity of
manpower for reexpansion, a current high
priority project is contact with theTEDs of the
high population worlds of Backman (300
million), Hervestia (200 million) and Neefi
(900 million).

COVENANT OF SUFREN
TECHNOLOGY
The Covenant's technology is notable for
its innovations in two areas: aquatic technology and antiviral technology. Aquatic technology is necessitatedbythe maritimeorientation of its three member worlds, and advancedbythesignificantpopulationsof0rcas
and Dolphins of these worlds. Because of
their size, Orcas are only rarely encountered
aboard spacecraft, but Dolphins in wetsuits
fitted with mechanical arms are routinely
assigned to starship duty.
Because of its close contact and long
struggle with Virus, the Covenant is wellversed in viral combat. All Covenant starship
crews carry at least one expert on Virus who
hasaccesstoa"snake,"ananti-virusweapon
which is itself actually a virus (and whose
developmentwas made possible by Articles

XVlll and XIX of the Covenant). Thesnake is
electronically stored code that is manually
inserted into a virus-infected system. The
snake then attacks the residentvirus, gradually flushing it from peripheral systems by
destroying electronic access pathways (the
snake's "cage," which is left hooked into the
system, contains a portable power supply
which providesthejuiceforthesnaketo burn
out circuitry as necessary). Ideally,thesnake
corners what remainsof the virus' conscious
functions and isolates it there, where it is no
longer a threat and can be analyzed at
leisure. Naturally, the snake's actual performance varies with circumstances and the
quality of the virus it is attacking. (See the
upcoming sourcebook Vampire Fleets for
furtherdetailsonsnakes andelectroniccombat.)

SHIPS OF THE COVENANT
Although its starport is no longer capable
of manufacturing spaceships, Sufren had
one of the best surviving starports in the
sector at the time of the Collapse, and was
therefore in possession of a relatively large
number of starships undergoing overhaul
and other yardwork. This collection of vessels formed the basis of the Covenant's
current fleet of vessels, lovingly modifiedand
rebuilt over and over again in the ensuing 70
years. The Covenant's major combatants
(above 1000 displacement tons) have all
been converted to gigantic system defense
boats, thereby providing their large jump
drives as sources of spare parts to keep the
Covenant's smaller, more easily maintained
starships operational. By carefully and creatively usingandre-usingHazeandSufren's
relic tech level 15 technology, the Covenant
is able to field a remarkably capable fleet by
thestandardsof 1201.However, its proximity
to the Vampire Highway (see Path of Tears,
page 99) has resulted in relatively high levels
of attrition over the years, even by Wilds
standards. This unremitting conflict has also
given the Covenant a highly trained fleet:
Unless otherwise noted, crews of the Covenant Navy and Scout Service are of Line
quality.
Starships owned by the Covenant Navy
are numbered in the J-series (for jump-capable), while the numbering of system defense boats varies by where they are deployed. Ships of the newly organized Covenant Scout Service are numbered in a
single series with the prefix "SCS."
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Covenanter-Class Scout Cruiser: The
Covenanter class is a useful and successful conversion program undertaken
by the Covenant of Sufren government.
Following the collapse, working jump
drives and high-techcomputersand weapons became steadily more scarce, requiring the progressivecannibalizationofTL14
and 15 ships. Two of the most common
types available were the Gazelle close
escorts and ubiquitous scout/couriers. By
chopping the nose from a Gazelle and
grafting an entire scout hull to its bow, the
TL15 electronics suite of the scout could
be used, while freeing the scout's jump
drive for use in another hull, or for parts to
keep other ships running. The hull of the
former scout was gutted to allow it to be
strengthened for 3G operations, and then
its electronics were re-installed. As TL14
and 15 EMS arrays share many components, the TLI 4 and 15 systems from the
original Gazelle and Scout hulls can be
readily used as spare support for each
other. Other installed systems range from
TL10 to TL12, cannibalized from other
vessels or new-built.
The class is named after the original
leaders who brought their worlds into the
Covenant of Sufren, remembered as "the
Covenanters." The first two vessels are
named for John Kain of Sufren and Gregory Fontenot of Navarre. The class fills
the Covenant's need for long-range exploration craft with a formidable self-defense capability. As such, Kain and
Fontenot comprise the spearhead of the
Covenant's new exploration and reclamation program. Two more Covenanters
are being converted from damaged hulls.
Unlike the original Gazelles, the lateral
fuel tanks on the Covenanters are no
longer dropable, but are permanently attached to the hull. The position of the
former ventral barbette has been taken by
a missile barbette, which is used for the
launch and control of long-range remotely
commanded vehicles (RCVs).
Covenanters carry Crack crews, Technical details of the Covenanters can be
found in Brillian"ranceeorthe Traveller
Referee's Screen.
LauritsorkClass Picket Skips: Four
of these sophisticated Gazelle variants
serve in the Covenant Navy, including the
Covenant's Fleet Flagship, Standley
Cherrie.The Lauritsonscarry Crackcrews.
Technical details of these ships are found
on page 36 of this issue.
Gazelle and Fiery-Class Close Escorts: These vessels form the bulk of the
Covenant's jump-capable navy, with 14
total in service. Technical details of these
are found in the TNE basic rules (Gazelle
only) and Brilliant Lances (both).
Other Vessels: The Covenant Navy also
includessixpatrolcruisers,apairof Donosevclass survey ships, three Mercenary cruisers, a score of scout~couriers,plus a handful
of miscellaneousvessels. One Chtysanthemumclass vessel, Gorseblossom, is maintainedasajump-capableNline-of-battle"ship.
The Covenant's privately owned merchant
service includesavarietyof standardtypesin
the 100- to 600-ton range. The Covenant
maintains no jump-capable vessels larger
than 1000 tons.
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General Data
Hull Armor: 62
Displacement: 3001400 tons
Volume: 4200 m3/5600 m3
Length: 48.5 meters
Price: MCr347.88
Target Size: S
Configuration: Wedge SL
Tech Level: 14
Mass (LoadedlEmpty): 4754.81 14359.65 with tanks
4247.56/3946.55 without tanks

Accommodations

Engineering Data
Power Plant: 891 MW Fusion Power Plant (99 MWIhit), 1 year
duration
jump Performance: 3 with tanksattached(1 120m3),5 without(l260 m3)
G-Rating: 3G with tanks (200 MWIG), 5G without (150 MWIG),
Contra-Grav lifters (30 MW)
G-Turns: 106.6,25 m3fueleach, with tanks attached; 70.4,18.75 m3
each, without tanks
Maint: 151

Electronics
Computer: 3xTL-14 Model Fb (1 M W ea.)
Commo: 300,000km radio (10 hexes; 10 MW), 2x1 000AU maser (-;
0.6 MW ea.)
Avionics: TL-8+ Avionics
Sensors: Passive EMS folding array 240,000km (8 hexes; 0.3 MW),
Active EMS 360,000km (12 hexes; 17 MW)
ECMIECCM: 180,000 km EMS jammer (6 hexes; 22 MW), EM
masking package (5.6 MW)
Controls: Bridgewith 8xBridge Workstation, plus 8 otherworkstations

Armament
Offensive: 2xTL-14 150-Mj Laser Turret (Loc: 16, 17; Arcs: All; 4.2 MW, 1
crew ea.), IxTL-14 300-Mj Laser Barbette (Loc: 10; Arcs: 1,2,3; 8.3
MW, 1 crew)

TI
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Master Fire Directors: 1xTL-14 Beam (5 Diff Mod; No Msl; 10 hexes;
1.62 MW, 1 crew), 1xTL-14 Drone (5 Diff Mod; Drone hexes
[maser]; 10 hexes; 2.22 MW, 1 crew)

Vol

Mass

MCr

C-turns Duration

Life Support: Extended (0.84 MW), Grav Compensators(5G; 21 MW)
Crew: 22 (7xEngineering, 2xElectronics, ZxManeuver, SxGunnery,
ZxMaintenance, 3xCommand, 1xMedical)
Crew Accommodations: 2xSmall Stateroom (0.0005 MWea.), 8xLarge
Stateroom (0.001 MW ea.) (multiple-occupancy)
Cargo: 9.355 m3, one small cargo hatch
Small Craft and Launch Facilities: external grapple used for carriage
of 26 ton external drone hangar. Hangar has space for 1 1.5 tons
of drones, usually 3xMOLRASP plus space for one 2-ton drone.
Air Locks: 3

Notes
The Lauritson UPS is a Gazelle-class Close Escort modifed to perform as a fleet
orindependent("unsupported") picket. Aswith its Cazelleforebear, the Lauritson
is a tight design, requiring four of its 22 crewmembers to "hot bunk."
Oftheextra crew abovethe Gazellecomplement, one mansthedronecontrol
MFD at a workstation in the ventral drone pod, one mans a bridge "repeater"
station for the drone MFD as the second electronics crewmember, another is
dedicated maintenance crew for the sensor drones, and the fourth is a medic,
carried becausethe UPSsare often usedfor long-durationindependentmissions.
The drone pod displaces the small craft carried by the Gazelle, plus the
ventral laser barbette, totalling 26 tons. The pod has space for three
MOLRASP (Maneuvering Off-board Long Range Active Sensor Platform)
drones. These drones are detailed at the bottom of the page. The "Lad"
notation under sensors is a ladar sensor.
Without drop tanks, the Lauritson consumes
889.872 MW. With tanksattached, only 739.872
MW are needed.
Although streamlined with the drop tanks
attached, the Lauritson only has contra-grav
performance for 300 tons, not 400.
2665 m3of fuel total, 1345 carried in 2 50ton drop tanks, 1 320 internal. 1120 m3fuel for
jump 3 with tanks attached, 1260 m3for jump
5 without tanks. Fuel purification machinery
(7.6 MW), 10.52 hours to refine 2665 m3.
Drop tanks are armored to same level as ship,
and equipped with EMM.
Comm

Sensor
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ne of the most consistent requests we receive with
respect to the equipment in Traveller@the New Era
is to increase the effectiveness of high energy weapons. Although we're reluctant to tinker with design
sequences and published equipment, the pressure
for tougher fusion and plasma rifles has been almost
irresistable.
Never let it be said that we don't listen to customers.
In fact, the well-known third law of retailsales is "Always listen to your
customers." (The first and second laws are "Never kill a customer,"
and "You break it, you buy it.") So we took a good look at manportable high energy weapons and concluded that, although they
weren't as good as grenade launchers, at least they were real
expensive. Hmmm. Perhaps, we decided, there was something to
all those annoying complaints after all. So here, due to popular
demand, are the official modifications to the Fire, Fusion & SteelTw
design sequences for energy weapons.

PRIMARY CHANGES
These are the changes to the high energy weapon design
sequences in Fire, Fusion, & Steel. All changes are grouped by
page number.

Page 67 (Explosive Power Generation)
Change the mass of EPG cartridges to volume x 4 (instead of
volume x 8).

Page 12-1 (High Energy Weapons)
Range: Short range for plasma guns is now 100x the sauare root
of pulse enerav in Meaajoules (instead of 30 x pulse energy).
Short range for fusion guns is now 150 x the square root of pulse
enerav in Wleaa.ioules (instead of 50 x pulse energy)
Damage: Damage value (D) is now 30 x the square root of pulse
enerav in Meaajoules (instead of 11.5 x the square root of pulse
energy)

Page 122 (High Energy Weapons)
Penetration: The penetration rating for both plasma and fusion
guns is now 1-2-10.
Price: The revised component price multipliers for plasma and
fusion guns are shown below.
Plasma
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SECONDARY CHANGES
The above changes to the FF&S design sequences result in
secondary changes in other Traveller products where high energy
weapons are discussed or detailed. Below are the changes in
Traveller: the Mew Era, Fire, Fusion, &Steel, Smash & Grab,and
the ReformationCoalition Equipment Guide necessitatedby the
high energy weapon upgrade. Note that Striker !I is completely upto-date with this change, and therefore is complete as published.
Changes are grouped by book and page number. Changed
material is underlinedlikethis to make it easy to spot, and references
to existing or previous material is often included within quotation
marks "like this" to make it easier to spot the material that needs to
be modified or replaced.

Traveller: The New Era
The changes below referto the2nd printing, recognizeable by the
notation "Mark I, Mod 1 (December 1993)" on the credits page.
Page 297: In the first full paragraph, the example fusion gun
should have penetrationratingsof 1-2-10, not "'12-1-4."Thischanges
its rating as a vehicle gun to 10-10-5-1.
Page 355: The following changes are required for the Plasma
Bazooka:
The bazooka is a 10cm weapon, not "9cm," its ammo is 10x330,
not "9x320," its empty weight is 34.6,not "27," its loaded weight is
not "16.2," its weapon price
45, not "43.2," its round weight is 10.4,
is 20.736, not "67,500," its round price is 520,not "400," its damage
value is 51,not "16," its penetration values are 51-51-26-5, not "1616-8-2,"and its short range i s m , not "60." Note that these changes
are summarized in the two tables at the end of this article.
Page 356: The following changes are required for the highenergy weapons:
The 4.3cm plasma rifle has a loaded weight of 15.65,not "17.4,"
a magazine of 10,not "5," a weapon price of 4320, not "18,000,"
ammo price of 211,not "153," damage value of 23, not "9," penetration values of 23-23-12-2, not "9-9-5-1,"and a short range of 80, not
"20."
The 4.7cm plasma rifle has a loaded weight of 36.2, not "35.53,"
a magazine of 20, not "10," a weapon price of 4800, not "20,000,"
ammo price of 539,not "361," damage value of 27, not "10,"
0-10-5-1,"and a short range
penetrationvalues of 27-27-14-3, not "I
of 90, not "20."
The4.lcm compensated plasma rifle has a loadedweight of=,
not "14.5," a magazine of 8, not "4," a weapon price of 10.880, not
"40,000," ammo price of 98, not "87," damage value of 27, not "10,"
penetrationvalues of 27-27-14-3, not "10-10-5-1,"single-shot recoil
of 5, not "7," and short range of 90, not "20."
The 4.7cm fusion rifle has a loaded weight of 37.8,not "40.1 ," a
magazine of 20, not "10," a weapon price of 9f5lQQ,not "72,000,"
ammo price of 331,not "257," damage value of 33, not "13,"
penetration ratings of 1-2-10, not "'12-1 -4," penetrationvalues of 3333-17-3, not "26-26-13-3," bulk of 5, not "6," and short range of 160,
not "90."
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The 4.7cm compensatedfusion rifle has a loaded weight of 19.4,
not "21.7," a magazine of 8, not "4," a weapon price of 24.000, not
"156,000," ammo price of 147,not "131," damage value of 33, not
"13," penetration ratings of 1-2-10, not "'k-1-4," penetration values
of 33-33-17-3, not "26-26-13-3," bulk of 5, not "6," single-shot recoil
of 5, not "6," and short range of 160,not "60."
The 5.1 cm compensatedfusion rifle has a loaded weight of 21.2,
not "24," a magazine of 8, not "4," weapon price of 15,000, not
"97,500," ammo price of 183,not "163," damage value of 37, not
"14," penetration ratings of 1-2-10, not "'h-I-4," penetration values
of 37-37-19-4,not "28-28-14-4," single-shot recoil of 4, not "5," and
short range of 180,not "80."
Note that these changes are summarized in the two tables at the
end of this article.
Page 363: The G-Carrier has the following changes:
Its price is 718.264, not "719,204," its loaded mass is 28.5, not
not "60,"
"29.4," its 2-Mj plasma cradle gun has a short range of 140,
a damage value of 42,not "16," and concussion-burst ratings of 25.
Page364:The GravTank hasapriceof 1,713,740, not "2,010,979,"
a loaded mass of 36.6,not "41.8," and its 12-Mj plasma cradle gun
not "40,"
has a short.range of 359, not "360," a damage value of 104,
and concussion-burst ratings of 11-15.

Fire, Fusion, & Steel
These secondary changes deal with example equipment in the
book, as distinct from the primary design sequence changes detailed above.
Page 156: The details of the TL13 plasma cradle gun have
changed as follows:
Under Specifications:
Cartridge Mass: (.0036x4=) .0144 tonnes (14.4kg)
Under Weapon Design, Mass:
Autoloader: (30xj.!M=) 432 kg
TOTAL: 832 kg
Under Weapon Design, Range:
Short Range: (3.46~100=)346. round to 350
Medium Range: (350x2=) 700
Long Range: (350x4=) 1400
Extreme Range: (350x8=) 2800
Under Weapon Design, Damage Value:
Damage: (=x3.46=) 103.92 (104)
Under Weapon Design, Penetration:
Value: 104-104-52-10
Under Weapon Design, Price:
Firing Unit: (48xW=) Cr28.800
Support Hardware: (72x@J.Q=)Cr 43,200
Autoloader: (432x10=) C r W
TOTAL: Cr200.320
Under Weapon Design, Volume:
Autoloader: ( a x 1=) .432
TOTAL: .772 cubic meters
Page 157: These changes are also necessary because of the
high energy weapon upgrade. Under "Step 6-Weaponry," the 12Mj Plasma Cradle Gun has a volume of 1.544,
not "2.42," a mass of
0.832, not "1.27," and a price of 200.320, not "432,000," and
400xPPC have a mass of 5.76,not "11.52."
Under"Step 9-Cargo,"volumeshould be 16.576, not "15.7,"and
mass should be 4.144, not "3.925."
Page 158: On the Design Recapitulation table, the changes
noted above for page 157 must be made, resulting in the following
changes to the total:
Mass is 25.5356 tonnes unloaded, not "25.9736," and 36.6236
tonnes loaded, not "42.2646," and Price is 1,713,739.7, not
"1,945,419.7."
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Smash & Grab
Page Ill: The TL15 Droyne Fusion Rifle has a loaded weapon
mass of 12.74,not "14.18," a weapon price of 9500 (Cr5000 firing
unit. Cr4500 backpack with inertial compensator), not "50,750,"
cartridges which weigh 0.6kaeach, not "1.2kg," magazines which
empty, not "6.48," and11.Wkg loaded with 10rounds,
weigh =kg
not "12.48kg with 5 rounds,"cost CrSempty, not "Cr65," cost CrjTJ
fully loaded with 10 rounds, not "Cr95 fully loaded with 5 rounds," a
damage value of 26, not "10," penetration ratings of 1-2-10, not "'I
2-1-4," penetration values of 26-26-13-3, not "20-20-10-3," maganot "40." If used without
zine of 10,not "5," and a short range of 130,
its recoil compensator, its recoil would be 14,not "13."

Reformation Coalition Equipment Guide
Page 85: The Plasma Bazooka requires the following changes:
not "9cm," a discharge energy
The weapon has a caliber of
of 2.88 Mj, not "2," empty weight of 34.6kg, not "27," loaded weight
of %kg, not "43.2," a weapon price of 20.736, not "67,500," cartridge
specifications of 10x33, not "9x32," actual dimensions of 100x330,
not "90x318," energy of 2.88 Mj, not "2.25 Mj," cartridge weight of
10.4kg, not "16.2," cartridge price of 520,not "400," damage value
of 51,not "16," concussion-burstof 3-5, penetrationvalues of 51-5126-5, not "17-17-9-2," and short range of 170,not "70."
Page 86: The TL12 4.3cm plasma rifle has a loaded mass of
15.65,not "17.4," a weapon price of 4320, not "18,000," with a
C r M (not "Cr6000) firing unit and C r m (not "Cr12,OOO)
backpack,cartridge weight of =kg,
not "1.44kg," magazine empty
with10 rounds,
weight of m k g , not "7.8," loaded weight of -kg
not "15kg with 5 rounds," magazine price of C r a empty, not "78,"
J2-r
fully loaded with 10 rounds, not "Crl53 fully loaded with
and C
5," magazine of 10,not "5," damage value of 23, not "9," no
concussion-burst values, penetration values of 23-23-12-2, not "99-5-1," and range of 80,not "20."
The 4.7cm plasma rifle has a loaded mass of 36.2, not "35.53,"
magazineof 20, not "10," weapon price of 4800, not "20,000," ammo
not "361," damage value of 27, not "10," penetration
price of 5-39,
values of 27-27-14-3, not "10-10-5-1," concussion-burst of 1-5,and
short range of 90, not "20."
The 4.7cm fusion rifle has a loaded mass of 37.8, not "40.1,"
magazineof 20, not "10," weapon price of 9600,
not "72,000," ammo
price of 337, not "257," damage value of 33, not "13," penetration
ratings of 1-2-10, not "'12-1-4," penetration values of 33-33-17-3, not
"26-26-13-3," concussion-burst of 1-5,and short range of 160,not
"60."
Page 87: The TL14 4.7cm compensated fusion rifle has a loaded
not "21.7," weapon price of 24,000, not "156,000,"
weight of =kg,
with a C r W (not "Cr72,OOO) firing unit and Cr14.400 (not
"Cr84,OOO) backpack, cartridge weight of m k g , not "1.92," empty
not "9.22," loaded magazine weight of
magazine weight of -kg,
f4.6kg with 10 rounds, not "16.9 kg with 5," empty magazine price
of C r B , not "93," magazine price C r U fully loaded with 10
rounds, not "131.4 fully loaded with 5," magazine capacity of 8, not
"4," damage value of 33, not "13," penetration ratings of 1-2-10, not
'"12-1 -4," penetration values of 33-33-17-3, not "26-26-13-3," concussion-burst of 1-5,single-shot recoil of 5, not "3," and short range
of 160,not "60."
The4.1cm compensatedplasma rifle hasa loaded weight of12.9,
not "14.5," magazine of 8, not "4," weapon price of 10.880, not
"40,000," ammo price of 98, not "87," damage value of 27, not "10,"
penetrationvalue of 27-27-14-3, not "10-10-5-1,"and short range of
90, not "20."
The 5.lcm compensated fusion rifle has a loaded weight of 21.2,
not "24," magazine of 8, not "4," weapon price of 15.000, not
not "163," damage value of 37, not 14,
"97,500," ammo price of 133,
penetration ratings of 1-2-10, not "'12-1 -4," penetration values of 3737-19-4, not "28-28-14-4," concussion-burst of 1-5,and short range
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of 180,not "80."
Page 112: In the third paragraph of description, the tank's price
is15.8 mission credits, not "81,"and of this, 11.5mission credits, not
"79," is attributable to the fusion gun. Note that the specific model of
Intrepid grav tank listed here is referred to as the "Trepida IIBI
lntrepidl125-2 in Striker li.
In the technical data, the price is15.8, not "81.34," mass is216.45
tonnes empty, not"213.59,"and238.09tonnes loaded, not "255.61 ."
Power plant is e;.63 MW, not "5.37," HEPlaR thrust is 86.62 tonnes,
not "58.65," and excess power is 0.0298 MW, not "0.01 23." Cargo
is 95 kg in 0.381 m3, not "324kg" in "1.295 m3." Ammunition
dimensions are 22x66cm, not "12x37."Speed is673 kph maximum,
not"7-i7 , " m kph cruising, not "538,"and168 kph safe NO€. Delete
reference to vacuum speed. Travel move is 202011010, not "21521
1080," delete reference to vacuum move. Combat move is 94 grid
squares high, not"100,"and23safe NO€, not "25." Delete reference
to vacuum move. Add note that MaximumAcceleration is 0.364 Gs.
Diff Mods vs. Fire are +5 at max speed, not "+6," +4 at cruising, not
"+5," +2 at safe NOE, +3 at 2xsafe NOE, and +4 at 3xsafe NOE.
Fuel capacity is 16.890.9 liters reaction mass plus55.25liters, not
"2052.75 liters plus 44.75." Fuel consuption is 1082.75 liters per
hour, not "733.125," giving an endurance of 15.6hours, not "28."
Page 113:125-Wlj RF Fusion Gun has an ROF of SA4, not "SA2,"
damage value of335, not " I 29," penetration ratings of 1-1-2-10, not
"1/2-1/2-1/2-1
," penetration values of 335-335-168-34, not "258-258258-129." Concussion-burst is 112-35, not "17-15," and short range
is 1680meters, not 3000 meters*. Delete asterisked note beneath
table.
Page 115:On the add-on options table, the mass of 37 rounds of
plasma bazooka is 0.3tonnes, not "0.6."
Page 116: Price of Mongoose is 6.23,not "6.35," price of Ferret
is 6.2tj,not "6.62." Mongoose masses 69.03 tonnes empty and
75.53tonnes loaded, not "69.2" and "77.4." Ferret masses 67.83
tonnes empty and 75.69 tonnes loaded, not "68.33 and "81.2."
Delete referenceto vacuum speed, and add notation that maximum
acceleration is 3Gs. Mongoose fuel capacity is 6959.75 liters, not
"6788.75," and Ferret fuel capacity is 7386.8 liters, not "6909.8."
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Mongoose endurance is 43.84 hours in atmosphere and 3.71 in
vacuum, not "42.76 and "3.62." Ferret endurance is 46.53 hours in
atmosphere and 3.94 hours in vacuum, not "43.53 and "3.68."
Page 1?7:4.75-Rlij plasma cradle gun has damage value of 65,
not "25," penetration values of 65-65-33-7, not "25-25-13-3," concussion-burst of 4-5, not "1-5," and shod range of 220 meters, not
"140."
14-Mj plasma cradle gun has damage value of 112,not "43,"
penetration values of 112-1-1 2-56-11, not "43-43-22-4,"concussionburst of 13-15,not "2-5," and short range of 370 meters, not "420."
Page 126:The Pyrrhussupport sled has a price of 1-713.740, not
1,945,420, an empty mass of 25.5, not "26," and a loaded mass of
36.6, not "42.2." Its 12-Mj plasma cradle gun has a short range of
350, not "360," damage value of 104,not "40," penetrationvalues of
104-104-52-10, not "40-40-20-4," and concussion-burst of 11-15,
not "2-5."
Page 127: Under ammo, the Buster weapons carrier can carry
150rounds of plasma bazooka, not "75."
Page 138:The 76-Mj RF Plasma Gun has a short range of 870,
not "2280," damage value of 262, not "100," penetration values of
262-262-131-26, not "100-100-50-10," and concussion-burstof
25, not "10-15."
Page 156:Under Rapid-Fire High-EnergyWeapons, price forthe
firing unit of plasma weapons is 600,not "2500," and for fusion
weapons is 1000, not "7500." Price for the supporting hardware of
plasma weapons i s m , not "2500," and for fusion weapons is1000,
not "7500."
The volume of a magazine in cubic meters is equal to the mass in
tonnes of a full load of ammunition divided by 2, not "4."
Under Concussion and Burst,the referenceto weapons of"4.7 Mj
and greater" should now read "0.7Mj and greater."
All plasma and fusion weapons appearing in Striker II have been
rated according to this upgraded standard. The charts below provides owners of Traveller:the New Era, Smash & Grab, and the
Reformation Coalition Equipment Guide a consolidated easy
reference source for all of the new high-energy weapons in one
location.

WeightEmpty LLd
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DEATH FROM BEYOND

"Twitchone muscle, "sneered the
Lone Star Cop, "and I get to fill my
quota for this month." We hadn't
even started the run, and Lone Star
was all over us. It was like they were
waiting for us to make our move.
The firstperson I'd ordinarilypoiniat
for setting us up would be the fixer
who'd arranged the meet. But Lone
Star hauled her in before we could
even make contact. Lone Star has
its way of dealing with shadowrunners stupid enough or unlucky
enough to cross its path, but the way
they've come after us is pushing it,
even for them.

copy of Seattle Sourcebook would be helpful
for running this scenario, as would a copy
of The Grimoire, 2nd
edition.
Inthe book Find Your
Own Truth, a novice
shaman named Sam Verner stole a
powerful focus that was used to trap
harmful spirits for untold millennia.
One of those spirits, known as "Twilight," was encountereb in FASA's
module, Tbtal Eclipse. Another of
those spirits, named Kelaemordrue:
Eater of Souls, was also released.
Kelaemordrue was weakened by
long imprisonment and immediately
fled to his place of power in order to
regain what little energy he could
muster. After a few years of lying
dormant, he discovered a spot on
the physical plane where he could
focus his energy and transfer power
to himself from victims' life energy
sacrificedto him. Lone Star Precinct
12 was built directly over the site of
power. A plan formed in Melaemordrue's mind. He possessed the
Precinct Captain and used him to
control the minds of the other high-
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ranking officers of that precinct. Using the Lone Star officers, he started
ordering the arrest of the SlNless of
the streets, which were then used as
human sacrifices to grant Kelaemordrue more power.
All was going according to Kelaemordrue's plan until a cybersnoop
by the name of Cynthia Mathues
started investigatingthe disappearances of the squatters, bag ladies
and other SlNless people in the vicinity of the precinct. She asked too
many questions for her own good
and attracted the attention of the
possessed Lone Star officers, who
decided she had to be silenced permanently. But firstthey wanted to
interrogate her to find out how much
she actually knew or was guessing
at.
Aschance would have it, or maybe
it was fate, she decidedto set a meet
with some shadowrunners to hire
them as muscle and backup while
she conductedher investigation.She
wasn't sure what was going on, but
she wanted some insurance in case
things got to hot for her to handle.
This is where the runners come into
the story. They are the group of
runners she hires to protect her.

uneventful, or the gamemaster can number of 5 with at least one sucthrow the runners some trouble us- cess. Or they can mention to Newt
ing the Sprawl Sites Sourcebook (a that they are supposed to meet
gang encounter would be appropri- Cynthia Mathues and give him their
names. If any of the runners played
ate).
Once the runners arrive at U 93, in the FASAmoduleMaria Mecureal
h e y will havetolightthe large crowds at Underworld93, Newt will recogof people and get pastthe troll nize them and let them in. Inside the
bouncer, Newt, who happens to be club, it's even more packed with
blocking thedoor. Not everyone who peoplethanoutside. Uponthestage,
walks in OR the streetis allowed in. Tribal Warfare, the ballistic new
The runners have several options to group from the East Coast Sprawl,
accomplish this: They can make a is shaking the rafters with the sound
Street Etiquette test with a target waves blastingfromthegiantspeak-

MEETlNG
The runners have been having
some lean times lately and are looking for work. A chummer of theirs, a
cybersnoop named Cynthia
Mathues, calls them and wants to
arrange a meet. She tells them that
she's onto something big, and whatever is up is worth lots of Nuyen. A
large cut of thatkluyen could be
direcied their way. She won't say
what the run is about, but tells them
to meet her at Underworld 93 at 11
that night if they want to make some
easy Nuyen.

G E n I N G THERE
Underworld 93 is one of the hottest nightclubs in Seattle, if not the
hottest. It's located in theoutskirts of
the Puyallup Barrens-not the best
or safest location, but thatdoesn't
stop it from packing the people in or
getting the biggest novastars, like
Maria Mecureal, The Elementals or
Concrete Dreams, to play there.
The trip to Underworld 93 can be
Challenge 76
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ers strategically located around the
30-foot-high tri-vid screens behind
the bandstand.
If the runners ask around, they
are directed to a booth a good distance from the stage by Mick the
bartender. After a while, it will be
apparent that Cynthia is not going to
show for the meet. A good team of
runners would realize that nobody
goes to the trouble of setting up a
meet and not showing up. That just
doesn't happen-period.
The runners won't realize at this
point that their involvement in this
run isn't voluntary. It's already been
decided by Lone Star that the runners are accomplices of Cynthiaand
need to be apprehended at all costs.
If the PCs go to Cynthia's apartment, go to section called Ambush,
Part 1. If the runners do no legwork
or any investigationat all, go directly
to the section marked Star Light,
Star Bright.

STAR LIGH%;
STAR BRIGHT
If the runners show no interest in
finding out what has happened to
their business associate, Cynthia,
then hit them with an encounter with
Lone Star as soon as possible.The
amount of cops, equipment and resources should be the same as in
Ambush, Part 1.
Thecops are under orders to bring
the runners in for questioning, so
they will be trying to capture rather
than kill the PCs at this point. If all of
the runners are captured, go to the
section marked Caught. If some or
all of the runners get away, see the
section marked On the Run.

AMBUSH, PART 1
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her trideo recorder. The chip in the
player shows a number of interviews that she conducted during
her investigation into the missing
SlNless people.
The second bit of information is
that all of the missing SlNless were
from the Beacon Hill area of Seattle.
Once the runners have gotten
the information above, but before
they leavethe apartment, have them
make a Perception test target number 6. No successes means they
are completely ambushed by the
Lone Star cops busting in the door
on them. One success gives them
+2 on all target numbers, but at
least they can react and take evasive measures. Two or more sucon all target
cesses gives them a +I
numbers.
The numberof cops will bedouble
the number of runners. One in four
of the cops will be a mage (use stats
for a Street Mage, page 61 of Shadowrun, 2nd edition). If there are
more than eight cops, only eight of
them will assault the apartment.
The rest are in reserve outside the
buildingfor backup as needed. The
cops are not there to geek the runners outright. They are trying to
capture them for interrogation purposes. The cops will try to stun
them first, and if things get tough,
they will go for lethal damage after
that. Use the statistics forthe Street
Cops on page 211 of Shadowrun,
2nd edition. If the runners beat the
cops, go to the section marked On
the Run. If the cops manage to
capture some or all of the runners,
go to Caught. Give the runners at
least one chance to escape from
the cops on the way to the station.

The runners can easily get the
O N THE RUN
address of Cynthia's apartment.
The runners have afew options at
She has a flat in the Westwood
district of downtown Seattle. this time. They can hole up someWestwood is a middle-class neigh- where and hope whatever is going
borhood with a class A security on blows over soon, or they can
leave Seattle for a while. Neither of
rating.
these
options is going to do their
Breaking into the apartment
street
reps any good. Taking the
should be no problem for the runinitiative
and trying to find out why
ners-in fact, it should seem alLone
Star
is after them is a better
most too easy to get in. The PCs
option.
should be able to find at least two
With a minimal amount of legbits of information before Lone Star
work,
they should beable to find out
crashes in the door on them.
the
following
information:
The first bit of information is on
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Make a Street Etiquette test target number 4 and consult the following table.

Success Result

2

3

Cynthia Mathues was working on this story just before
she was arrested.
The cops who arrested
Cynthia were from Precinct
12-they're out of their jurisdiction. Precinct 10 patrols
Westwood, not 12-they patrol Beacon Hill, and that's
where all those SlNless
people are being arrested.

If the runners have a contact
within Lone Star, they can easily
find out that there is no warrant for
their arrests (at this time).
If the runners decide to do some
decking in the Lone Star System
(very risky), there are several options on how to do the matrix run:
1. Use the Fast Resolution System from Virtual Realities, page 49.
Assign at least a rating of 6 for the
target number.
2. Generatea random matrixsystem from Shadowrun, 2nd edition,
pages 192-193.
3. Have the group's decker make
an unresisted Computer skill test
target number 6. They will need at
least 2 successes to gain any information.
Regardlessof which methodthey
usefordecking,the informationthey
get remains the same: They can
find no record of Cynthia's arrest or
where she was being held.
While the runner's are doing their
research a news item catches their
attention: "Cynthia Mathues, ace
investigating reporter, was found
dead at her apartment earlier today. The cause of death was from a
B.T.L. chip burnout."
Mote: The runners will have
known previously that she wasn't a
chiphead. The referee should have
the runners make a Perception 6
test. One success will reveal that
the cops who discovered the body
were from Precinct 12.
By now, the runners should have
Shadowrun

a pretty good idea that something
strange is going on at the Beacon
Hill precinct. Most runners will probably want to pay a visit there to find
out what is happening and why
Lone Star is doing this to them. Go
to thesection markedAmbush, Part
2. If the runners don't follow up on
this, keep sending more and more
cops after them-they'll get the hint
soon enough.

AMBUSH, PART 2
By now the runners are probably
getting ready to raid the Beacon Hill
precinctto either rescue team members who have been arrested by
Lone Star or to find out why Lone
Star wants them so badly.
As soon as the runners enter the
Beacon Hill District, Kelaemordrue
knows they are there. It is, after all, his
domain. He sends a number of Lone
Star cops equal to three times the
number of runners in the group. There
should be a Chysler-Nissan Patrol
Onevehiclefor evey four cops.At least
one of the Lone Star officersarriving on
the scene will be a street mage. The
cops are ordered to shoot to kill and
bring all the runners back to the precinct-dead or alive.Chancesaregood
that all of the runnerswill be captured in
this encounter. If so, go to the section
marked Caught. If the runners are really bashing the cops, feel free to have
Lone Star send for backup in the form
of a Citymaster with at least 10 more
cops in reserve.
Note: Try to have all of the runners get taken into custody. They
will have a chance to escape, so
you're not treating them unfairly.
The main point is to get them inside
the precinct one way or another.

CAUGHT
The runners who are caught are
stripped of all their weapons, gear
and magic items. Mages are fitted
with Magemasks (Neo-Anarchist's
Guide to Notfh America, page 97)
to stop them from performing any
magic. Any cyberware that is detected will be neutralized by
cybercontainment cuffs. The runners will be thrown into a holding
cell in the basement of the precinct
and left alone for the time being.
Eventually, they will hear the
sound of conflict going on outside
Shadowrum

of the cell. A few seconds later, the
cell door bursts open, and a young
Lone Star cop, a rookie, throws the
runners' gear at them and says, "I
can't believe I'm doing this! C'mon,
grab your gear and get your butts
moving; I'll explain on the waywhat's
going on!"
Note: What is going on is this:
Shortly after the runners were
brought in, some Lone Star Cops
who weren't in on the conspiracy
started asking too many questions
for their own good. The possessed
cops felt it was time to eliminate
them. Thus, a civil war is now being
enacted inside the precinct.
The rookie who freed the runners
is a Dog Shaman named Kenneth
Scout. He is an Amerindian of the
Salish Tribe. He has been guided
by Dog to the runners for help in
eliminating the evil spirit that has
taken control of the precinct. Dog
also informs Kenneththat they need
to go deeper underground in order
to confront the spirit.
The trail will eventually lead to an
underground passage hidden behind one of the holding cells. Go to
the section marked "Depth Charge."

Kelaemordrue pay for what he's
done to them. There are twice the
amount of creatures than there are
runners. Once the runners get past
these things, it's a clear path to the
site from which Kelaemordrue is
controlling the cops.

KELAEMORDRUE...FINWLHTVI!

The runners have finally come
face to face to face with Kelaemordrue, Eater of Souls. The runners will have the element of surprise because Kelaemordrue is
busy controlling the cops in the
battle that is going on upstairs in the
precinct, and Kelaemordrue made
the mistake in believing no one
would be able to get past the guardians to the site.
Kelaemordrue will be surprised
for one combat round. He will then
break contact with the cops under
his control and direct the full attention to the runners. The runners
may be able to banish Kelaemordrue or at least block him from
manifesting on the physical plane
for awhile, but they won't be able to
destroy him unless they do one
thing first. Kelaemordrue has hidden his life in the body of the precinct captain; until the runners kill
DEmH CHARGE
The passage that Officer Scout him, Kelaemordrue will be able to
and the runners have discovered is return sometime in the future, when
the access to the site where the he has gathered more strength.
human sacrifices are made to
PlCKHiNG UP THE PIECES
Kelaemordrue. The passage is
The runners will have gained the
guarded by Lone Star Cops. Unfortunately, the cops are no longer respect and trust of Officer Scout
human. They have been trans- (providing he survived the battle)
formed into horrible creatures of and may use him as a contact with
nightmare by Kelaemordrue. The Lone Star in the future.
They might try to sell the story to
creatures look as though someone
turned their bodies into clay and the media. If they managed to get
then stretched their torso until they pictures or other evidence to back
almost snapped in half, then did the up their claim, the Seattle-News
same to their arms and legs. The lnlelligencer Update-Net will buy
most horrible aspect of the crea- the story for 50,000 Nuyen. Lone
tures is that there is no mistaking Star officials will refuse to comment
they were once human. The crea- to the media.
Finally, Karma pointsare awarded
tures are nonsentient and have only
one goal-destroy whoever enters as follows:
Surviving the adventure: 2
the cavern. They gibber madly, then
Avoiding capture for the whole
attack the runners at first sight of
them. Officer Scout is visibly dis- adventure: 1
Defeating Kelaemordrue: 3
turbed because he recognizessome
DestroyingKelaemordrue permaof the creatures as former cops he
has pulled duty with. This only nently: 5
IndividualKarmaawardsasperpage
makes him want to put them out of
their suffering quickly and make 7 90, Shadowrun, 2nd edition. Q
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"The old fogeys say I'm betraying the power. Drek! You
don 't see them living on Nutrisoy in the streets, do you?
No, they live nice and cozy in their ivory towers and
lecture us on how to live.
'7f they lived on the streets, they'd do what I dowhatever I have to in order to survive."
Too smart to risk his life in combat and too independent
to join a corp, the Magic-Thief has found the perfect way
to make his way in the world.

Attributes
Body: 3
Quickness: 2
Strength: 2
Charisma: 3
Intelligence: 4
Willpower: 5
Essence: 6
Reaction: 3
Magic: 6

Skills
Conjuring: 5
Magical Theory: 5
Sorcery: 6
Stealth: 4
Firearms: 4
Electronics: 4
Athletics: 2

Gear: Doc wagon contract (basic), low-light goggles,
armorjacket, Browning max-power,grenades (twoneurostun and two smoke), stealth grapple iine, grapple gun,
expendable fetish for one spell.
Magic: Analyze Device: 4, Clairvoyance: 4, Invisibility:
4, Magic Fingers: 4, Chaotic World: 4.
Contacts: Street Mage, Fixer, Street-Gang Boss,
Street Doc.
Description: The Magical Thief is basically the same
as the thief (see Challenge 69), but with magical
trimmings.
Maslcnl Spy ArcheQpe
Toconvertthe MagicalThiefto a Magical Spy archetype,
change the equipment to what the Spy has (see
Challenge 73), and change the spells to the following:
Analyze Truth: 4, Mind Probe: 5, Invisibility: 3, Control
Thoughts: 4, Mask: 3. i2

By David Perry Art by Terry Stontz
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Cyberspace is astrange and alien environment, the human visual
analog of the world's communicirtion network. In the year 2090,
there's a lot of harmless junk floiltlng around in there, and n lot of
lg dead, Sometimes
information that cnn make a net junkie ric
%t9s
hard to tell which is which,
hilethe playercharacters,
preferably between the
1st and 5th levels of experience, are idling between adventures, their
resident net junkie (or
junkies, as the case may
be) indulges her wanderlust and enters the net, where she encounters a curious icon floating free in
cyberspace.
After probing the icon, the net junkie
will realize at least two things: it is not
the symbol of any known database,
corporate or government, and it appears to be made out of incredibly convoluted and encryptedfiles.The referee
should also convey the subjective impressionthat the icon resemblesa work
of art. Given an Extremely Hard (-30)
maneuver with a Scan program, the
junkie should be told that at least some
of the files in the icon bear security
codes from Project Torch, a top-secret
weapons program of the U.S. government.

11

lee

In all likelihood, the junkie will try to
capture the icon and take it home for
analysis, but the icon will slip away into
the net. The next she will hear of it will be
when she runs into a mercenary acquaintance who is contractingfor a party
to recover that very icon and bring it to
New Edison corporation.
When the PCs hear that New Ed will
pay $500,000for a disk copy of the icon,
they will probably jump to the task.
Cyberspace combat will be inevitable,
forthe Graves-Masudaand Intelligence
Services corporations will also have
contracted mercenary net jockies to
corral the icon. With any luck, the referee will refrain from loading the NPCs
up with Slay programs and finally let the
players corner the icon.
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(At this point, properly paranoid players will wonder why three very big corporations have shopped out the simple
task of snapping up a stray icon. They
will probably come to the conclusion
that there is something dangerousabout
the icon. Such thinking is to be encouraged.)
Eerily,the iconwill offer no resistance
to being copied onto a disk. Itstransport
to the party'sprearrangedmeeting place
with the New Ed representative in the
Sprawl will offer no hazard other than
the odd melee with a roving sprawl
gang. New Ed, however, will appear to
have assigned one of its most paranoid
junior executivestothecase, and he will
cause trouble.
Felix Martinez, surrounded by plainclothes troopers of the Edison force, will
seem jittery and jumpy, but he will come
through with $500,000 in electroniccredit
for the party after verifying the identity of
the icon with his own computer, and the
players may think their job is done.
(In all likelihood, net junkies in the
group will want to keep a copy of the
icon to study, but breaking into it should
be at least sheer folly (-50), and, even if
they manage it, the icon will only expand
into a virus that will lock up the party's
computer or cyberdeck until a task of
equal difficulty dispels the virus.)

Out of the PCs' sight in a New Edison
computer lab, terrible things will happen to New Ed's database when the
icon is assaulted with codebreakers. It
will unravel within the corporation's
database, becoming a super virus, and
shut down nearly the entire corporation.
None the wiser, the player characters will find themselves ambushed by
cheap hoods sometime within the next
two days (if playing in San Francisco,

members of the G.I. Joe gang would be
ideal). Since the hoods will attack the
group in broad daylight, on a crowded
street, with no particular plan except to
shoot everyone in sight, the PCs will
probably survive, and, further, capture
one of their assailantsfor interrogation.
The hood, under mild duress, will
reveal that the gang was hired by Felix
Martinez himself, with simple instructions to kill everyone in the party. Further information about the reason for
the hit will not be forthcoming, but the
hood will be able to supply the secret
address of Felix, and the PCs will probably want to pay him a visit.
Though Felix lives in a high-security
apartment complex, he is under a great
deal of stress,and any competentsneak
observing his movements will see that
he often travels between his home and
the New Ed offices by ground car without escort.
If the PCs do ambush Felix, he will
not attempt to defend himself, preferring instead to grovel at their feet and
admit everything. When asked about
the icon, he will explain that it was
actually a disguised virus and that it
managed to shut down most of New
Ed's global operations before being isolated. Panicked by the realization that
he had brought the virus into New
Edison, Felix quickly hired the cheapest thugs available to rub out the player
characters and recover some measure
of respect with his bosses.
Whether the PCs decide to kill Felix
or simply have his mind wiped at a
cyberdoc, he will no longer be much of
a bother. Since it was his own idea to
aggressively pursue the icon, failing to
realize its true nature, New Ed has
decided to eliminate him themselves if
nobody else will.
But this is not the end of the adventure, for there remains the question of

Cyberspace

rockers. Sounds
of just another rock
at the same time
ns against the powrrent tour is actually
rk as much as a disc

band needs now are people to escort
them and provide backstage security
during the concert. The price being
offered for the work is reasonable. Because he is a fan, Fast Eddie himself
will be along to help out.
DOA is a very popular rock group in
the urban street culture and among
edge-runners. Their music loudly proclaims an individual's right to freedom
from control by authorities.According to
the press releases put out by the band,
DOA supports only nonviolent forms of
protest, though there are rumors to the
contrary.
The PCs' group is to meet the band at
the airport-they must leave within the
hour to be there on time for the plane.
Eddie recommends that they take only
concealable weapons. The band's gig
is set for 10 p.m. tomorrow at Sasimi
Hall, a mid-sized auditorium in town.

FOR THE REFEREE
This adventure is intended for beginning characters and/or referees,but can
easily be "beefed up" for more experienced groups by adding to the security
team's numbers.
DOA is very involvedin anticorporate,
antiestablishment activity. This is fairly
common knowledge and is part of the
reason their songs sell. However, some
of their dealings are not so well known.
The members strive to maintain the
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time. It was a successful arrangement,
but two days ago, the band's luck ran
out. During a run after their last gig,
somethingwent terribly wrong, andthree
of their people were shot while inside a
corporate research facility. The band
members themselves escaped with the
data they were after, but only one of
their security men got out with them.
Perhaps even worse, the target company probably knows who hit them.
The data taken holds hard evidence
of the company poisoning the people
living near one of its plants. The chip is
hidden in the band's equipment for safe
keeping. DOA intends to deliver the
chip to a contact with the pirate media in
the next town on their tour. On the slim
chance that they haven't been found
out, they decided not to make any sudden schedule changes. The band expects trouble to come visiting very soon,
so extra protection is needed.
The referee should set the payment
for this job as he wishes, but remember
that the group is only being paid for
"simple" security work. If the chip is
delivered to the media, however, the
characters should find that a small bonus has been deposited in their accounts by the band.
Fast Eddie, the fixer, has dealt with
the PC group in good faith-he knows
nothing of the band's activity or problems. He is stuck in the same predica-

Cyberpunk

Cyberpunk
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Stinger grew up as the son of a midlevelcorporate executive. Lifewas good
for him until his father became the victim
of a "rising star's" trip up the company
ladder. In the span of a few days, the
family was ruined, nearly thrown into
the street. Stinger was forced to take
odd jobs to help support his family, and
quickly became disillusioned with the
world of corporate movers and shakers.
He began looking closely at how things
were often accomplished in the business world, and his disillusion became
hatred. The best way he has found to
express his feelings toward the corporate elite is through his music when in
the public eye and through small raids
when in private.

"Kink"

Control Room

ment as the group, and if given achance,
he may prove helpful in acquiring needed
items.
The target company, Ahani Researches, does indeed know that DOA
was behind the recent break-in and has
found out what was taken. A team has
been dispatched to recover the stolen
chip. Though this item's return is the
main objective, causing the "disappearance" of some, or all, of the band would
be a welcome bonus.

only be used as a last resort.
A combination of methods spread
throughout the band's visit might be the
best way to go. The characters would be
caught in an escalating cycle of violence as the corporate police become
desperate to get the chip before it is
released to the public. They world also
have a chance to find out the whole
story, perhaps ending up helping the
band on their mission.

OF7flONS

Rocker. INT8,TECH 9, REF6, COOL
7, LUCK 3, ATT 8, EMP 918, MA5, BOD
9.
Cyberware: Processor with chip
socket, vehicle link and interface plug;
cyberaudio with radio, scrambler, bug
detector, and level damper.
Skills: +6 charismatic leader, +7 perform, +6 play instrument, +5 persuasion, +5 handgun, +5 compose, +4 seduction, 4-3 awareness, +3 streetwise,
+3 stealth, +3 martial arts (jujitsu), +2
human perception, +2 wardrobe and
style.
Chips: +3 thief, +2 drive, +2 social.
Gear: armored t-shirt (SP lo), armored jacket (SP 18), SternmeyerType
35 pistol with 50 shells, electric guitar
and amplifier.

"Stinger"
Since the band will be in town for
three days, the corporate team will have
plenty of time in which to make a move.
Before confronting the group directly,
they could stage their own robbery,
breaking into the band's hotel rooms to
search for the chip. This would give the
characters some clue that there is more
going on than a routine security job.
Another option might be to have the
team try to get backstage afterthe show,
using the regular mob of groupies as
cover, The team may pose as boosters
and set up an ambush for the bandwhile
they are out seeingthe sights. Of course,
there is always the direct approach of
confronting DOA during the concert, but
this would bevery dangerousand should
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Techie. INT 9, TECH 10, REF 8,
COOL 517, LUCK 6, ATT 7, EMP 716,
MA 5, BOD 7.
Cyberware: Biomonitor, cyberoptic
(right) with image enhancement, microscope and micro video.
Skills: +3 jury rig, +7 basic tech -1-6
electronics, +5 sound systems, -1-5electronic security, +41+6 awareness, +4
computer tech, +4 perform, +4 play
instrument, +3 teach, +3 pick lock, +3
stealth, +2 handgun.
Gear: Armored t-shirt (SP lo), tech,
B&E, and electronics tools, video cam,
drum synthesize, and Federated Arms
X-9mm with 50 rounds.
Forever pigeon-holed as a dweeb
egghead in school, Kink has found a
way to be popular and attract girlsplay in a rock band. He works hard to
project the image of a hard-living rocker,
but those who are more than acquaintances know it's only a front. Kink is
really very shy around people and in
fact must force himself out on the stage
for every show. Once out there, however, he lets the crowd's energy take
him away and becomes almost another
person. Kink sees the band's outside
activities as another way to fit in with the
crowd, though the crowd can't know
anything about it.

"Rose"
Net Runner. INT 8, TECH 7, REF 9,
COOL5, LUCK 30, ATT 9, EMP 8/7, MA
6, BOD 6.
Cyberware: Processor with chip
socket, cybermodem link, data term link,
and interface plug.
Skills: +4 interface, +6 cyberdeck
design, +6 system knowledge, +5 programing, +5 electronics, +4 composition, +4 awareness, +4 basic tech, +4
stealth, +4 handgun, +3 perform, +3
Continued on page 63.
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Continued from page 60.
play instrument,+3 martialarts (Aikido),
+2 cybertech.
Gear: Armored coat (SP 18), laptop
computer, cybermodem (programs up
to referee), interface cables, electronic
keyboard, and Militech Arms Avenger
with 50 rounds.
Rose is the type of person who can't
resist a challenge, no matter if it's dangerous. To put it simply, she is a thrill
freak. The net suits her because of its
speed and danger, and the concert
stage, with its tightly wound emotions
and high energy, is much the same.
Stinger recognizedher talent with computers when he got word that Rose had
broken into Surgitech's mainframeon a
bet. She was immediately recruitedfrom
technical school to join the band, even
though she knew nothing at the time
about music. Since then, she has been
taught to perform and play, and is fairly
proficient at it.

"NIack"
Solo. INT 6, TECH 6, REF 9/11,
COOL 8, LUCK 7, ATT 5, EMP 918, MA
6, BOD 10.
Cyberware:Processorwith smartgun
link, interface plug, and Kerenzikov
boost +2.
Skills:+3 combat sense, +6/+8 handgun, +5 awareness, +5 athletics, +4
stealth, +4 martial arts (Kempo), +4
martial arts (judo), +4 drive, +4 streetwise, +31+5 rifle, +3/+5 submachinegun,
+3 persuasion, -1-3 melee weapons, +2
first aid, +2 wardrobe & style.
Gear: Armored t-shirt (SP lo), armored jacket (SP 18), light intensifying
goggles, night stick, lngram Mac 14
with 120 rounds, Colt M-2000 with 50
rounds and med kit.
Mack started his career as just another ronin wandering the street looking for his next job. He had earned a
decent rep in his home town, and when
DOA was looking for security several
years ago, he was hired. His major duty
is as Stinger's personal bodyguard, but
Mack has become a fairly close friend
to the rockers and is very loyal to the
group as a whole. Growing up on the
street, the solo has no love for the
power brokers and doesn't mind causing them trouble whenever he can; besides, there's extra money in it.

"Fast Eddie"
Fixer. INT 7, TECH 5, REF 6, COOL 8,
LUCK 8, ATT 7, EMP 614, MA 5, BOD 7.
Cybenvare:Processorwithchipsocket,
data term, and interface plug, rippers.
Skills: +5 streetdeal, +8 persuasion,
+6 handgun, +4 awareness, +4 melee,
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+4 picklock, +3 brawling, +3forgery, +3
pick pockei.
Gear:Armored jacket (SP 18), cellular phone, bug detector, B&E tools,
Glock 9mm with 50 rounds.
Spending his life in the back alleys
and grimy hotel rooms of the combat
zone has hardened Fast Eddie well
beyond his 20 years. He makes his
living by trading in data and arranging
deals between edge-runners and the
people who pay for the dirty work to be
done. Though usually a very cool and
calculating person,the fixer has a weak
spot: rock music, especially if it's DOA.
Being a fan and following news of the
band is actually what got Eddie this job.
He was one of the first in town to hear
of the security problem and immediately saw an opportunity to meet the
band in person as well as to make some
money in the bargain. Though he will
absolutely deny it, Eddie actually has a
bit of a crush on Rose and will go
through a lot, including putting himself
in danger, to help her out.

"Griggs"
CorporateSolo. INT8,TECH 7, REF
9/11, COOL 10, LUCK4,ATT6, EMP 7,
MA 5, BOD 9.
Cyberware:Processorwithspeedware,
pain editor, smartgun link and interface
plug;cyberoptic(right)with imageenhancement, targetingscope, low
light and infrared.
Skills::+Gcombatsense,
+61+9 rifle, +6/+8 awareness, +6 athletics, +4/+7
handgun, +4/+7 submachinegun, +4 martial
arts (karate), +4 melee
weapons, +3 human perception, 4-2 streetwise, +2
persuasion, +2 lock pick,
+2 social, +2 intimidate,+2
drive, +2 basic tech.
Gear: Flak vest (SP
20), B&E tools, MP5 (silenced) with 120 rounds,
Browning Hi-power with
36 rounds.
Griggs has a score to
settle with the members
of DOA and specifically
requestedto be assigned
to this mission. He was
in charge of security at
the station where the
group made its last raid,
and the blame for its success has fallen squarely
on him. His position as
one of his company's security team leaders has
been called into ques-

tion, and now Griggs is fighting for his
job. The team leader is a very ruthless
person and has developed a deep hatred for the rockers. He plans to kill
each and every one of them before
taking the chip back to his bosses.

Copcops
Corporate Solos. INT 7, TECH 5,
REF 8, COOL 6, LUCK 7, APT 5, EMP
7, MA 6, BOD 8.
Cyberware: 50% chance of a random piece of cyberware.
Skills: +4 combat sense, +6 melee
weapon, +5 awareness, +4 athletics,
+4 martial arts (random), +4 handgun,
+4 rifle, +4 stealth, +3 brawling, +3
drive, +2 streetwise, +2 persuasion,+2
human perception, -1-2 basic tech, +2
intimidate, +2 social.
Gear: Flak vest (SP 20), low-light
goggles, Federated Arms X-9mm with
26 rounds. One man has an AKR-20
assault rifle with 60 rounds.
The corporate security troops are
just here to do their jobs so they can go
home. They don't really have any feelings one way or the other about the
mission or the band, but bonuses get
paidfor success, so they want to get the
chip. The referee should decide how
many of these men come up against
the characters, based on the PCs'
strength. 2
!
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A Call of Cthulhu adventure b y 1.B. Hill Art by Mark Ryberg
Theadventurers recentlyinvestigated
the mysterious death of ProfessorLeslieSmith, an eminent Eqyptologist who
committedsuicide by slashing his wrists
while examining the mummy of a servantof Nephra-Ka,an evilancientEgyptianpriest,In Lesley-Smith'sbook, Khefu
the Black Pharaoh, the PCs read of the
power struggle between the evil pharaoh Khefu and his daughter-wife
Nitocris and the high priest Nephra-Ka.
Khefu and Nitocris overthrew NephraKa and killed him. But before they could
destroy his body, it was stolen and hidden deep in the western deserts by the
priest's followers. In revenge, Nitocris
hunteddown these followers ofNephraKa and subjected each of them to the
ultimate horror of living mummification.
They were each exposed, via an enchanted bronze mirror, to the image of
the ancient god Ghatamothoa, which
resulted in their still-living brain becoming encased in a petrified body. It was
the body of one such mummified servant that Leslie-Smith discovered and
was examining at the time of his tragic
death. For more details of his fate, refer
to "Curse of the Centuries" in Challenge 65.
he investigators are approached by museum
authoritiesconcerningthe
notes of the late Professor Leslie-Smith. Three
museum professors sit
facing the investigators.
Behind stands a man introduced as a representativeof the government. He does not speak, and neither does he smile. One of the professors speaks:
"Gentlemen (and ladies). You were of
great assistance to the museum at the
time of our friend Lesley-Smith'stragic,
er, death. As you know, many of his
papers, diaries and notes were in his
own personal shorthand. We have now
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translatedthese and made an amazing
discovery. The good professor had for
many years sought the resting place of
the priest Nephra-Ka. It is reputed that
when his body was taken to the desert
by his servants, they took many of his
possessions-gold and precious
gems-nowworth a king's ransom.Also
left were papyrus scrolls with ancient
knowledge dating back to legendary
Mu. Oh, and one other item-the secret
of eternal life.
"Lesley-Smith discovered a map and
certain other objects and clues, which
we believe reveal the tomb of NephraKa. Because the tomb lies not in Egypt
but to the west of Libya, the recovery of
the secrets of the tomb must be undertaken with as little publicity as possible.
We would like you to enter the desert,
locate the tomb and recover its secrets,
bringing them back to us. We will arrange an escort for part of the way, and
they will protect your return. We are
assured that the whole expedition will
be perfectly safe, and, of course, you
will be providedwith the best equipment
available at our expense.
"You may secure one half of the value
of any gold and other treasure recovered. The scrolls will be deposited in the

museum. As far as the secret of eternal
life-well, it is of course pure fantasy,
hardly worth speaking of. But if it should
have some, er, beneficial effects in prolonging life, you would share these secrets with us three here and well, let us
just say, a certain influential person in
the government."
The investigators are then shown a
map. From Wadi et Sheikh, they are to
proceed west to the Bahamya Oasis,
then further to the south of the Qattaru
Depression to Sitra and Bahrain to the
Siwa Oasis. Here they will leave their
escort and travel west into Libya, south
of Jaghbut to a location marked on the
map as the Lost Oasis of Phorcydes.
"One other matter," the professor
adds. "The professor mentions a key of
life. This object was found within the
servant's body which Leslie-Smithwas
examining, and it fits the description of
the key of life. It seems that this must be
carried to the tomb by one of you. Regrettably, we know not why, nor what it
opens, but its relevance is obviously of
foremost importance."
The investigatorsare handedaquartz
ankh with an udjat-eye engraved in the
top. An INT roll will indicatethat both are
symbols of life.
The referee should note which character carries the key of life.

KEEPER'S BACKGROUND
The scenario can be set in the 1880s,
1920s or present times. In each case, a
trip into Libya is a dangerous operation,
as the investigators will realize.
1880s:The desert is the domain of
the BedouinArabs, who will protecttheir
home from infidels. Any outsider captured by the Bedouins will be tortured to
death in a hideous manner.
4920s: Libya is an Italian colony. In
1922, Mussolini's Fascists came to
power. They are now exploring the
Libyan desert, seeking the lost city of
the Gorgons. If they capture the inves-
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tigators, they will certainly shoot them or
worse. (This adventure can be influenced by the Indiana Jones films.)
Present Day: Libyaisunderthecontrol
of the mad ruler Gaddafi. It is used as a
traininggroundfor such terrorist groupsas
the PLO and the IRA. if the investigators
are captured by these groups, they will be
shot if they are lucky.

JOURNEY
If the investigators researchthe name
"Phoracydes," upon asuccessful library
roll, they will find that it is a name associated with the mythical Gorgons who
by legend derived from Libya.
Sitra: The passage through Egyptian
tenitotygoeswithoutseriousincident.While
at Sitra, one investigator, the one in possession of the key of life, will be quietly
visited in the night by a tall black man. He
will speak perfect English and be expensivelydressed, wearing dark glasses even
though it is nighttime.
"My friend," he will say, "there are
many mysteries in the desert. Rely on
the hand of the desert for help, and he
will send the Children of Thoth to protect
you. Remember,the eye will protectyou
from evils you can see."
The mysterious stranger will then
leave. No trace of him is ever seen by
the party.
Siwa: A Siwa, the adventurers meet
a drunken Irishman living with the Arabs. He will welcome any visitors, except British, which he hates. In any
event, he will mumble about mysterious
activity in the desert before becoming
unconscious. In the morning he is
dead-his throat is cut-and the Arabs
are preparing to move on.

Then, just as suddenly, the enemies
are attacked by baboons. These are
fearsome creatures of high intelligence,
with great manual dexterity. Although
many baboons are killed in the battle,
the baboon band savages every enemy, tearing out throats, rippingoff heads
and creating carnage. Some of the enemies attack the investigators, but the
baboons fight to save any party member in danger, especially the person
carrying the key of life.
After the savage fight is over, the
baboons will depart back into the desert.
The investigators should have several
injuries totreat beforethey can enterthe
tomb.

LO= OASHS OF PHBRCYDES

TOMB OF NEFHRA-U

Eventually,the partywillenter Libyaand
locate the oasis. It is set within a rocky
valley and seems very peaceful-there is
cool fresh water, shade and swaying palm
trees. It is an ideal place to camp.
It will not take the investigators long
locate the tomb entrance, which, according to the map, is at the north end of
the oasis.
Suddenly, the camp is attacked and
surrounded as follows:
1880s: By Bedouin tradesman each
armed with a sword and a rifle.
1920s: By fascists armed with machineguns.
Present Day: By terrorist guerrillas
armed with AK-47s.
In any case, the PC group is completely
surrounded. The leader approaches the
group and is obviously hostile.The adventurers should suspect that they have only
minutes left to live.

The tomb may now be entered. The
stone door rolls aside easily.
Main Shaft: This leads steeply down
into the rock. It is cool down here. The
tunnel is partially blocked by a wall.
Engraved upon the wall is a figure of an
Egyptian goddess with a snake's head.
She appears to be staring at the investigators. A successful Egyptology roll
reminds the investigatorsthat the figure
is of the Goddess Buto, protector of
sacred places. Like most snakes, she
had the power to petrify victims with her
stare. The Egyptian cobra was sacred
to her, and this serpent was also used
as a guardian. The figure has one hand
raised, as if warning trespassers to proceed no further. The keeper may wish to
have an Egyptian cobra at this location.
It is pale brown on top, with a yellow
belly and the famous hood. It was often
used to guard tombs.
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Chamber of Statues: Limestonestatuses are randomly distributed around
this room. All are most lifelike and appear to be warriors from various ages.
Some are Greek, some Roman and
some Arab, but all have expressions of
grave horror on their faces. All are definitely post-Egyptian. If the investigators
try to leave after entering this room, the
baboons will return and prevent their
retreat. The baboons will not hurt the
one carrying the key of life, but will
activate a mechanism on the outside,
closing the store door. It cannot be
opened from the inside.
Antechamlbers:Therearethreebronze
mirrors, one in each room. As the investigators enter, the mirrors shimmer, and an
image appears. A priestess of ancient Mu
materializes--each mirror is a gateway.
The priestesses are extremely beautiful,
with exquisite faces and figures. Not even
the hissing snakes in the placeof hair spoil
the beauty of these women. Anyone who
see a priestess (except the holder of the
key of life) must save against CON. If they
fail, then in one round, their joints start to
stiffenwithwhatappearsto be arthritis,and
they lose half of their DEX. If they fail a
second roll the next round, then muscles
start to calcify and ossify, their skin becomes dry and chalky, and they lose another half of their new lower DEX. If theyfail
a third roll on the third round, they tum to a
chalky limestone-likestatue. The holder of
the key of life suffer the ill-effects,but if he
holds the key up and orders the priestesses to depart, they will obey his command. So beautifulare the priestessesthat
they charm any human, male or female.A
successful POW roll must be made to look
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away and a DEX roll each roundthereafter unconscious.The spell is a visual pattern.
to prevent an accidental looking at the It needs to be viewed, not read.
Nephra-Ka was not killed by Khefu
priestesses. The priestesses cannot be
attacked-they only appear in image inthe (as Khefu realized, hence the search to
mirrors.There is no SAN loss to see them, destroy the body).The priest was mumbut there is a SAN loss of 1D&1 D20 to mified alive, voluntarily viewing his god
Ghatanothoa. His brain is still alive and
witness the petrification of a friend.
Treasure Room: This is everything functioning. He is as sane as he ever
the investigatorshopedfor-full of gold, was-that is, he is mad, but not totally
diamonds, emeralds and pearls. Unfor- insane. He has one remaining spell, a
tunately, it is guarded by mummified mind transfer, which he can cast on the
sand dwellers. If anyone attempts to person carrying the key of life. It is the
move any treasure, a sand dweller key to Nephra-Ka's life He also has an
mummy activates and prevents the re- unnaturally high POW. The person carmoval. Sand dwellers are even more rying the key will apparently suffer a
hideous than human mummies, similar seizure. The PCs have as many rounds
to wooden statues with hard blackclaws. as the victim has magic points to solve
Seeing one still has a SAN loss of 01 the problem, or Nephra-Kawill transfer
1D6. To see one activated has a SAN to the victim's body. After a successful
loss of 1D 4 t 1010. They will not attack transfer, Nephra-Ka (with the keeper
now running that character) will claim to
the person with the key of life.
Machine Room: A lever opens the have lost his memory. He will agree to
return to civilized society, but will try to
stone door if it is closed.
Tomb of Nephra-Ka:The tomb is plain kill each of the other investigators in
stone with a stone sarcophagus in the turn. The victim of the spell will indeed
center. The wooden lid is in perfect condi- have discovered the secret of eternal
tion and is easily removed. Nephra-Ka is a life-he is now trapped within the living
typical human mummy-swathed in ban- brain of the ancient mummy forever.
dages. He holds in his hands a scroll
RETURN
parchment. If anyone removes and examUpon their return, the PCs will be
inesthe parchment,theviewerwill have to
save against POW or be paralyzed as interviewed by the representative of the
many rounds as he has magic points. He government, who will cross-examine
loses 1 magic pound a round until all are them in detail-especially about the
gone, and he then falls to the ground desert activities of other governments

or organizations. He will advise them in
the strongest way not to discuss what
they have seen with anyone.
Afterwards, characterswill realizethat
they are beingfollowed,thattheir mail is
being opened and that their telephone
is tapped. If they act foolishly, a large
black saloon will sideswipe their car off
a remote road. If they continue to act
foolishly, another large black saloon will
overtake them and open fire with at
least three submachine guns of government-issue caliber.

UNREWARDS
If the mind transfer is completed, the
victim becomesan NPCwithagreatknowledgeof thefourthdynastyof ancient Egypt,
but has a complete lack of understanding
for anything modem. His fellows lose 106
SAN for the loss of their friend.
If they realize what has happened,
they lose 1D l 0 to realize that NephraKa inhabits his body and 1D l 2 if they kill
their friend's body.
If they realize that their friend's mind
is trapped in the mummy, they lose
ID20 whetherthey destroy the mummy
or let their friend continue to suffer. Q
This scenario foNows from "Curse of
the Centuries," which was published in
Challenge 65. And don't miss "Evil of
the Centuries," also by J. B. Hill, in
Challenge 76.

Each pack contains 8 new, full-color, randomly selected cards that can be added
to your Nuclear War, Nuclear Escalation or Nuclear Proliferation card games.
All new cards to enhance your game. More warheads (like the awesome 200
megaton) new secrets, more special cards, (like the horrifying doomsday device)
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UNIGBN I!,March 11-12 at Reed
Organized Kahn-fuxion XVI,
Hall, Exeter University, Devon, En- April 29-30 at the Carlisle Army War
gland. Contact Rik Stewart, Exeter College in Carlisle, PA. Contact M.
University Games Society, 25, Foner's Games Only Emporium,
Victoria St., Exeter, Devon EX4 6JQ. 200Third St., New Cumberland, PA
17070.
'95 GAMNGIA Trade Show &
Westercon 48, June 30-July 3,
Kalsucon One, Feb. 17-19,1995 Retail Seminar, March 22-25 at
at the Holiday Inn Executive Center the Clarion Hotel, New Orleans. 1995, at Red LionIJanizen Beach
in Virginia Beach, VA. Contact Katsu Contact Kevin Fitzpatrick, GAMA and Columbia River hotels, PortProductions, PO Box 11582, executive director, 9220 Lackland land, OR. Contact Westercon 48,
Box 2584, Portland, OR 97228Road, St. Louis, MO 63114.
Blacksburg, VA 24062-1582.
2584.
Simcon XVII, March 23-26 at the
DunDraCon XiX, Feb. 17-20 at
Archon 19,July 7-9, 1995, in St.
the San Ramon Marriott Hotel In Wilson Commons, University of
San Ramon, CA. Contact Rochester, Rochester, NY. Contact Louis, MO. Contact Archon 18, PO
DunDraCon, 1145 Talbot St., Al- Simcon XVII, c/o URSGA, CPU Box 50125, Clayton, MO 63105.
277146, River Station, Rochester,
bany, CA 94706.
Origins '95, July 13-16 in PhilaNY 14627-7146, attn. Peter Haark.
delphia. For information, please
Total Confusion, Feb. 23-26,
GonnGon '95, March 24-26 at contact Origins '95, PO Box 3100,
Best Western Royal Plaza Hotel
and Convention Center in Marlboro, the Danbury Hilton & Towers in Kent, OH 44240.
MA. Contact Total Confusion Con- Danbury, CT. Contact ConnCon, PO
DragonconlNASFiC'95, July 13vention, PO Box 1463, Worcester, Box444, Sherman,CT06784-0444.
16, 1995, atthe Atlanta Hilton and
MA 01607.
MAGE Con North I,March 24- Towers and Westin Peachtree Plaza
SheVaCon, Feb. 24-26,1995 at 26, at the Howard Johnson Hotel in Hotel, Atlanta, Ga. For more inforthe Sheraton Inn in Harrisonburg, Sioux Falls, SD. Contact MAGE mation, please contact NASFiC'95,
VA. Contact SheVaCon, PO Box Con North I Registraiion, PO Box PO Box 47696, Atlanta, GA 303620696.
2672, Staunton, VA 24402-2672.
114, Sioux Center, IA 51250.
Winter War XXII, Feb. 3-5,1995,
at the Chancellor Hotel, 1501 S.
Neil St., Cham-paign, IL. Send a
SASE to Donald McKinney, 986
Pomona Drive, Cham-paign, IL
61821.

World Horror Convention '95,
March 2-5, 1995, at the Sheraton
Colony Square Hotel inAtlanta, GA.
Send a SASE to World Horror Convention '95, PO Box 148, Clarkston,
GA 30021-0148.
Concentric, March 3-5 at the
Ramada Hotel O'Hare in Chicago,
IL. Contact Concentric Circle Inc.,
114 Euclid, Box 287, Park Ridge, lL
60068.

Penlecon VII, March 31-April 2,
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY. Contact Pentagonal Committee, c/o Kris
Mayo, 219 Willard Way, Ithaca, NY
14850.
Name That Con 8: FrankCONstein, April 21-23 at the
Radisson Hotel Clayton. Contact
Name That Con, PO Box 575, St.
Charles, MO 63302.

Game Faire '95, April 21-23 at
Egyptian Campaign '95, March $he Student Union Building, Spo3-5 at Southern Illinois University in kane Falls Community College,
Carbondale, IL. Contact Strategic Spokane, WA. Contact Merlyn's, N
Games Society, Office of Student 1 Browne, Spokane, WA 99201.
Development, 3rd Floor Student
Eclipse '95, May 26-28, Holiday
Center, Carbondale, lL62901-4425.
Inn Expo Center,m Columbia, MO.
Con of the North, March 10-12, Contact Cheshire Cat Games and
at the Landmark Center in St. Paul, Hobbies, 27 N. 10th St., Columbia,
MN. Contact Con of the North, PO MO 65201.
Box 18096, Minneapolis,MN 55418.
Springeon '95, April 28-30 in
Plattecon Theta, March 3-5. Lincoln, NE. For information,please
Contact Platteville Gaming Asso- contact Springcon '95 Committee,
ciation, Student Center, 1 Univer- Box 1126, 905 N. 16th St., Lincoln,
NE 68508.
sity Plaza, Plateville, Wl 53818.

Intersectionsl53rd Worldcon,
Aug. 24-28 in Glasgow, Scotland.
For information, please contact
Worldcon '95, c/o Theresa Renner,
Box 15430, Washington, D.C.
20003-0430.
Drageonflight '95, Aug. 25-27 at
Bellamine Hall, Seattle University.
For information, please contact
Dragonflight '95, PO Box 417, Seattle, WA 98111-0417.

1996
BunDrraCon XIX, Feb. 16-19,
1996 at the San Ramon Marriott
Hotel In San Ramon, CA. For information, please contact DunDraCon,
1145 Talbot St., Albany, CA 94706.
Convention announcements cannot be included unless received a
minimum offour months inadvance
of the event. Challenge is not responsible for errors in convention
announcements. Write fo Challenge Convenlions, Managing Edito6 PO Box 1646, Blooming~on,16
61702-1646 USA.
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A Space: 1889 adventure by lames L. Cambias Art by Steve Bryant
When our operation in Thoth went
bust, Mulvihill and I had to skip town in
a hurry, one jump ahead of the prince's
guards. We took passage on a merchantkite boundforSyrtisandbreathed
easier when Thoth was out of sight.
On the second day out, we were
crossing the lsidis Desert when a ship
came hustling after us out of the south.
At first, she looked like an ordinarygun
kite, but when our captain crowded on
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canvas to outrun her, the mystery ship
began puffing smoke like a steamer.
"Shastapsh privateers, I reckon," I
said to Mulvihill. "What can you make
out through the telescope?"
"It can't be!" he whispered, peering
hard through the glass. "Tom, eithermy
eyes have gone bad, or else thatprivateer is flying the flag of the Newport
Yacht Club!"
Then the shooting started.

he revolt against British
rule in the city of Shastapsh has created some
unique headaches for
PercivalLowell,theAmerican consul in Syrtis Major. Officially, the United
States does not recognize the independenceof Shastapshas far as Washington is concerned, the
revolt is a purely internal affair of the
Space: 1889

British colonial government.
But unofficially, there is a great deal
of support for the Shastapsh rebels in
America. The rebel government is the
closest thing to a democracy on Mars,
which appeals to many in the United
States. The exploits of the Fenian Battalion in the fight against Britain are
tremendously popular among IrishAmericans. Similarly, many GermanAmericans take pride in the activities of
the German Tripod squadron fighting
forshastapsh. Consul Lowell mustcarefully balance American sympathy for
Shastapsh against the fact that American interests on Mars are inextricably
linked to Britain's interests. Usually,
Lowell is up to the job, but now a crisis
has developed.
An American privateer named Nathan
Derby Pickman has recently started
operating out of Shastapsh. His ship is
fast and well-armed, and Pickman has
rapidly built up an impressive list of
British ships captured or destroyed. He
frequently flies the American flag while
privateering,which has led to stiff complaints from the British government.
What complicates matters is that young
Pickman is from one of the oldest and
wealthiest families in Massachusetts. if
he is shot down or executed by the
British, it would create a serious breach
between America and England. But if
he continues privateering, the British
may take it as an act of war.

SECRET
COMMlSSlON
If one or more of the player characters are Americans, they will be contacted by Percival Lowell and asked to
meet with him privately. At his house,
Lowell treats the PCs to a splendid
dinner prepared by his Martian chef,
then explains the situation.
Lowell would like the characters to
undertake a small commission for him.
He has a letter from Nathan's father,
Obed Marsh Pickman. The letter is a
firm request that young Nathan stop his
privateering or else be disinherited.
Lowell would like the adventurers to
deliverthe letterto Shastapsh and try to
persuade Nathan to stop attacking British vessels. Lowell and the elder
Pickman can offer the party f 100 per
person if Nathan leaves Shastapsh for
good.
British Version: British player characters will be summoned by Charles
Merrivale, head of the colony's Cartographicoffice. The Cartographic Office
is actually a front organization for the
British Secret Service, and Merrivale is
Britain's spymaster in Syrtis Major. He
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has a very different commission for the
party: Merrivale would like the PCs to
slip into Shastapsh and capture young
Pickman, then bring him back to Syrtis
Major for trial. Merrivale will give the
PCs £500 to cover expenses; they can
keep what they do not spend.
Mixed Version: If the player characters in your campaign are a mix of
British and American adventurers, try
to make sure that neither group of players hears what the other characters'
mission is. Let the players themselves
decide how much to tell one another. In
the 1890s, Britain and America are still
wary of each other and often work at
cross-purposes.

GE'iiTIING

TO SHASTABH
Since the British are currently fighting a war along their border with
Shastapsh, it is obvious that the party
cannot travel that way. To reach
Shastapsh, the characters must go via
Thoth or Karkarham. Both routes have
their unique dangers.
Frorn Thoth: The adventurers can
get to Thoth aboard a cloudship from
Mylarkt.Theskies overthe lsidis Desert
and the Nepenthes-Thoth steppe are
infested both with British gunboats and
Shastapsh privateers. Roll encounters
normally,treating large warshipencounters as British gunboats, small warships as privateers,and pirates as High
Martian brigands.
At Thoth, the party can get passage
aboard a canal barge to Shastapsh. On
a roll of 1 on 1D6, the barge will be
attacked by a marauding British gunboat. All fares and shipping rates are
doubled on the run into Shastapsh.
Frorn Karkarham: Reaching Karkarham is itself an adventure,what with
High Martian piratesand Oenotrian raiders in the Shistomik Mountains, in addition to the many pirates who operate
out of Karkarham itself. Roll encounters normally using the table in the
basic rulebook, but replace all the animal encounters (Great Kommota,
Eelowaan, etc.) with either Karkarham
pirates or Oenotrian warships.
Once at Karkarham, the party will
have to get cloudship transport to
Shastapsh. The fares are doubled on
that run, and the PCs will have to wait
206 days to find a ship, unlessthey can
charter a vessel or purchase one.
Other Means: If the player characters have their own ship, they can get to
Shastapsh however they choose. The
referee should adjust their encounters
according to the guidelines above.
Oncewithin Shastapsh territory, ships

will be intercepted by vessels of the
Shastapsh Navy. The naval officers will
search all incoming ships carefully, and
they will check the identity papers and
credentials of all Terran visitors. British
subjects who identify themselves as
such will be arrested and taken off to be
interned.

SHASTAmfM
DESCRIBED
The population of Shastapsh is
60,000, and the city controls some surroundingtowns with a combined population of perhaps 24,000. The city's
economy is based on mining and metalworking, supplemented by shipbuilding and the canal trade. Before the war,
it was quite prosperous. The language
of Shastapsh is Parhooni, but Cebreni
and Hespesian are frequently understood.
The city is built on an island in the
center of the canal. Referees who own
Sky Galleons of Mars can consult the
city map provided with that game. The
suburbs sprawl out onto the banks of
the canal. Shastapsh has many ancient
towers and buildings of great beauty.
Some signs of damage from the revolt
are still visible, as are scars from when
the cruiser Triumph shelled the city in
1887.
The city has no walls, relying instead
on the canal for protection. Since the
outbreak of war, the army has set up
gun emplacements and earthworks
around the city's perimeter. These are
quite modern in design, as the army is
being advised by an Irish-American
engineer who fought at Vicksburg and
Shiloh. (The Britishwould bevery interested in sketches of the fortifications.)

REBEL ClTY
When the British subjugated Shastapsh in 1887, the ruling Prince
Gemoortav agreed to abdicate in exchange for a handsome subsidy. Many
in Shastapsh were outraged that the
ruler they had fought to protect had sold
them out. Resentment in the city festered, and the incompetent city governor, Jeremy Strutt, only made things
worse by alternating weakness and brutality.
At the outbreakof theoenotrian War,
the Britishwithdrewsomeof theirforces
from Shastapsh, leaving only a small
contingent of Meepsoori and Moeris
Lacus troops to occupy the city. When
a mocking crowd burned an effigy of
Governor Strutt during the drunken celebration of the Swift Moon Festival, he
panicked and ordered the city watch to
break up the festival.The Martianwatch
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officers refused, and Strutt called in the
soldiers. Someone fired ashot, and the
city exploded.
The garrison troops were overwhelmed by the sheer numbers of the
mob. A quick-thinkingcaptain was able
to organize an orderly retreat, but casualties were high. Governor Strutt was
found by the rebels as he tried to escape in disguise; they hacked him to
pieces.
Governing Council: Some prominent citizens-mostly merchants and
bureaucrats-formed the Shastapsh
Governing Council and organized an
army to defend the city. Surprisingly,
one of the council's first actions was to
hold citywide elections. Most council
members were easily returned to office, but the vote has made the council
the only democratically elected government on Mars.
Currently, there are 15 men on the
council. The most powerful are Laareb
Mitaav, Agodak Juduuz and Vashtaan
Eelogeem.Mitaavcommandsthearmy;
Juduuz is head of the Justice Tribunal
and controls the police; and Eelogeem
is a popular leader of the masses. The
council members constantly struggle
for power, even as they try to preserve
their city's freedom.
Army: The army of Shastapsh is
described in the Soldier's Compan-
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ion. It is organized into 10 "flags" of
about 200 men each. Each flag elects
its officers. Most of the troops are volunteers, but three of the flags have
veterans of the old city militia. Each flag
has two infantry bands, one of cavalry,
and a gun section. Half the men have
muskets or bows; the rest carry melee
weapons.
Navy: Shastapsh has a small nav,
and is struggling desperately to find
more ships. There are two Endtimeclass screw galleys with Trained crews,
supplemented by a half-dozen armed
merchant kites with Green crews. The
city's shipyard and foundries make it
possible to repair cloudships, and the
navy is buildingtwo large armoredscrew
galleys. The council has issued dozens
of seizure warrants, so theskiesaround
Shastapsh are full of privateers. While
the privateers can raid commerce and
keep British gunboats busy on patrol,
they would probably vanish if a fleet
ever came to attack the city.

Foodsuppliesaretight, butthecouncil's
rationing program seems to be working. The government has almost no
money and is printingpapercurrencyto
keep things going. So far, the citizens
accept the paper money. It is rumored
that Shastapsh is receiving gold from
other cities.
Prices are very high in Shastapsh,
and many items are completely unavailable. Referees should double the
cost of most items. Terran goods cost
10 times normal, when they can be had
at all. Guns and ammunition are almost
impossible to find.
Visitors will notice the unusual public-spiritedness and determination of
the people of Shastapsh. Corruption is
entirely missing from the Shastapsh
government. Even the merchants do
not haggle as much as they might.
Crime is low, and the JusticeTribunal is
unrelenting in its pursuit of wrongdoers.
The red, black and green tricolor flag of
Shastapsh is everywhere.

CONDITIONS

ENCOUNTERS

IN SHAS7fAPSIUI

IN SI-IASmPSH

The war has placed an incredible
strain on Shastapsh's resources, but
so far the city has met the challenge.
Unemployment has vanished, since all
idle citizens are either in the army or
working in the shipyards and arsenals.

Terran adventurers wandering
around Shastapsh will automatically
attract attention. Every hour, roll 1D6
for an encounter. During the day, there
will be an encounter on a roll of 1-3; at
night, a roll of 1 is required. Check the
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tables below for the nature of the encounter.

Roll

Dav

Njaht

cultists

Shastapsh. The Irish,
Germans and French are
best regarded. Needless
to say, the English are
thoroughly hated.
At present, there are
perhaps 200 Terrans
resident in Shastapsh.
The Fenian Volunteers
have a single battalionof
70 men, with a dozen
followers and noncombatants.The GermanTripod squadron has 10
men. Five Terran
privateering ships operate out of Shastapsh,
with a total complement
of 80 men. There are
another two dozen civilEarthmen
in
ian
Shastapsh-arms dealers, reporters, spies, anarchists and similar
shady characters. Most
haveAmerican, Greekor
Latin American passports. The Germans and
Fenians are usually at
the front, and the privateers are often out on
cruises, so at any given time there are
only about 100 Earthmen in the city.
Foreignersin Shastapshtend tocluster in the port district, near the landingfield. A bar called the Liberty Tavern is
their unofficial headquarters.The place
is dark and smoky-a natural haven for
intrigue. There are always plots and
mysteriousdealsbeing hatchedaround
the tables in the back. The owner is a
one-eyed old Martian woman called
"Granny Akvaan," who wears a British
officer'stunic (a bullet hole isvisible just
over the heart).

Police: The party will meet with 1D6
agents of the Justice Tribunal, who will
inspect the player characters' identification and ask them their business. If
the PCs are acting at all suspicious, the
police will take them in for questioning
by Agodak Juduuz. Police are Green
NPCs armed with swords.
Terrans: The PCs encounter one or
more of the otherierrans in Shastapsh.
Most will be interestedin whothe player
characters are and why they are in the
city.
Merchant: The adventurers meet a
merchant,whowill trytosell them something. The nature of the goods for sale
is up to the referee, but everything will
be expensive.
Refugees: The characters meet 306
refugees, camping out in the street and
begging for food. These are poor farmers from a village in the war zone; they
have come to Shastapsh because they
have no place else to go.
Crowd: The adventurers come
across a large crowd of citizens, in a
frenzy of patriotic enthusiasm. Again
roll 1D6. On 1-3,they will hail the PCs
as some of the city's noble allies. On 46, they will chase after them, intending
to lynch the evil Red Men. Most in a
crowd will be unarmed, but some may
have knives.
FINDING PlCKMAN
Criminals: The PCs encounter 1D6
Nathan is actually fairly easy to locriminals in a dark street. Lone crooks
may be pickpocketsor con men; larger cate, but he is hard to see. He spends
groups will be thugs. Criminals are Vet- much of his time aboard his privateering
eran NPCsarmedwithknivesandclubs. ship, the Margarita, out on patrol. When
Ground Cleansers: The party en- in port, he lives in one of the city's
counters a group of Ground Cleanser ancient towers, guarded by his macultists equal in number to the PCs. rines. The marines do not admit visitors
They have knives and clubs, and will without Nathan's approval.
If any of the player characters are
attack the Terrans on sight. They are
Americans of Social Level 6,there is a
Trained NPCs.
very good chance that they are personally acquainted with Nathan. He will
FORElGNERS IN SHASTAPSH
Popular attitudes towardTerrans are almost certainly have heard of the PC's
mixed. Large numbers of Ground family. Such social connections might
Cleanser cultists in Shastapsh live for get the characters in to see him.
Nathan is always interested in better
the day when all Earthmen leave Mars.
But the help given by the Fenians, weapons for his ship. Characters who
Germans and other human volunteers are (or claim to be) arms merchants will
has made some Terrans very popular in be allowed in. He is also something of
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a scientific dilettante, and would love to
talk with any scholars visiting Shastapsh-especially archaeologists.

MISS CBNSIIDINE
Nathan is always accompanied by a
lovely dark-haired woman named
Margarita Considine. She is an extremely intelligentwoman with a strong
personality and remarkable beauty.
Among her many talents is a gift for new
inventions.
Anyone meeting Nathan and Margarita will quickly realize that she is the
real brains of the pair. Margarita harbors a deep hatred for the British and is
waging war on them, with Nathan as
her weapon. She is fully aware of the
diplomatic complications he is generating, and she hopes to cause war between England and America.
There are two ways to play Margarita.
Either she and Nathan are in love, and
he has taken up the fight against Britain
on her behalf, or else she is merely
using him. In the latter case, she may
be employing her Mind Control drug to
keep him in line.

MARGARITA
Nathan's ship is a much-modifiedold
Small Bird-class screw galley. The
turncranks have been replaced with a
forced-draught steam engine designed
by Margarita. The ship also has a com-
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NATHAN DERBY PECKMAN
(Tmined NPC)
Born to one of the oldest and richest families in New England,young Nathan has always
dreamed of living a life of adventure. When he turned 21, Nathan left Harvard and bought
a ticket to Mars. He drifted around the planet for a few months, before meeting Margarita
Considine in Karkarham. She convinced him to become a privateer and fight for the cause
of liberty in Shastapsh.
Nathan is a pleasant young man, utterly devoted to Margarita. He is having great fun
living the life of a dashing privateer and sees no reason to give it up. He is something of
an idealist and supports the underdog in any conflict.
Attribute
Str: 4

Agl:
End:
Int:
Chr:

2
5
1
3

Soc:

6

Skills
Fisticuffs 3, Throwing 2, Close Combat 2 (edged),
Trimsman 1 (steam flyer)
Stealth I , Marksmanship 2 (rifle)
Wilderness Travel 5 (mapping), Swimming 1
Observation 1, Gunnery 2 (MLC), Science I (archaeology)
Eloquence 2,
Linguistics 3 (French, Koline, Parhooni)
Riding 5 (horse), Leadership 2,
Piloting 4 (steam flyer)

Motives: Love (of Margarita), Fair, Adventuresome.
Appearance: Nathan is of medium height and a sturdy build. He has dark hair and is
already starting to go bald. His good looks are marred slightly by protruding eyes and a
receding chin. His clothing is of the best quality, made in London. Nathan has taken to
wearing a sword when travelling in Shastapsh.

NIARGARITA CONSIDINE
(Vdernn NPC)
Margarita Considine was born of an lrish father and Mexican mother. When she was
only a girl, her father was executed by the British for revolutionary activities. Since then,
she has harbored a deep hatred of the British specifically and all oppressors in general.
As a strong-willed and talented woman in Victorian society, Margarita has learned to
manipulate men to accomplish things she cannot do alone. Her beauty and charm make
this simple for her.
Even as a girl, Margarita was interested in science, and has given herself as good an
education as any college graduate. She is particularly interested in flight, and has written
a paper on the biology of liftwood. She has a natural talent with machinery, and she has
a number of inventions to her credit. Sadly, most of them have been turned to the cause
of destruction.
Attribute
Str: 2
Agl: 3

End: 1
Int:
6
Chr:

5

Soc: 4

Skills
Fisticuffs 1, Throwing 1, Close Combat 3 (edged)
Stealth 2, Marksmanship 3 (pistol), Crime 1 (pick locks),
Mechanics 2 (machinist)

Observation 5, Science 4 (physics),
Engineering 2 (naval architecture)
Eloquence 5, Linguistics 4 (English, Koline, Parhooni, Hespesian),
Theatrics 2
Riding 3 (horse), Leadership 1

Research Areas: Biochemistry 28, Flight 14, Precision Machinery 10, Metallurgy 5,
Combustion 4, Power Production 4, and Electricity 1.
Inventions: Mind Control drug, reliability 3; Personal Conveyor, reliability 6; QuickFiring Gun, reliability 5; Forced-Draught Boiler, reliability 6.
Motives: Hatred (of the British specifically and oppressors in general), Knowledge,
Ambitious.
Appearance: Margarita is devastatingly beautiful. She is tall and slender, with fair skin
and large darkeyes. Her hair is dark brownwith reddishtints, worn in long braids, Mexicanstyle. She usually dresses simply and on shipboard sometimes wears trousers. In
Shastapsh, she wears a pistol in a holster at her waist and keeps a knife hidden in her
stocking.
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plete kite rig, for fuel economy on long
cruises.
It is armed with a Rogue cannon,
modified by Margarita to have a rate of
fire of 1.The two Sweeper mounts have
been replaced with 1" Gatlings. The
Margarita carries eight marines (five
are lrish or Mexican, and the rest are
Martians). It has two passenger cabins
and a small laboratory. The cargo hold
can fit 20 tons.
The ship can reach Very High altitude. Its speed is 6 under power, or else
normal kite speed. The coal bunker is
20 tons, giving the Margarita 10 days'
endurance under steam. Under sail,
she can cruise almost indefinitely. The
crew are Trained quality, and the marines are armed with modern Winchester rifles.

OUTCOMES
The player characters will have their
work cut out for them getting Nathan to
stop privateering. Nathan will not leave
Margarita, not even if hegets his father's
letter threatening to disinherit him. The
characters must find a way to break her
hold on him.
If Margarita is using the Mind Control
drug on Nathan, the player characters
may be able to discover it by observing
his behavior. They can then try to release him from its effects. He will not be
pleased to learn he has been drugged.
But if Nathan actually is in love with
Margarita, things will be much more
difficult. The adventurers must find a
way to discredit her in Nathan's eyes. It
might be simpler to kidnap Nathan and
spirit him out of Shastapsh after all.
If the PCs do decide on direct action
against Nathan, they must evade not
only his marine guards but the city's
police as well. Nathan is quite popular
with the citizens, so anyone harming
him will have to face the entire city.

FURTHER ADVENTURES
IN SHASTAPSH
There are many other potential adventures for player characters in
Shastapsh. The British government may
ask them to learn which Martian states
are sending money and weapons to the
city. The Germans or the French might
be covertly supporting the rebellion as
well. Perhaps the PCs might be asked
to infiltrate the Fenian Volunteers or
sabotage the Tripod Squadron. Idealistic characters may decide to join the
rebellion. More mercenary sorts could
find any number of ways to turn a profit
on the situation. Q
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Star Wars

he PCs are returning to
their quarters from the
hangar late one evening
after a long day of repairing their ship when they
hear gasping sounds coming from one of the storaae
- bavs.
. A few seconds
later, they hear a crash and the crackling of electricity. Then the base power
winks out, soon replaced by dim, red
emergency lights.
If characters investigate the sounds,
they find a large piece of equipment in
the storage bay; characters rollingTechnology higher than 9 recognize the
machineasasortof sensorarray.Smoke
drifts from several open service panels
on the sensor, and blue electricity is
sparking around the cable hooked into
the bay's power coupling socket.
Slumped next to this machine is a human male in a gray technician's uniform. His face and neck are swollen
beyond all proportion and colored a
deep red. He is dead.
It appears that the technician fell onto
the sensor array after being stricken
with some sort of disease. Anyone rolling Technology greater than 9 can tell
the fall could have caused the base's
power to overload if the technician were
working on the equipment.
Soonaftertheemergencypowercomes
up, General Corros arrives with a woman
in an army officer's unifom-the base's
second-incommand,MajorTanyaMadera.
Captain Tony Franco, commander of the
station's X-Wing Fighter squadron, arrives
a moment later with a technician, Junior
Tech Kim Yeasson.
When Doctor Akimbo, the base's Mon
Calamari chief medical officer arrives, he
orders everyone away from the body. The
doctor summons a detox team, which
carefully seals the body and brings it to the
sick bay laboratory for examination.
Dr. Akimbo asks if anyone touched
the body; characterswhoadmittotouching it during their investigation are immediately quarantined in the sick bay.
Once the area is cleared, the detox
team seals off the room and begins an
air decontamination of the room. Dr.
Akimboapproaches GeneralCorrosand
tells him the dead man is the base's
chief technician, Adonar Deilox. When
Junior Tech Yeasson hears this news,
she begins to cry and runs to her cabin.
"Yeasson and Dellox had a relationship that ended about a month ago,"
Captain Franco explains. "She looks
pretty upset."
General Corros takes this moment to
introduce the remaining base commanding officers (see below).

Star Wars

After the medical detox team leaves, Dr. Akimbo
promises to inform General Corros of the autopsy
resultsas soon as the cause of death is diagnosed.The
other officers leave the PCs with General Corros.
The general explains the machine Dellox was
working on. "Our omnidirectional scanning sensors
here in Reginard Base only scan half the planet
passively for activity, and only cover half of the
Reginard System. The planet blocks us from passively scanning the other hemisphere. We don't
use active sensors because those could give our
position away." The general points to the machine
in the storage bay. "This passive sensor array was
to be placed on a large continent on the other side
of the planet, to monitor surface and system traffic
and relay data to our tracking systems here," he
says. "But now it looks like its completion will be
delayed indefinitely."

few minutes later, when Franco enters
the medical suite to visit, this same pilot
beginsto convulse, his skin turning deep
red and bloating until he drops back to
the bed, silent and dead.
If characters ask Dr. Akimbo about
triflexia, he takes them aside and explains what he knows. "Triflexia attacks
the blood vessels, causing their walls to
inflate their cells three times the normal
size," Dr. Akimbo says. "Besides increasing blood pressure, it cuts off oxygen exchange in the lungs, throttles the
esophagus and crushes brain tissue in
the skull. Rebel scientists in the fleet are
still searching for a cure, and we know
little about how it is transmitted or where
it comes from."
What Dr. Akimbo doesn't know is that
the strain of triflexia releasedin the base
was bioengineered by the Empire for
use as a poison. Major Madera used the
triflexia poison with a needler pistol to
infect Dellox. The technician discovered extra parts in the sensor arrayparts used for transmitting a beacon to
discreetly alert Imperial forces about
the existence of the hidden base on
Reginard. Madera killed Dellox to save
her cover, then killed the X-Wing pilot to
make others believe the outbreak of
triflexia virus was real.
Ambitious and unquarantined characters might investigate the outbreak of
thevirus by examining shipping records,
fighter logs and other data available in
the base's command center.

QUARANTINE!

PASSIVE SENSOR ARRAY

Several hours after the characters discover
Dellox's death, General Corros orders all personnel
to report to the base lounge for testing, apparently
a result of the strange death earlier. in the lounge,
Dr. Akimbo and members of the medical staff are
running blood tests for infectious triflexia, a fatal,
contagious disease. All characters must report for
examination. Any who avoid the exam are automatically quarantined in the medical suite with the
others who might be susceptible to the disease.
Characters must roll their Stamina dice greater
than 9 in order to pass the blood tests. PCs rolling
less than 10 show possible symptoms of the disease and are ordered into sick bay beds to be
quarantined and monitored for 20 hours. Characters who make the roll may spend time fixing the
passive sensor array or searching cabins for possible murder clues if they suspect foul play in
Dellox's death.
Characters confined to the medical bay with
several other base personnel notice nothing out of
the ordinary, only Dr. Akimbo keeping his watchful
Mon Calamari eyes on possible triflexia symptoms.
However, during the day, Major Madera stops by to
visit. She is especially cheerful around quarantined
characters and some technicians. Madera also
visits with one of Captain Franco's X-Wing pilots. A

Characters who are not quarantined
in sick bay may also examine the passive sensor array. Most of the storage
bay is taken up by racks of spare electronics parts and some larger spare XWing parts. The sensor array is located
in one corner. It is a cylinder about three
meters in diameter and two meters high
topped by a white geodesic dome. The
smoking powercouplingis now removed
from a large socket in the wall which
feeds from the base's electrical system.
Characters searching near the sensor array may roll their Search skill. On
a roll greater than 9, PCs discover an
electronic part in a pile of junk Dellox
kept near the sensor array. A Technoiogy roll greater than 14 identifies the
part as one used exclusively for subspace transmissions.
On a Search roll greater than 16, the
PCs discover a small metal pin on the
ground in the comer. Any analysis shows
that the pin is coated with Dellox's infected
blood. This metallic sliver was the shot
from Major Madera's needler gun which
injected the triflexia virus into Dellox.
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Characters may offer to repair and
continue work on the sensor array
(which delights General Corros). The
machine needs 40 points of work done.
PCs may make one of the following
rolls per six hour period to attain the 40
points required:
*Starship Repair. Each point rolled
counts as points taken from the 40
needed to finish the array.
.Technology or Computer Program1
Repair. Half the total of every roll can be
used as points taken from the 40 total.
Only two characters may workon the
sensor array during any six-hour period. Once acumulative score of 40 has
been reached, the sensor array is fully
operational, and the power generator
short circuit has been repaired. Gen-
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eral Corros is very pleased.
Major Madera stops by at least once
to see how the work is going. She also
answers any questions the PCs have
about some things they might find in the
sensor array.
If PCs are specifically looking for
something out of place in the sensor
array, have them roll Technology or
Computer ProgramIRepair andsearch
to see what they discover:
.If both scores are greater than 5,
PCs find more sub-space transmitter
parts. Characters telling Major Madera
of theirfind are told the transmitter parts
are used to send sensor data back to
the main base on Reginard (this is
true).
.If both scores are greater than 10,

characters discover parts with lmperial
markings. Major Madera says these
were stripped from downed lmperial
shipsor stolen from nationalizedcorporations (this is false; the parts are part of
the transmitter Madera placed).
*If both scores are greater than 15,
PCs find a sizable charge of detonate
packed into the sensor array's base.
Major Madera says the explosives are
a safety device to keep the array from
falling into lmperial hands and allowing
them to decode Rebel transmission
frequencies (true).

SUsPICIOuS
REBELS
Characters who suspect foul play in
Senior Technician Dellox's death may
try to search the base for clues of his
apparent assassin.
Searches of cabins, suites and other
base areas are difficult due to the high
personnel traffic, so a few Hidelsneak
rolls might be needed. The five cabins
the PCs might want to search are usually unoccupied most of the time:
General Corros' Suite (occupied
on 1D6 roll of 1): The desk, bed and
closet locker contain nothing of importance except for a spare blaster pistol,
several Rebel uniforms, and a holoportrait of General Obi Wan Kenobi
over the desk.
Captain Franco's Suite (occupied
on I D 6 roll of 1 or 2): This cabin is
similar to General Corros' suite, with a
desk, bed and closet locker. The locker
contains several uniforms and a full
lmperial TIE Fighter pilot's suit with
helmet (and a blaster burn mark in its
back), a trophy from the X-Wing pilot's
earlier days. Characters also find a
data tape on lmperial pilot training.
.Major Madera's Suite (occupied
on I D 6 roll of 1 or 2): This suite, like
the others, contains a bed, desk and
storage locker. In the desk, hidden
among the contents of a medkit, are
two vials of clear liquid marked with
strange symbols. Retired lmperial captains or characters rolling more that 20
on Knowledge recognize the symbols
as lmperialCode. One is marked"toxin"
and the other "antidote." There are no
other items of interest in the suite.
Dr. Akimbo's Suite (occupied on
1D6 roll of 1):This suite is filled with the
usual bed and desk. The locker is filled
with a variety of medical chemicals and
instruments only a person with Medicine skill would recognize.A holoimage
of a very blue, sea-green planet hangs
over his desk, a view of Mon Calamari.
Junior Tech Yeasson's Cabin (occupied on I D 6 roll of 1 or 2): This
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cabin is smallerthan those of the higherlevel officers. The desk is piled with
electronic X-Wing components and
droid parts (someform lmperial droids).
There is also a bunk and a storage
locker. An old-repro image of Dellox is
buried at the bottom of the locker. Many
tools are strewn on the floor and the
desk.

DEPLCIUING
THE SENSOR ARMY
When work on the sensor array is
complete,GeneralCorrosasksthecharacters to deploy the sensor on the other
side of Reginard, since the PCs have
the only ship with a cargo hold large
enough to transport the equipment. If
more than 20 hours have passed, characters quarantined in the sick bay are
released and may join the others.
General Corros briefsthe playercharacters at the holoprojector in the command center.
"When we first came to Reginard,"
the general explains, "we mapped the
entire planet from orbit." He pulls up a
holoimage of Reginard on the projector. "We determined that the best place
for the second sensor array would be
here," he points with his finger, "a bare
hill rising from the thick forest which
covers most of that large continent.
You'll have to land a short distance
away and transport the array on a
repulsorsled. Once you've positioned it
and turned off the sled, hook up the
medium fusion power generator and
turn it on. May the Force be with you."
General Corros sends Major Madera
along to supervise the sensor deployment.The equipment is loaded onto the
characters' ship. The trip to the large
continent on the opposite side of the
planet takes several hours flying at low
altitudes. The field for landing is not far
from the hill, and characters have little
trouble transporting the sensor array
on the repulsorsled to the top of the hill,
setting it down and turning it on.
Trouble comes when the characters
are about an hour along their journey
backto ReginardBase. General Corros
hails them on the ship's radio. A ship
with a scrambledtransponderjust came
out of hyperspace in the Reginard system and is heading directly for the new
sensor array! Characters tracking the
ship on their own sensorsfollow it down
to Reginard'ssurface, to thesame ciearing they landed in earlier to deploy the
sensor array. General Corros orders
the PCs, under Major Madera's leadership, to return to the sensor array and
find out who landed nearby and why
they are headed for the sensors.
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When the PCs land near the sensor
array, night has fallen on the large continent. Major Madera suggests they
approach the other ship on foot and in
several groups to gain the advantageof
surprise. Unfortunately, the ship is only
equipped with three glow rods. Major
Madera takes one for herself.
Fanning out in the forest through
thick ground foliage, the PCs eventually reach a clearing where a large bulk
freighter has landed. It is slightly scored
with laser burns, and the name Queen's
Victory is painted beneath the bridge.
When characters arrive at the edge
of the clearing where the Queen's Victory has landed, they notice that Major
Madera is missing.
Just as they begin searching for her,
PCs notice someone circling the
downed freighter. "Aw, look what 'ey
done to my ship!" the man says to
himself. "Bloody Imperium's customs
weasels; 'ey never leave you alone."
The man is Hawker Bryce-Kelly, smuggler extraordinare (and rather harmless), who landed after escaping from
an lmperial customs frigate in another
system. If PCs don't immediately greet
him, Hawker's Twi'lek co-pilot, Rypka,
sneaking up on the characters with her
blasterdrawn, encourages them to step
into the open.
Bryce-Kelly explains that he entered
the system and followed the Stellar
Class starport beacon to the planet's
surface. The smuggler is angry at finding nostarportat all. When asked where
the landing beacon was, he points toward the hill where the sensor array is
positioned.
Major Madera, the lmperial spy, altered the array to transmit a Stellar
Class starport beacon as well as perform sensor functions. She is hiding in
the forest between the characters and
the sensor array waiting to ambush
them. In combat, she uses a deadly
needler pistol to attack PCs (roll her
Blaster skill).The pistol shootstiny metal
pins coated with triflexia toxin. Characters hit by a dart must roll their Stamina
greater than 15 to escape the effects of
the poison (roll once each round until
the needle is removed). If the roll fails,
the victim becomes MortallyWounded.
Otherwise, PCs are Incapacitated by
the poison.
Once Maderaexhausts hersupply of
five poisoned needles, she uses her
blaster pistol to stop the characters
from shutting down the sensor array.
As the characters try to find Major
Madera and attempt to turn the passive
sensor array off, rain begins to fall,
making navigation and searches

through the underbrush and combat
more difficult (+5 to all difficulty numbers).
Hawker Bryce-Kelly and Rypkamight
help the PCs if they are convinced the
Imperials are on their way or if they're
attacked.Theheavyfoliage makesgood
cover and provides many hidingplaces.

ENTER THE EMPIRE!
Soon afterthe PCs defeat the traitorous Madera and shut down the sensor
array, Reginard Base hails them on a
closed radio frequency to warn of an
lmperial Customs Frigate which just
entered the Reginard system-most
likely on the tail of Hawker Bryce-Kelly.
General Corros urges the PCs to either
get rid of the sensor array or fly up to
intercept the frigate to see what it wants
and keep its crew from discovering the
base on Reginard.
lmperial Customs Frigate 517 is
searching for the Queen's Victoryand
the source of a landing beacon they
tracked for a few seconds on an uninhabited planet. The lmperial comm officer hails the PCs as soon as their ship
leaves Reginard's atmosphere.
"lmperial Customs Frigate 517 to
unidentified small craft, please heave
to for boarding and customs inspection."
Charactersallowing Customs Inspector Buudro and his two stormtrooper
escorts aboard are subjected to a volley of questions regarding their activity
in the Reginard system. The Imperials
also conduct a cursory search of their
ship and cargo bay. Customs lnspector
Buudro is also interestedin whetherthe
PCs noticed a bulk freighter (the
Queen's Victory) entering the system.
If the PCs cooperate fully and don't
sass lnspector Buudro, the lmperial
Customs Frigate departs the system
with no further inquiry.
Characters deciding to attack or flee
the ImperialCustoms Frigatemust face
or evade the vessel's firepower. Charactersopenly attackingthefrigate might
be jeopardizingthe secrecy of Reginard
Base, especially if they request X-Wing
Fighter support over a comm channel.
See page 57 of the Star Wars rulebook
for statistics for the lmperial Customs
Frigate.

POINTS
Player characters should get from 7
to 9 skill points based on their participation in the adventure and their roleplaying abilities. The character who discovered or deduced that Madera was an
lmperial spy should get an extra 2 skill
points. L2
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TL9 Abomination
IntFantry Assault Vehicle
The "Abomination" is a Solomani design
that has become widely distributed among
the rimward worlds of the former Final Imperium. The Abomination was another AFV
design that came out of the Final War,
intended for the special circumstances of
that bloody, desperate environment.
As Solomani forces gradually expanded
into the Imperium, "liberating" the worlds of
the former Solomani Autonomous Area,
they were forced to bypass a great many
formidable pockets of resistance. These
pockets were handled by siege units, left
behind the advancing lines to reduce stubborn fortified cities and other strongpoints.
The Abomination Infantry Assault Vehicle
(IAV) was developed in response to the
unique demands of this mission to be a
rugged, durable terror weapon.
As a siege weapon, the Abomination is
intended to operate in an environment of
complete orbital, air, and EW superiority,
allowing it to dispense with many expensive
subsystems of front-line vehicles. Given its
job of painstakingly reducing fortified urban
areas, its primary features are heavy armor,
a highly destructive main armament, and an
integral infantry squad. The Abomination's
armor is virtually impervious to any manportable weapon likely to be encountered in
siege operations, even from the rear. Few if

any fortifications can stand up to sustained fire
from the 120mm autocannon's HEAP rounds,
and in many cases the role of the embarked
infantry squad is merely to police up the dog
tags from the defenders' dead bodies. With its
fully independent interior environment and
power plant, the Abomination is intended to
operate in the intense chemical-biological-radialogical (CBR) environments that are so often the case in planetary sieges.
As siege operations are intended to operate
independently for extended periods, the
Abomination is designed for long duration,
with a 6-month fuel supply, and full extended
life support for its 14 inhabitants, allowing
them to live within the vehicle indefinitely,
even in hostile environments. The choice of a
tracked suspension allows the vehicle's automotive systems and power train to be locally
maintained by economies as low as TL5, an
advantage in extendedsiege operations,while
the nuclear plant requires servicing only on a
semiannual basis.
Abomination IAVs are a favorite prestige
and intimidation weapon for the TEDs of the
Wilds. Many worlds with TL9 manufacturing
capabilities build their own new Abominations, while other worlds make do with relic
Abominations whose reactor shielding has
suffered over the years.Almost all WildsAbomination crews are hairless from progressive
radiation poisoning, and wear this distinction
with a perverse and disturbing pride.
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Abomlnatlon
Infanky Assaulg Vehicle

a"ech Level: 9
Price: MCr6.460624 (plus ammunition costs, see
below)
Size: 420 kiloliters displacement = 30 tons (VS)
Mass: 1207.02 tonnes empty, 1291.52tonnes loaded
Power: 25 MW fission plant delivering 24.8744 MW
to tracked suspension and 0.1256 MW to onboard
electronics
Maint: 113
Controls: Computer-linked controls, TL8 satellite
positioning navaids
Commo: 2x300-km radios
Sensors: 30km HRT
ECM: None
Life Support: Pressurized environment with extended life support
Cargo: 605 kg equipment in 2.42 m3
Crew: 4 (driver, relief driver, gunner, commander)
Passengers: 10 troops in cramped seats with large
cargo hatch (10 troops per turn)
Fire Control: TL8 Direct Fire Fire Control and Digital
Ballistic Computer (disregard 2 Diff Mods), plus TL9
Indirect Fire Fire Control

Armament: Turret with stabilized six-barrel
120mmL20 CPR autocannon
Stabilization: Advanced (fire at all speeds)
Ammunition: 1200 rounds 120mm in turret magazine plus additional magazine with 1200 more rounds
stored in hull (price varies, see below)
Speed: 57 kph maximum road speed, 46 kph maximum cross-country speed
Travel Move: 110185
Combat Move: 25/20
Signature: No Diff Mods
DiN: Mods vs. Fire: -1 Diff Mod stationary, -1 at
safe road speed, 0 at 2x safe road speed and t-1 at 3x
safe road speed, -1 at safe cross-country speed, 0 at
2x safe cross-country speed, +I
at 3x safe crosscountry speed
Fuel Capacity: 2500 liters radioactives (Cr93,750)
Fuel Consumption: 6 months endurance

Cornbat Statistics
Config: Turret
BF: 288 HE: 288
Susp: T 60
TS: 192 HS: 192
TR: 120 HW: 120
Deck: 192 Belly: 120

Weawn Characteristics
TLS 1 2 0 m d 0 caiiikr &bar=[ autocannon (2.976 MJ)
ConcRound
ROF Burst
h g Val
Pen Val
HEAP
10
C: 19, B:35 137C
HE
10
C:29,B:35 SIC
Flechette 10
20611D6" I-Nil*
"In primarylsecondary burst area, see TNE, page 280

Danger Short
space Range
280
280
14x56 280

/FR
I 1km
11km
I 1km

-Ammo-Price
471
321
1521

Weight
34.2
34.2
34.2

Ahmination InfanlrqlAssault khicle FL9)
Morale: -Initiative:Troop Quality:
Movement: 130 road (+I, +2, +2), 100 cross-country (-, +1, +2)
Front Armor: 288
Side Armor: 192
Rear Armor: 120
Deck Armor: 192
Belly Armor: 120
Mass Class: VI
Explosive Damage Modifier: -7
Fire Control: Ignores 2 diff mods, TL9 Indirect Fire Control

12cm L20 gun-HE
12crn L20 gun-flechette
Sensors:
30 km HRT
Eyeballs
Communications:
300 km radio
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28crn:5(11+)
28 crn: 5* (2)

56crn:4(11+)
56 cm: 4* (2)

112cm:3(11+)
112 crn: 3* (2)

224cm:2(11+)
224 crn: 2* (2)

(30 km)
100 cm

(60 krn)
200 cm

(120 km)
400 cm

(240 km)
800 cm

(300 km)

(600 krn)

(1200 km)

(2400 km)

F,S,EP:l1,BR:4cm,lFR:llkm
F, S, DS: 2x6 crn
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R. Talsorian Games. $25.
Written by Mike Pondsmith,
Ed Bolmeand DavidAckerman.
192-page supplement to Gyberpunk 2.0.2.0.
Published August "193.
Review by Paul bucas.
Evolve or die.
That is the catch-phrase of
Cybergeneration, R. Talsorian's
foray into the ultra-tech dystopia
of Cyberpunk2.0.2.0. The year is
2027. The megacorps have won
the Edgerunner revolutionof 2020
and now run the ISA (the Incorporated States of America) with an
iron grip. The surviving Edgerunners have mostly sold out or
are hunted fugitives. It seems that
there is no one left who could
possibly stand against the now
all-powerful megacorps.
Or is there?
In Cybergeneration, you play
a teenager, maximum age 19,
culled from one youth gang
("yogang") or another. These
groups include the Acrorunners,
tunnel rats who specialize in infiltrating; Beaverbrats, picture-perfect suburban kids who lead secret lives as vicious pranksters;
Goldenkids, offspring of the super-rich; MegaViolents, who live
just to mess somebody up; and
14 others gangs such as Boardpunks, Ecoraiders, Goths,
Mallbrats, Squats, Streetfighters
and Vidiots. Each group-besides
having its own traditions, look,
attitude, and slang-has its own
special skill. For instance, Facers
have Facedance, the ability to
mimic others in appearance and
mannerism, and Tinkerbots have
Kitbash, the talent to create and
modify new tech. Each yogang is
well detailed, and gives both players and referees plenty of material to help in roleplaying the characters.
All the gangs have one thing
in common: a rebellious nature
82
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coupled with hatred for the dicta- ity, which allows people to blend
torial powers running the country. the real world and computer-genMany of them want of do some- erated images through the use of
thing about it. But even with all remote VR nodes implanted in
their street smarts and talent, what their heads.
chance do they have against the
monolithic ISA?
EVALUATION
This is avery impressive product, both in concept and execuCARBON
PLAGUE
tion. It is a very handsome prodA crashed AV-4 has released uct, well-organized and lavishly
a deadly nanotech-based plague illustrated. It was an engrossing
on the population. If you are an read from cover to cover, someadult and you contract it, you die. thing rare in the gaming market.
If you are a kid and contract it, you
Cybergeneration is obviously
change. The nanites radically al- meant to be a major supplement
ter your bodily systems and im- for Cyberpunk 2.0.2.0., though it
part to you what basically amount functions adequately as a standto superpowers. Abilities can alone game, with watered-down
rangefrom reading mindsto shoot- but serviceable combat and task
ing deadly electrical arcs to re- rules from the predecessor game.
shaping matter.These abilities are But the rules don't really matter:
plausibly explained and will please Like in White Wolf's Vampire
garners who like to get their sci- game, the emphasis here is on
ence right. Bolters, for instance, roleplaying and storytelling. The
evolve new organs in their abdo- kids you play don't have all that
mens which gather and store static many resources, aside from their
electricity from the environment. cybergenerated abilities and inThey also have much of their ner- nate talents, forcing them to survous system replaced by a sys- vive and triumph often on raw wits
tem of bio-organic electrical con- and luck alone. The referee is
ductors, which transfers the cur- supplied with generous advice on
rent to special discharge meshes creating and staging adventures
in the world of 2027.
in their hands.
However, these abilities are
Cybergeneration is avery welmore a curse than a blessing. The come development, and puts R.
ISA fears the Carbon Plague and Talsorian's future history right up
those who carry it, and sets about there with the works of William
to either ruthlessly control the Gibson and George AIec Effinger.
Cybervolved or wipe them out al- The background is exciting and
together. The kids are viciously intriguing, and allows for a wide
hunted down by government variety of potential adventures.
lapdogs armed with arsenals the The game also shies away from
kids can't possibly match even the nihilistic pessimism that perwith their new powers.
meates most cyberpunk futures,
But the Cyberevolveddo have allowing characters to hope that,
a few allies. Several of the surviv- if they struggle hatd enough, things
ing Edgerunnersemergefrom hid- can get better.
ing and begin organizing the ragCybergenerationis an imprestag survivors of the Plague into a sive product that any true chromeguerilla army. A revolution has brain gamer should not do withbegun, as the ISA and the out.
Cyberevolved battle to determine
the future of the country and the
world.
For the technology nuts out
there, the book includes a section
on upgraded equipment for the
world of 2027. The most significant new development is VirtualWest End Games. $30.

Written by Greg Farshtey,
Ed Stark, Shane Hensley and
Dave Wetzel.
Boxed roleplaying game
containing three 96-page
softcover books, two card
decks, two 10-sided dice and a
newsletter.
Published in 1393.
Review by h u l kucas.
There is a wall in space, a
vast barrier of dark matter and
energy that is undetectable until
you are practically on top of it. It
may or may not be a natural phenomenon.
And it seems it is not so much
keeping humankind out of the interior of the galaxy as it is keeping
something far worse, in.
This barrier is called the
Shatterzone, and it is the central
premise of West End's sciencefiction RPG. This is a space opera
with several intriguing concepts
set in a dark and violent universe.
The three books included in
the set include The PlayersJBook,
detailing character creation and
basic game concepts, The Rules
Book, which expands on the game
systems and tells referees how l o
run Shaiterzone games, and The
Universe Book, containing background information on the game
universe. Each book is cleanly
edited and well-organized, with
concise prose thatmakes for painless reading. Each book is lavishly illustrated, "rough too many
of the illustrations tend toward
splattering blood and exposed
spleens for my tastes (one rendering, for example, showsa longnecked alien eating a split-open
human astronaut with a spoon).
Character creation can take
one of two forms: A Shatterzone
player may simply choose one of
the pre-made Character Templates, such as Old Scout,
Kestarien Temptress, Shtrat
Blacklunger, Megacorp Freelancer, or others for quick-start
campaigns. For players who want
more in-depth characters, they
are encouraged to first think of a
concept and general background
for the PC, and then work with the

referee to work out the player
character's game profile and statistics. in either case, no random
die rolling is needed.
Most tasks in Shatterzone
are performed by rolling 201 0,
adding relevant skill levels, and
seeing if the resultant sum equals
or exceeds a GWI-determined Difficulty Number (DN). Every point
rolled over the DN determines the
degree of success, which can affect various consequences of the
task, such as combat damage.
Variations on this system allow
you to accomplish seemingly impossible feats by "pushing" your
physical limits (at a cost in shock
points) or getting real lucky (any
natural 10 rolled on certain tasks
can be rolled over and added to
the original total).
The Funniest part of Shatterzone system, however, is the
card deck, a neat innovation. At
the beginning of each game session, each player receives a hand
of special cards provided with the
game. The cards have many various functions, such as the action
card, which adds to the task roll,
or Haste, which allows the PC to
move faster. These can be used
by the player at any crucial point
in the game, particularly combat,
went he PCs might need an extra
edge. Some cards are Subplot
cards like Romance or Mistaken
Identity, which must be shown to
the GM immediately.The GM must
then try to work the subplots into
the adventure, keeping the game
exciting and unpredictable for all.
Rules for other aspects of
the game are included, such as
special cases, character interaction, and space travel and combat. Adisappointment is the world
creation section, which is far too
brief and obscure to be of much
use.
The background material is
an uneven affair. Some aspects
of it are exquisitely detailed, while
others are head-scratchingly obscure. For example, the structure
and inhabitantsof the Shatterzone
itself are extensively described,
but its typography is never addressed (where exactly is it lo-

cated in relation to human space?
Does it surround human space?
Is it a two-dimentional barrier? If
so, why can? humanity just expand in the other direction?)
The science in Shatterzone
is definitely soft, owing more to
traditional science fiction lore than
to contemporarysciencefact. This
is a most evident in thealien Race
entries, most of which suffer from
the "rubber suit" syndrome (i.e.,
they act just like 20th-century
American humans in rubber alien
suits).
The one exception is the
Ishantra, an alien race made up of
the amalgam genetic codes of
dozens of different species. I only
wish the game designers would
have expanded more on them
and left out some of the more
hackneyed aliens, such as the Bmovie Kestarian sex kittens.
Despite all this, however,
there is some very good material
here. The power structure of the
Consortium of Worlds is very well
detailed, and many of the individual worlds are given interesting and idea-spawning write-ups.
The technology presented is comprehensive if uninspired.

EVALUATION
Shatterzone is not for the
hard-core science fans or forthose
who think space opera games
should offer feelings of hope and
optimism. The Shatterzone universe is dark and dangerous, with
"re oppressive, Megacorp-dominated Consortium running civilized space and the ultra-powerful, genocidal Armagons lurking
somewherejust beyond the zone.
It is a place where death is easy
and your life is cheaper than the
energy collectorsyou're transporting.
In other words, it is a place
where most gamers will love, rife
with conflict, intrigue, exotic
worlds, and the underside of human nature.
If one can overlook the occasional unevenness of the game's
background, Shatterzone can be
a worthy addition to any gaming
library. R

Being in the main an alliterative at-tempt at aknowledging the awsome arenas of accomplishment that may be attained by
audacity,augmentedby assiduousattentiveness, inapplyingtheapodicticarticlesof TravellertheNew Era, except that sometimes
it's not alliteration at all, but really assonance
and not, drat it all,
The kind of issue mat will really shake this country up once and for all and get everybody to wake up and smell the things that
they left out on the counter the night before, and for the last time, those incumbents, and, ooooh, those talk-show hosts who are
so much smarter than the rest of us, and how come we haven't heard anything out of the Trilateral Commission for a while, while
the talking heads drone on and on about why we shouldn't be listeningto punditsanyway, but instead should be reading stuff like
this, and the voices, the voices, THE VOICES!!
Volume I, Number 7
Anchors aweigh, my boys, anchors aweigh!
Seasons greetings, me hearties, landlubbers, sea lawyers, salts,
swabs, square-knot admirals,gold brickers, and otherscavengersof
the seven seas, from Commodore Bwana's Holiday Flagship!
It would appear that we have all weathered another year of
outrageous fortune, and worse for wear or not, are about to be
greeted by 1995 like a Saint Bernard on PCP. I'm looking forward to
it. Are you? But enough skullduggery!Time for someone to walk the
plank! Avast there! Har!

is recognizableby the notation"Markl,Mod 1(December 1993)"on
the credits page.
2) This is another glitch, but can be deciphered in your copy of the
book. See the table on page 359 which shows that Jack armor has
an armor value of ('h).But of course we all know that in TNE "Jack"
means jack, if you follow my meaning.
Sad to say, in the second printing this has only been incompletely
corrected,and sayssimply, "Armor." (Why, Ioughtta.. .thistimeit'sthe
Plank, I tell you, the PLANK!!) This should say "Armor ('Iz)."
3) Guesswhat?Thisisalsoanotherglitch,and has beencorrected
Dear Commodore,
in the second printing (you know how to recognize it) by the
lhave followedthe Travelleruniverseforalmost loyears (Jeezsubstitution of the following passage:
10years!Hasitreallybeenthatlong?!).lmustsaythatyouguyshave
Computer, Hand: This is a small, powerful multi-function comthe best SF RPG around. I'm very excited about the TNE concept puter that can be used to store and recall basic factual data, perform
(pardon the drool.. .) and I can't wait for the Travellerproducts you complex calculations, and control other electronic devices.
guys have planned. I have noticed a few inconsistencies, however,
Hand computers can be optimized for certain fields of knowledge
and I wonder if you could straighten them out for me. Here goes:
by the use of modular data clips which can be easily inserted and
1) In the TNE basic rules, page 337, under Vac Suit Misc. removed(Cr200each).Whenfittedwiththeproperdataclip,thehand
Accessories, you have the Thermal Meteoroid garment as having computer adds +I
to a character's asset for tasks of a purelyfactual
"armor 6, Cloth - 1"-so which is it? (better yet, what does it mean?) or technical nature, such as Researchtasks. Data clips for particular
2)Samepage,youhave the Body Pressure Suitas having "Armor applications allow characters to use the hand computer to calculate
as Jack" for a special feature. Hey, this is TNE, what's 'Yack" jump parameters, ballistic performance, chemical formulae, etc.
supposed to mean now?
The hand computer can be linked to various sensors (pages 3463) In the TNEbasicrules, page 34 1,you have the handcomputer 7) and allows them to be monitoredor controlled from a distance.The
listed as a "Model 1" equivalent. Again, this is TME, what's that hand computer also serves as a computer terminal when linked to a
supposed to mean now? (As a matter of fact, it would be cool ifyou larger computer (such as on board a ship).
put outmore on how computers workin thegame, as faras memory
Other questions:
capacik whatyoucanandcan'tdo with them, typcalprograms,etc.)
1)We leavethis uptothe referee,as itwill logicallyvary basedupon
Other questions:
the task. Simple first aid procedures will be a matter of seconds
1)Howlongarefirstaidandothermedicaltaskssupposedfotake? (injecting a drug, prescribing a pill) to minutes (binding a wound).
2) Cangravvehicles(e.g., airraffs,gravtanks, speeders) achieve More complicated surgical procedures can be a matter of hours.
orbit and operate in orbit (or even be dropped from orbit like the nifly
2) Yes, and the time required to reach orbit is based on their Gpictureofthegravtanksbeingdropped[lassume]fromamerccruiser ratings. However, their propulsion must be air-independent, otherin the TNE book implies)?
wise they will "flame out" at high altitudes.
That's it for now! Please, please, please, please, please give me
We know what you mean about the name thing. We have some
ananswer(%uzifyoudon'tlhaveastackofphotocopiedlettersready Nilson guy who works here who gets all bent out of shape about the
to send to you on a weekly basis until you do).
same thing.
Thanks, Good Luck, and Good Job!
Yes, we do intend to someday reissue 2300 AD as a campaign
Mark Halvorsen
backgroundusing theTNE rulessystem,but there is noschedule set
(that's Halv-o-rs-e-n.Please don'tswitchthem aroundlike every- for this at the present time. Many out-of-print titles are still available
from GDW (send SASEfor list), but unfortunately the2300AD rules
one else does) (I hate that. .)
Oh Yeah---one more thing:
set is not among them. For out-of-print products, we suggest people
2300AD looks like a coolgame.Are you going to integrate it into try Egor's Discount Game Warehouse at (716) 427-2190, Weekend
the House System? How about telling me where to findsome rules Warrior at (818) 988-1441, Zocchi Distributors at (601) 863-0215, or
the Challenge classifieds section. Remember that it is illegal to sell
for the game (nobody has any).
photocopies, and to give PCP to Saint Bernards.
Okay, Okay-just one more and that's it:
Re: active sensors, the answer is precisely what you said: their
Starship combat-what's the benefit of active sensors (besides
greater range for EMS for example) when it makes it so easy for longer range. Active sensors usually are a more reliable way of
detecting noncooperative targets, but the price is that it makes you
people to see you?)
easiertosee.Activesensorsarethetoolsofchoiceforshipswhodon't
Shivermetimbers, Mark, that'sa lot of questionsforaswabbielike care who knows they are there, but they are not so usefulwhen you
yourself, so I'll have to draw myself up to my full height and prepare want to be sneaky. Also, unlike long-range passive sensors, which
to.. . Oh I'm sorry, I was lost in, umm, thought. Prepareto, oh, answer often requireextendablearrays and cannot be used in atmospheres,
active arrays are always functional, provided there is enough power
your questions, I guess.
1)Well, itstinkstobeconfrontedwithembarrassingtruths,butruh to run them.
Like most things in life, active sensors are a trade-off: you must
is truth, and must be accommodated.What you have found there is
what we in Her Majesty's Navy referto as something I'm not allowed balancetheiradvantagesagainsttheirdisadvantageswhendeciding
to say, but which folks in the publishing bizcall a "glitch."To save time whether to use them or install them on a starship. Is the range worth
when we were preparingThe New Era,we usedsome old electronic the energy cost? Is the detection ability worth the greater chance of
files from earlier editions of Traveller to serve as outlines for the being detected yourself? (Remember, however, that passive senequipment lists, and in some cases we missed a few anachronisms sors only get the +DM against active sensors that are from the same
when converting equipment ratings and descriptions into New Era or lower TL.) That's all up to you.
Well, time'sa wasting, my littleseacucumbersandcucumberettes.
terms. The correct armor value in TNE terms is Armor Value 1.
This has beencorrectedinthesecondprintingof theTNE rulebook From the USS Roxy Music, this is Commodore Bwana, saying,
(repeat along with me, all of those who have heardthis before: which "BRING US SOME FlGGY PUDDING!!"
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Rate each article from 0 to 5 z means you did not
read the article. 1 indicates great dissatisfaction, and
5 indicates great satisfaction. 2,3 and 4 are shades in
between. To use a separate sheet, list each article
number, then your rating (be sure to indicate the issue
number). Send responses lo:
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FREE Drawf ngl
Send us your feedback, and you will automatically
be entered in our drawing for a FREE one-year subscription to Challenge, the magazine of science-fiction
gaming.
Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Congratulations to Michael Henry of White Plains,
N): who won a free one-year subscription to Challenge for sending in feedback.

GDW Product Distribution
GDW products (including Traveller) are available through distributors
as follows:
.Australia: lmported and distributedby Jedko Games, 134 Cochranes
Rd., Moorabbin, Vic, 3198, Ausiralia.
$Denmark: FainerSpiele, Ermelundsvej 92D, DK-2820 Gentofte, Denmark.
$Finland: lmported and distribuied by FaniasapeilYWeerflP Rastitie
6 B 22,01360 Vantaa, Finland. Some titles are translated into Finnish.
*Italy: lmported and distributed by BooksandGamesVia Paisiello No.
4, 20131 Milano, Italy. Some titles are translated into Italian.
*Japan: Printed and distributed by PosiHobbyJapanCo., Ltd., 26-5,5chome, Sendagaya, Shibuyaku, Tokyo, Japan. Titles published are translated into Japanese.
*The Netherlands: 999 Games, Rondeel 134,1082 MH Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
*New Zealand: lmported and distributed by BlackwooodGayIe, PO Box
28358, Auckland, New Zealand.
4owiay: GrendeIDisf~bulionAS,
P.O. Box 6729 St. Olavs Plass, 0130
Oslo 1, Norway.
*Portugal: YorkBeIezaFrenfe,Arte E Roda, LDA AV ANT, Augusto De
Aquiar 13-C, 1000 Lisboa, Portugal.
*Spain: lmporied and distributedby CentraIDeJo~,
CINumancia112116 Bajos, Barcelona 08029 and Jocs & Games, cl. Muntaner, 193,
Barcelona 08036 Spain. Some titles are translated into Spanish.
*Sweden: lmporied and disiributed by Hobbybuse4 Box 2003. S-750
02, Uppsala, Sweden; and by Targef Games, Frihamnen $100 56,
Stockholm, Sweden.
*United Kingdom: lmported and distributed by Ch7ris Harvey Games,
PO Box 38, Bath Street, Walsall, WSl 3BY, UK; HobbyGamesLfc!,Unit
T3, Rudford Industrial Estate, Ford Airfield. NR Arundel, WesiSussex, BN18
OBD, UK.
Germany: lmported and disiribuied by Fantasy Producfionns,Konkordiasir. 61, Postfach: 3026,4000 Dusseldorf 1, Germany and Welt der
Spiele GmbH, Alt Griesheim 72,6230 Frankfurt,A.M. 80, Germany. Some
titles are translated into German. R
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Gaming-related classified ads are free and
run for at least one issue, longer as space permits. Challenge reserves the right to edit or
refuse any ad. Challenge willnot be held liable
for errors occurringin ads. Allads must be typed.
Send ads to Chatlenge Classifieds, Managing
Editor, PO Box 1646, Bloomington, IL 617021646 USA. For display ads, write for our free
rate card.

EXPERIENCED Shadowrunner (playing over
3 years) looking for international penpals to
exchange information and have friendly talks
abouyt the game. Please contact Pedro
Maranhao Calmon/SHIN QU-11 conjunto 04
casa 07lBrasilia-DFl71.515-745lBrazil.(76)
SCI-FI PENPALS WANTED! I am a bedridden
invalid but I would like to learn about gaming
and become a player by mail. Sadly, my medical bills leave me pennyless. But if any sci-fi
fanslmag readers have some old mags or MegaTraveller starship blueprints to spare or just
want to write, I would be glad to hear from you.
Christopher Riley, 17 Mercer St., Warminser,
PA 18974. (76)
DISCOVER the excitement of wargaming
against individuals from around the country.
The Cailore system is the result of years of
research and play-testing strategic/political
simulations. Thrive in a world of medieval civil
war, wherein you may raise an army and conquer or gain security by skillful negotiation with
other players. For more information, send a
SASE to Kay, 1351 East 4750 South, Apt. H-6,
Halladay, UT 841 17. (76)
IF RPGS MEAN MORE than just recreation to
vou, then vou need CAR-PGa, for the serious
iesearche; into all aspects of the game. Send a
SASE with 52@postage or two lRCs to CARPGa, 1127 Cedar, Bonham, TX 75418 (note
the new address). (75)

I AM LOOKING for a gamer named Steven
"Tuffv" Stufflebeam. He used to live in the
~ o ~ a area
n ~ ofa LA and now might be on the
eastcoast (NJ?). If you have information, please
contact Magee, 12761GladstoneAve., Sylmar,
CA 91342. (75)
LOOKING FOR Battletechand Traveller players in the Karns area. Can referee or play.
Extensive Battletech and Traveller library and
game aids. Contact Gary Miller, 891 1 Emory
Road, Knoxville, TN 37931-1614. (72)
GAMER IN EXILE looking for players in southern West Virginia. Any RPG system welcome.
Also need people interested in a PBM SF RPG
I'm running. Contact W. C. Bargo, 1505Temple
St., Hinton, WV 25951-2035. (72)
BATTLETECH PLAYERS: The AFMG recruitingaddress haschanged,but wearestillaround.
If you are interested in a top-quality PBM, write
to AFMG Recruiting, c/o Jim Domarad, 1039
W. Emerald, Mesa, AZ 85210-3410. (72)
SEARCHING FOR agaming groupin academia
at Texas Tech University/\ Lubbock area interShadested in Star Wars, ~~ber~unk2.0.2,0.,
owrun and much more. Contact C. E.
Williamson, 613 Coleman-TTU, Lubbock, TX
70406. (72)
Friday evening Traveller gaming group in Seattle (Northgate area), WA seeks beginner- to
intermediate-level players. The campaign is
based in the Spinward Marches, circa 1100
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(using vintage and custom Traveller adventures). Contact Roger Sanger, 1021 NE 123rd,
Seattle, WA 98125. (72)
PLAYERS AND GMS in south eastern Indiana
and Cincinnati, OH wanted for a Journeys
campaign. Contact Gary Duty, PO Box 254,
Metamora, IN 47030. (72)

OLD TRAVELLER BOOKS, supplements, adventures, double adventures, alien modules,
Alien Realms and the Spinward Marches Campaign. Send SASE to Dan Conway, 7-19 150
St., Whitestone, NY 11357. (76)
TRAVELLER SUPPLEMENTS, Traveller'sAid
Society journals, approved adventures from
FASA and boxed Beltstrike. Would consider
swapping for old RuneQuest material. For list,
send SASE to Chris Graham, 139 Sands Lane,
Oulton Broad, Lowestoft, Suffolk, NR32 3HA,
UK. (76)
STAR WARSminiaturesgamers: Learnto make
authentic-looking scenery for your games from
readily abailable items. These can be made
easily and inexpensively, and add realism to
your games. For a photo catalog of available
instructions, contact Galactic Scenics, POB
494, Van Buren, AR 72956. (76)
LARGE COLLECTION of original Traveller
supplements, books, adventures and miniaturesforsale. Send aSASE to Michael Hensley,
5790 Lakeside Dr. 1000, Margate, FL33063for
a complete list. (76)
SNIPER: BUG HUNTER. AD&D AL-Qadim: A
Dozen and One Adventures. Cyberpunk:Original and2020 rules, many supplements. Ranger:
Tactical Patrol Simulator. Teen Age Mutant
Ninja Turtles RPG, Heroes Unlimited RPG by
Palladium Books. Send SASE for complete list
and prices. Tom Reed, 37 Westcott Road,
Hopedale, Mass. 01747. (76)
MAGIC CARDS: The Dark Jyad 624 Magic
(half limited, half revised), 91 Dark, 230 Jyhad.
Many rare and uncommon cards. These are all
the cards; none were traded, sold or picked out.
Will sell (highest bid) or trade for other RPG
games, books, magazines or miniatures. Send
offers to Chad Kanishock, 996 Fairmont Ave.,
Whitehall, PA 18052. (76)
LARGE COLLECTION of D&D, 1st edition
AD&D, Gamma World, Star Frontiers. Star
Trek, Traveller 2300, Robotech, Dragon and
Dungeonmagazines. Will trade forearly BattleTech books. For list and prices, send SASE to
Eric Larson, 16335 Riverside, Livonia, MI 48154.
(76)
LARGE COLLECTION of JTAS, Challenge,
Traveller and MegaTraveller rules for sale (or
will swap for Traveller 2300 materials). Contact K. J. Kinkor, 30 Colony Road 85, Eastham,
Cape Cod 02642. (76)
NIGHT CITY TRAX is here! The official Cyberpunk RPG soundtrack cassette, licensed by R.
Talsorian Games. Contains an original musical
score to set the mood for your netrunning
adventures. Contact Gold Rush Games, PO
Box 2531, Elk Grove, CA 95759. (76)

RPGs, boardgames, magazines and miniatures. For a list, send a SASE to Patrick Morgan, 3905 Northern Lights Drive, Pocatello, ID
83201-5934. (72)
TRAVELLER, 2300 and MegaTraveller rules
and supplements. For a list, send a SASE to
David Meeks, 1407 W. Princeton, Ontario,
Canada 91762. (72)
AMAZING BARGAINS on out-of-print Traveller and related SF game items. Send SASE for
list to Charles Kimball, 3019 N. Casselwood
St., Winter Park, FL 32792-1716. (72)
SOURCEBOOKS AND SUPPLEMENTS for
many games, including Cyberpunk 2.0.2.0. ,
10, Shadowrun (and DMZ), Dark Conspiracy,
2300 AD, MegaTraveller, Twilight: 2000 and
others. For a complete list, write to Ross
Mackenzie, Dunlin Close, Kingswinford, West
Midlands, United Kingdom DY6 8XP. (72)
TSR Gold Card sets for sale, complete with
rares. Over 10,000 cards for trade. Send want
and need list to JM Kittrell, 2915 LBJ 161,
Dallas, TX 75234. (72)

2300 AD PLAYERS and IBM PC owners: Is
navigation and all the computions needed a
hassle? If so, you need this StarMap program.
Trade routes,shortesttravel distances, all stars
within a specified distance of a given star!
Contact Magician's Query, J. Link, 3247
Montreal St., Bismarck, ND 58501. (72)
FANATIC'S GUIDE to Collecting Traveller. Includes a comprehensive list of products made
for Traveller/MegaTraveller/New Era, plus a
bibliography of related articles appearing in
magazines. Contact Roger Sanger, PO Box
75472, Seattle, WA 98125. (72)
OUT-OF-PRINT Traveller products. Send a
SASE to Roaer Sanuer. 1021 NE 123rd. Seattle, WA 98125. (72j
VINTAGETRAVELLER materials: Books 1-5,
Supplements 1-8,11, Adventures 1-5,11,
Double Adventures (all six), Alien Module 9,
JTAS 6-12.Contact Roger Sanger, 1021 NE
123rd, Seattle, WA 98125. (72)

HAVE LOST INTEREST in Dangerous Journeys and Traveller: TNE. I am looking to trade
for some Palladium or Call of Cthulhu products.
Contact Chris Crammond, 1901 Paris Drive,
Godfrey, IL 62035-1667. (76)
LOOKING FOR two copies of Space: 1889and
one of GURPS Scooby Doo? Also, I write mv
own scenarios for ~hil?(horror
game), spa&:
1889,CaN of Cthulhu, TFOs, etc. I am interested in sharing, trading, etc. Contact J. E.
Hoverson, 12051 28th Ave. NE #207, Seattle,
WA 98125. (76)

GAMES AND GAMING SUPPLEMENTS for
sale. Some titles no longer in print but still
collected. Send a SASE to Y mil Gonzalez,
636 Beach 69th St., A ~ e r n e NY
, 11692. (75)

TRAVELLER DIGEST 2 (DGP), Doomstones
1: Fire in the Mountains (GW UK) for Warhamme6 for Call of Cthulhu, Nightmare in Norway,
Trail of the Loathsome Slime (both GW UK),
Arkham Evil, Death in Dunmwich, Pursuit to
Kadath (all Theatre of the Mind Ent.); and for
AD&D, Vecna Lives WGA4(TSR). Please contact Darrell Baran, 477 Melbourne Ave.,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R2K 183. (76)

LOST INTEREST-Selling

GRIMOIRE. a 1st edition Shadowrun source-

large collection of

Twilight

Cyberpunk 2.0.2.0.

THERacwpsREDCUltE

h a MMKET
the black markets, where anything banned or
restricted by the government can k found, and profit is
always the prime m e m . By Justin SchmId

At last--the tong-awaited winner of the Twilight scenario

-lore

-CoMslUEPUsPRILM

Light weapons and personal gear fielded by German
forces in the war. By Hans-Christian Vortisch

rn

The New Era
SmmT NAP

Cthulhu
EvnwmCmrmtas

In a scenario involving a mummy, players genemlly assume they are to k chased by a bandageswathedmonster.
tf only life-and death--were that simple. By J.8. Hill

PCs awaken from cold berths to find themselves held
prisoner by raiders In the Wilds. By Michael R. Mikesh

C~MACT
mow

NOR

There's more going on with thls corporate llaison than
meets the eye. By Greg VIdeN

Space: I W
Can OF T-ow
'
Wet, exhausted and chilledto the bone,the PCs reach the
shore of the Island and callapse on the beach. They see no
sign of Ilfe. By James L. Cambias

Norrso~CouApslmWaatos

The m a l procedure for converting old data to the new

Shadowrun

standards. By Mah *GeoHGelinas

Dark Conspiracy
THESHaoua

NEW
YORKGrv ,Qswm, 2054

It's dark, noisy, foul smell~ng,d a n p r o M l that and
more. But ifs a part of the clly that you'd better h o w about.
By Mark R Gufis

Can the PCs recover a mysteriousshroud stolen from an
allen corpse? By David W. Schuey

TIIEBUS~UNDERT~BBED

It's a time for wow, a time for dread. That scratching's not
your imagination;its not in your head. Ifsthe beast under the
bed. By Michael C. LaBm'ere

T H E h

P
a
m

Is this wild-eyed, bloody woman an escaped mental patient suffering from paranoid delusions or a victim of illegal
psychic esperiments? By Paul Lucas

star wars
PANmM1s Box
A burned-out bulk freighter with some large holes in its hull
lady lloats scross the transparesteel viewport of the
character's ship. What secrets lie inside? By Peter Flausch

GURPS
Clmr-Sn#u

1 could see their eyes-red with Mood lust. Fingers held
c t d on thelrtriggers. Calves and thighs strained infomful
acceleration,shuld~~~straight
and strong, mwthsopenand
shining, sharpened canine teeth. They half yelled and half
howled in horrible bld-stained berreker delight. By #arc

Jmmn

Reviews
A m UponIhe ~ f r m T b r ~ .
Zombies d tAe Gene Pod from Ballmine Bodrs.
:
Rimdm from R. TWrfan Qames.

And Morel
Plus T'echnicalh e s s m g n t Database, Coalhion Infamsation Netwotk Ask Commodore Bwana, Dplnlon, Convm
dons, Reviews, Cb&k& and much more!

